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n TRENTON, he hears 
staiwns1500miles away 

with Radio la RC 

To find out what Radiola will 
fit your needs and purse, write 
for free illustrated booklet 
"Radio Apparatus for Broad- 
cast Reception." 

This symbol of quality 
. is your protection 

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

JT. K. Hudnut, Secretary and Treasurer of the 
Trenton Electric Supply Company, recently wrote 
and said about Radiola RC: 

"Just a line to tell you that Radiola RC has given per- 
fect satisfaction. On Tuesday evening between 11.15 
and 11.30 I picked up Chicago and Kansas City." 

This is but one of thou- 
sands of letters received 
in which owners of 
Radiola RC have com- 
mented on its remark- 
able range. Half the 
delight of radio lies in 
this ability to pick up the 
far stations. 

Radiola RC is a compact, 
highly- sensitive, long -dis- 

tance receiver that can be 
used with a- loud -speaker 
to flood a room with music. 
Thousands of Radiola 
RCs are in use everywhere. 
The price of Radiola RC 
is $132.50. Examine it 
at any RC A dealer. If there 
is none near you, write 
to us and we shall put 
you in touch with one,. 

or Ld. oa1DCor ction ikF.lsl óf America 

Sales Depa, turent, Suite 2067 
233 Broadway, New York City 

District Offices 
10 South La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 

433 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 
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BRISTOL 

AUDIOPHONE 

JR. 

Loud Speaker 

For Radio -Phone Reception the AUDIO - 
PHONE JR. is a strictly high -grade instrument, 
built to Bristol standard and backed by the 
Bristol reputation of 33 years. 

The Audiophone Jr. is complete and self - 
contained -needs no separate battery or other 
accessories -goes to you ready for use on 
connecting to your receiving set. 

It is a true sound reproducer, bringing to home or public hall the distinc- 
tive qualities of the original performance. Characterized by its round, full, 
mellow tones -its ample volume -and freedom from blurring, mechanical 
distortion, and metallic effect. It has made radio a real source of restful, 

refreshing entertainment Price, $22.50 
The Audiophone Jr. can be used with any two or ,- three stage power amplifying outfits. Where two 

stage amplification does not give the desired volume, 
the range of the Audiophone will be made ample 
by the addition of a_ Bristol One Stage Power 
Amplifier Price, $25.00 

Bulletins on request - Demonstrations arranged for 

THE BRISTOL COMPANY 
Waterbury, Conn. 
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I FYOU buy inferior radio apparatus 
you must not expect the best 

results. 

Its long record of satisfactory serv- 
ice has won for the Grebe Receiver 
the unqualified endorsement of all 
experienced radioists and dealers. 

Your copy of "Musings of Doctor 
Mu" sent free upon request. 

A. H. GREBE &CO.,INC. 
RICHMOND HILL. N.Y. 

Licensed under 
Armstrong U. S. 
Pat. No. 1113149 



A PAGE WITH THE EDITOR 
THE two foremost radio scientists of New 

England -Prof. R. A. Fessenden, said to be 
the "first man to transmit the human voice by 
radio," and Dr. G. W. Picard, who holds more 
patents on the crystal detector than any in- 
ventor in the world -arc now included among 
the distinguished contributors to POPULAR 
RADIO. That these two eminent experts should 
'select this magazine as the medium for the 
important announcements that they will make 
during this year is both a tribute of which 
the Editor is not insensible as well as a rare 
treat to our readers. 

* * * 

EVERY radio amateur in the country knows 
Hiram Percy Maxim and Paul Godley -per- 
haps the two most popular radio fans in the 
world and certainly two who are of monu- 
mental help and inspiration in the development 
of amateur radio. It is with peculiar grati- 
fication, therefore, that the Editor presents 
Mr. Maxim's article on page 188 of this issue, 
and Mr. Godley's article on page 202. The 
latter (familiarly known among the fans as 
"Paragon Paul ") supplements his article by a 
personal letter in which he states: 

"POPULAR RADIO is doing a real service. 
Everyone is always glad to help those who 
are of service." 

The Editor may be pardoned if he accepts 
this commentary as "praise from Sir Hubert' - 
who, according to legend, was the than -whomest 
of complimentors. 

* * * 

THE broadcasting of the present series of 
Philharmonic Orchestra concerts in New York 
-a project initiated by POPULAR RADIO -is 
bringing to light some "human interest" 
touches that are worth more than casual com- 
ment. And not the least interesting of them 
is the fact that Henry Hadley's old mother up 
in Massachusetts is enabled for the first time 
to hear this great orchestra play when her son 
conducts! 

* * * 

"I BUILT the 2 variometer, 1 variocoupler 
set described on page 210 of the November 
POPULAR RADIO," writes Charles J. Adolph of 
New York, "using 100 feet of braided antenna 
wire strung in back of the picture moulding. 
I received all local stations and the following 
stations; WOC, WGR, WGY, KDKA, WWJ, 
WQAA, WDAP, WMAM, WHAS, WLW, 
and WMAF. Using my outside aerial I have 
reached as far as Fargo, North Dakota." 

"If you see it in POPULAR RADIO it's so!" 
* * * 

As evidence of the efforts which the Editor 
is making to give our readers the best and only 
the best, it may interest them to know that in 
order to obtain pictures of Sir Oliver Lodge 
(for use as illustrations of his series of 
articles now running in POPULAR RADIO), we 
commissioned the foremost portrait photog- 
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rapher of England, E. O. Hoppe, to make a 
special trip of hundreds of miles to Sir 
Oliver's laboratory in Amesbury. That he was 
eminently successful in his quest is proved by 
the example of his work on page 211. The 
Editor regards it as the best photograph ever 
made of Sir Oliver. 

* * * 

ONE of the most important uses of radio 
(and the Editor is not so sure but that it may 
prove to be the most important use of all) 
lies in the field of education. The possibilities 
of bringing real education -"the world's 
greatest scientists and the world's greatest 
music" -into the Little Red Schoolhouse and 
into American homes are only beginning to 
be realized by a small number of universities 
which are experimenting with "extension 
courses" that are being broadcast for the bene- 
fit of the people of half a State. POPULAR 
RADIO, which has emphasized the importance 
of this phase of radio from the beginning,' 
is particularly glad, therefore, to have the 
National Radio Chamber of Commerce take 
up the campaign and co- operate with us in 
establishing radio as an educational force 
more far -reaching than any the world has 
ever known. 

* * * 

SCHOOLDAYS -so far as this Editor is con- 
cerned -were long regarded merely as raw 
material out of which elderly but forgetful 
composers made sentimental songs; certainly 
he never classified them exactly under "Pleas- 
ure." It is with particular gratification, there- 
fore, that he finally wheedles his first word of 
praise from an old teacher, Thomas M. 
St. John, who once viewed with patient alarm 
the efforts of the Editor to acquire an 
elementary knowledge of physics. 

"I find that the articles in POPULAR RADIO 
are written in an offhand, readable manner 
that appeals to me," he writes from East 
Windham, N. Y. "I must confess that it is 
a mighty good magazine -even if you are the 
Editor." 

* * * 

ON March 20 the yearly subscription price 
of POPULAR RADIO will be $2.00 a year -as 
already announced. 

To help every subscriber to take adbantage 
of the present low rate of $1.50, our Subscrip- 
tion Manager is inserting in this March number 
an order blank that will enable each subscriber 
to get the magazine at the low price for just 
as long a period in advance as he desires. But 
his subscription must be paid not later than 
March 20. 

Don't forget the date! 
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Quality Radio Apparatus 

Distance - Selectivity -Ease of Adjustment 

CARDWELL RADIO APPARATUS is being used by the 
United States Navy, United States Signal Corps, and Bureau of 
Standards. The same rigid rules of manufacture and inspection 
are enforced in the production of amateur apparatus as in our 
Government and commercial work. 

Cardwell Products include 
Receiving Sets Transformers -Audio 
Amplifiers Transformers -Radio 
Condensers Couplers 

Descriptive Catalogue Mailed on Request. 

-THE IDEAL RADIO FREQUENCY HOOK-UP - 
This will be sent free of charge to those who wish to build an exceptionally 
fine set. An exceptionally good hook -up embodying long range and selectivity. 

OUR INSTRUMENTS STAY SOLD 

The Allen D. Cardwell Manufacturing Corp. 
81 Prospect Street BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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NA NAVOX ?11e Jower.9mplip fier 
Jadco ancl.%ejroducer Supreme 

R -2 Magnavox Radio with 
18-inch horn: this instru- 
ment is intended for those 
who wish the utmost in 
amplifying power; for large 
audiences, dance halls, etc. 

R -3 Magnavox Radio with 
14 -inch horn: the ideal in- 
strument for use in homes, 
offices, amateur stations, etc. 

Model C Magnavox Power 
Amplifier insures getting 
the largest possible power 
input for your Magnavox 
Radio. 2 and 3 stage. 

When you purchase a Mag- 
navox product you possess an 
instrument of the highest 
quality and service. 

Magnavox products can be 
had of good dealers every- 
where. Write us for copy 
of new illustrated booklet. 

THE Magnavox, in amplifying witn 
extreme sensitiveness every signal 

supplied to it from the receiver, must 
necessarily amplify any extraneous 
sounds which may originate in the 
receiver or power amplifier itself. 

Therefore, the combination of Mag- 
navox Reproducer with Magnavox 
Power Amplifier (as illustrated) is very 
desirable. By this equipment, in con- 
nection with a good receiver, you get 
the music or speech with true clear- 
ness- -and in practically any volume 
required. 

To own a good receiving set without 
Magnavox equipment, is like having 
your house properly wired and then 
using only small, feeble candle -power 
lamps in the sockets! 

The Magnavox Co., Oakland, California 
New York: 370 Seventh Avenue 



Radio -the Most Far -Reaching of 
Educational Agencies 

To THE EDITOR OF POPULAR RADIO: 
I THINK you are profoundly right in your belief that the vital need 

now in the interests of radio is a provision for worth -while programs. Your 
plan for this sounds feasible. If you can bring it to pass you will have 
initiated an educational service that may conceivably become more far - 
reaching than any other educational agency, and of inestimable value to the 
culture of the Nation. 

President, University of Illinois 



From a hotograph made for POPULAR RADIO 

"Power Can Be and Will Be Sent by Radio" 
Such is the statement of Nikola Tesla -one of the most imaginative geniuses among 
the great inventors -whose spectacular experiments with high frequency currents 
twenty -five years ago established him as a world -known figure. He is the inventor 

of the induction motor and of the coil that bears his name. 

158 
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The Motion Picture Speaks 
How the long- cherished dream of inventors to make the "movies" 
vocal has at last been solved by the radio experts, who are convert- 
ing sound successively into electric current, light waves, pictures; 

electric current and back again into sound. 

LEE DE FOREST, Ph. D., D. Sc. 

TALKING movies are an accom- 
plished fact. Perfect synchronism 

of speech and action has been attained, 
and this success is another triumph for 
that wonder worker of radio, the audion 
amplifier. The talking movie depends 
upon the use of the tubés to amplify the 
minute electric currents with which it is 
necessary to work and it is no exaggera- 
tion to say that the vocalization of the 
motion picture would never have been 
accomplished at all were it not for the 
fact that the motion picture technicians 
had available to them the perfected in- 
ventions of the radio engineer. 

The earlier attempts at talking movies, 
fiascos which we all remember so well, 
depended upon schemes for connecting 
together an ordinary phonograph and an 
ordinary motion picture machine. The 
phonograph was supposed to repeat a 
certain sound at the exact instant that 
the appropriate action took place on the 
screen. To make the two machines run 
precisely at the same rate there were 
complicated arrangements of governors 
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and regulators. In one of the processes, 
for instance, small holes were punched 
at intervals in the film. Compressèd âir 
escaped through these holes mucli. as it 
does through the holes in the paper rò11 

of a piano player and this escaping "air 
was supposed to regulate the speed of 
the phonograph so that it would play its 
record at a rate exactly equal to the rate 
of progress of the film. 

None of these devices worked very 
well. Not only were there delicate mé- 
chanical or electrical adjustments which 
frequently got out of order, but there was 
another difficulty, one which would be 
entirely unforeseen, probably, by anyone 
not actually experienced in the notion 
picture business. This was the distur- 
bance of the record caused by breakages 
of the film. 

Once in a while when you are watch- 
ing the pictures in a motion picture the- 
atre you will see the picture suddenly 
disappear, leaving a blank white screen. 
This means that the film has torn in two. 
The young man in the projection room 
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does a little fast work and presently the 
picture goes on again as though nothing 
had happened. But before that particu- 
lar film can be used again its torn ends 
have to be trimmed off so that they are 
even and then stuck together again with 
film cement. This makes the film an inch 
or two shorter than it was before. 

So far as the picture is concerned, this 
shortening makes no great difference. 
There are sixteen separate snapshots to 
the foot of film and the loss of one or 
two of them is not even perceptible when 
the film is projected. But suppose that 
the film is one which has been carefully 
synchronized with a phonograph record. 
If you leave out an inch or two of film 
the sound record gets behind the actión 
by just that much. After three or four 
breaks have been made and fixed you 
will hear the sound of a fall, for exam- 
ple, a second or two after it has really 
happened. It will sound like an echo. 

It is not possible to avoid occasional 
breakage of the film and this was the 
reason why experienced motion picture 
engineers were always rather sceptical 
of any scheme for mechanically synchro 
nizing films with phonograph records. 
What was needed, they thought, was 
some way of recording the sound record 
on the film itself so that the sound record 
and the sight record would be synchro- 
nous and inseparable automatically. 

This is exactly what the new talking 
movies are. In my process, for instance, 
which I call the " Phonofilm process," 
the record of the sounds is registered in 
the form of a narrow strip of lighter and 
darker hairlike lines running crosswise, 
at the edge of the film, like the rungs of 
a tiny ladder. This record is produced 
at the same time that the pictures are 
taken, by a photographic process. When 
the film is run off these sounds are 
reproduced. 

The "photographing of sounds" is new 
only in details. Scientists have been pho- 
tographing sounds for many years and 
by half a dozen different processes. The 
beginning of the story takes us back to 

1879 and to Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, 
the inventor of the telephone. 

When Dr. Bell was working out the 
telephone he gave a good deal of atten- 
tion also to other ways of transmitting 
speech. Perhaps the telephone might 
turn out a failure and some different 
device might have to be substituted. 
Among other things he tried out a way 
of talking along a beam of light. One 
day in 1879 he stood in his garden and 
actually talked for over two hundred 
yards along a beam of sunlight reflected 
from a little mirror which he held in bis 
hand. 

The secret was in the mirror. It was 
niade out of very thin glass and it was 
not perfectly flat. Instead it had a slight 
spherical curvature as though it had been 
cut out of the side of a very large globe 
of glass. The beam of light was re 
fleeted from this curved surface. 

Back of the mirror was a mouthpiece 
into which Dr. Bell spoke so that the 
sound waves of hisvoice struck against 
the back of the mirror. These waves 
made the mirror vibrate just as the 
diaphragm of a telephone vibrates when 
you speak into it. And when the mirror 
vibrated its curvature changed, it became 
alternately a little flatter and a little more 
curved. This affected, of course, the 
amount of light reflected from its front 
surface. The beam of light fluctuated 
in strength and these fluctuations were 
found to correspond exactly to the sound 
waves, which were beating against the 
back of the mirror- diaphragm, just as 
the electric currents in a telephone trans- 
mitter correspond to the sound waves 
which strike against its diaphragm. 

Dr. Bell's device was really a telephone 
in which a mirror took the place of the 
usual transmitter and a ray of light took 
the place of the electric current in the 
wire. 

In 1879 there was no particular use for 
such a device. The motion picture was 
still a dream. The electric telephone 
proved to be successful and the light - 
telephone-Dr. Bell called it a photo- 

t. 
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From a photograph made by Paul Thompson for Portman Remo 

The Camera that Records Both Action and Speech 
For the benefit of the readers of POPULAR RADIO, Dr. Lee De Forest is here demon- 
strating his new and remarkable invention. He is inserting the "photion" (1) into its 
proper socket. This photion (coined from the words "photograph" and "audion," 
meaning literally an audion that takes photographs) is the secret of the phonofilun 
machine. The microphone that receives the voice is shown at (2); the opening (3) 
leads into the chamber that contains the apparatus that converts sound into light 
waves. (q) is the regulation shutter equipment used on every motion- picture camera. 
The records of both motion and sound arc thus recorded on. the photographic film. 
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phone -- dropped out of sight. He did 
not attempt to photograph the sound 
waves. 

But might not such a device have its 
use in war? The Germans thought so 
and in 1890 they financed the investiga- 
tion of one Ernst Walter Rühmer on this 
same problem. 

Rühmer did not Use a mirror. He 
selected a totally different principle, the 
principle of the electric arc. He used an 
ordinary old- fashioned arc lamp, in the 
circuit of which was a microphone. 
When he spoke into the microphone, the 
sound waves affected it and it, in turn, 
affected the brightness of the arc; pro- 
ducing fluctuations which corresponded; 
as in Dr. Bell's device, to the pulses of 
the sound. This fluctuating light from 
the arc Rühmer sent out in a search- 
light beam miles across the country to a 
receiving station where its pulses could 
he converted back again into audible 
sound. 

During the war the Germans revived 
and improved this old method of 
Rühmer's. An apparatus devised by 
Dr. H. Thirring is said to have been in 
use at times on the Western front. 
Many a searchlight beam watched incuri- 
ously by our scouts as of no importance 
may have been carrying light -borne 
words which our intelligence department 
would have enjoyed hearing. But Dr. 
Thirring's work was not known until 
after the armistice and the possibility 
that a photophone was being used went 
unsuspected. 

The British Admiralty, however, were 
working along similar lines, though for a 
different purpose. They were seeking a 
method of telephoning between ships at 
sea. Dr. A. O. Rankine, the distin- 
guished physicist who conducted their in- 
vestigations, did not use the arc method. 
He used a vibrating grating attached to a 
diaphragm, like that used years before by 
Dr. Bell and was so successful that he 
was able to talk for a distance of eight 
miles over a beam of sunlight only six 
inches in diameter. The familiar helio- 

graph used in all armies and navies to 
exchange dot -and -dash signals by means 
of a beam of sunlight became capable of 
serving as a telephone as well. 

None of these things had any immedi- 
ate application to the movies. Even in 
1918 no one seemed to see that these new 
war inventions contained the answer to 
the old problem of how to make the 
movies speak. 

The first person to see this connection, 
or the first, at least, to actually make it 
effective, was Bergland in Sweden. 
Early in 1921, he exhibited to a group 
of scientific men a machine in which 
sound was recorded by means of a mov- 
ing spot of light reflected from a tiny 
mirror. Sound waves were made to 
vibrate this mirror, and the mirror 
brated just as Dr. Bell's mirror did, but: 
it was arranged so that the vibration took 
the form of back -and -forth swings in- 
stead of changes in curvature. These 
swings made the little spot of reflected 
light move back and forth across a mov- 
ing photographic film, and the result was 
a wavy line photographed on the film. 
The waves in this line, the ups and 
downs of it, were found to correspond 
exactly to the pulses of the original 
sound. From this line the sound could " 

be reproduced. 
According to the published descrip- 

tions of it, Bergland's original machine 
was merely a sound recorder. It pro- 
duced a record of sound just as a pho- 
nograph does but it recorded this on a 
strip of photographic. film instead of a 
disk or cylinder of wax. In applying his 
invention to the making of a talking mo- 
tion picture Bergland used two films side 
by side. One film received the picture 
just as it does in an ordinary motion pic- 
ture camera. The other film received the 
wavy line which was the sound record. 
As the picture was taken the two films 
were moved forward by the same shaft. 
In this way, Bergland undertook to ob- 
tain exact synchronism between the two 
films. 

But it is reported that he did not. 
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THE LABORATORY OF A DOCTOR WHO IS A 
"VOCAL SPECIALIST" ON FILMS 

The workroom of Prof. J. T. Tykociner, of the University of Illinois, who has 
developed a talking motion picture film that uses a special shutter actuated by sound 
waves instead of the moving mirror or photion on which Dr. De Forest's invention 

depends. 

Motion picture film always shrinks and 
changes a little as time goes on. Separate 
pieces of it do not always shrink equally. 
Then the holes in the margin of it, into 
which fit the teeth of the sprocket arrange- 
ment which moves the film, sometimes 
wear a little larger, so that the motion of 
the film is not quite uniform. These diffi- 
culties and others like them, it is said, 
interfered with the perfect agreement of 
Bergland's two films. It was necessary, 
or highly desirable, to put the two records 
actually on the same single strip of film. 

Even while Bergland was working in 
Sweden this last step was being taken 
by another inventor in England. Only 
a few weeks after the Bergland tests Mr. 
Grindell Mathews announced the perfec- 
tion of a camera which photographed the 
wavy line of the sound record and the 
successive pictures of the scenic record 
actually on the same film. The sound 

record was made in the same way as in 
the Bergland camera, by means of a tiny 
mirror swung back and forth in corre- 
spondence with the waves of sound. 

This gave to the world for the first 
time a process in which the sound and 
the picture could not help being synchro- 
nous, since both of them were recorded 
on the same film strip. 

It might seem that not much could be 
added to this but in developing the 
phonofilm we have succeeded, I think, 
in improving in at least two particulars 
any of the previous processes for a 
speaking film. The first of these im- 
provements is what we believe to be a 
better way of photographing the sound. 
The second is an improvement in a part 
of the apparatus which I have said noth- 
ing about so far, the part which trans- 
lates the sound photograph back again 
into real sounds which we can hear. 
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A STRIP OF TALKING FILM 
(Actual Size of Negative) 

This negative was made by Dr. De Forest's 
new phonofilm process. The hairlike lines of 
the right of the strip of sprocket holes on the 
left is the record of sound. During projections, 
a beam of light passes through this record onto 
a photo -electric cell and converted first into 
an electric current, amplified by vacuum tube 
amplifiers and finally reconverted back into 

sound by means of a loudspeaker. 

I f you look inside the camera which 
we use in taking the phonofilm the only 
unusual thing you will see is a small 
glass tube about the size of your little 
finger. When the apparatus is operating, 
this tube glows with a brilliant violet 
light. It is the new invention, which we 
call the "photion." It is the thing which 
we use to photograph sound. 

The tube contains a special mixture of 
gases which it took me over three years 
of experiment to perfect. When an elec- 
tric current is passed through the tube, 
this gas mixture becomes luminous. It is 
the gas which produces the violet glow. 

Perhaps you have seen lately some of 
the neon -filled glow lamps which are 
being used to attract attention in stores 
and shop windows. A tube of bent glass, 
often shaped into words or letters, con- 
tains a little of this neon gas, about one 
thousandth of one per cent of which 
is contained in ordinary air. When a 
high frequency electric current is sent 
through this neon -filled tube, the gas 
glows with a soft reddish light which is 
pleasant and attractive. The photion 
works on much this sanie principle. Of 
course, the gas in it is not neon and the 
glow is violet, not red. But it, too, is a 
gas glow excited by an electric current. 

If you watch carefully the glow of a 
photion in operation you may be able to 
see that the light is not absolutely con- 
stant. It flickers a little. Pulses of greater 
brightness alternate with brief instants 
when the glow is a trifle dimmer. This 
means that the photion is translating 
sound into light. The rapid flickers and 
pulses which you see mean that you are 
literally seeing speech. 

The photion tube is excited by a high 
frequency electric current, modulated by 
the voice in exactly the sanie way as in 
a small radio -telephone transmitter. This 
part of the apparatus is in fact identical 
with the radiophone transmitter. 

In the electric circuit which operates 
the photion and which causes it to glow 
we insert a highly special substitute for 
the microphone and one or. pore vacuum 

i 
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tubes as amplifiers. This ground re- 
ceiver picks up sound waves and con- 
verts them into pulses of electricity. The 
electric pulses, after being amplified suffi- 
ciently, control the radiophone which is 
exciting the glowing photion and affect 
its light. The flickerings of this light, 
its rapid brightenings and dimmings, cor- 
respond exactly to the waves of sound 
which enter the microphone. 

This shows you how the phonofilm 
process transforms sounds into light; but 
how does it photograph them, how do we 
secure a permanent record of them on 
the motion picture film? 

This is how. The glowing photion is 
in a little chamber by itself inside the 
camera and this chamber is light -tight 
except for one tiny slit only one milli- 
meter long and a fortieth of a millimeter 
wide. The moving film on which the 
motion picture is being taken runs past 
the photion chamber in such a position 
that the edge of the film passes just under 
this slit. The light from the photion 
streams through the slit and is photo- 
graphed on the film, making the strip of 
tiny hairlike lines already described ; a 
darker line for each instant when the 
photion is brighter, a less dense line when 
the light of the photion is a little more 
dim. 

This little ladder of lighter and darker 
lines is our photograph of sound, our 
answer to the problem of recording suc- 
cessfully both the sight and the sound. 
The width of the sound photographs 
is always the same. The intensity of the 
light, and that alone, is varied by the 
sound. This feature distinguishes the 
phonofilm from all other methods, and 
permits a more faithful reproduction of 
every light and shade of sound than is 
otherwise possible. And by this photion 
or phonofilm method, it is seen, there is 
complete absence of any mechanical mov- 
ing parts, nothing in the entire system 
up to the final diaphragm of the loud- 
speaker which can introduce a natural 
period of vibration of its own, tending 
to distort the original sound, in record- 
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From a photograph made by Paul Thompson for PUMAS Remo 

A SCIENTIST WHO 'UTTERS SPEECH 
THAT WE CAN SEE 

Dr. De Forest -best known to radio fans as 
"the wan who put the grid in the radio bottle," 
or in more scientific ternis, the inventor of the 
audion or three -element vacuum tube -is here 
revealed in his laboratory inspecting a notion 
picture film that records both the movements of 
his lips while speaking and also the sounds that 
issue from them. Long before the advent of 
the vacuum tube, however, Dr. De Forest was 
experimenting with "wireless" telephony; many 
old -timers among the radio amateurs of New 
York recall the thrilling experimental days 
when his squeaky and distorted voice -tones, 
transmitted by arc and high -frequency spark 
telephones, filled the ether with early promises 
of the marvels that were to come. The square 
box at the inventor's elbow, with the. small cir- 
cular opening, contains the new type of micro- 
phone especially developed for the talking films. 
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ing or in reproduction. So far as the 
taking of the movie is concerned, this is 
the whole of the story. 

But how is one to get this back into 
real sound again ? How is the sound 
record on the film to be reproduced when 
the motion picture is run off in the 
theatre? 

Consider first what the problem is. 
The taking of the talking motion picture 
involved two successive conversions of 
one kind of vibration into another kind. 
First the waves of sound were converted 
into electric waves by the microphone. 
Next the electric waves were converted 
into light by the photion. Now we must 
do these same two things in reverse 
order. On the finished film is our little 
ladder of darker and lighter lines. A ray 
of light can be made to shine through this 
ladder and the strength of the light that 
gets through will correspond to the lines 
on the ladder. As each dark line passes 
across, the light transmitted will be mo- 
mentarily dimmer. This gives us, to 
start with, what we finished with when 
the movie was taken, namely, a light 
which flickers in exact correspondence 
with the waves of sound. The problem 
is to convert these flickers back again 
into real sound. 

Most of the previous investigators and 
inventors have made this light -sound 
conversion by means of the metal se- 
lenium, a metal which has the property 
of changing its electrical resistance when 
light rays fall on it. But no one was sat- 
isfied with selenium. It was too erratic 
and undependable, too slow in recovery. 

Years ago the same Dr. Hertz who 
discovered the waves now used in radio 
made another. discovery. He discovered 
that plates of certain metals gave off 
electrons when they were illuminated. 
Every radio fan knows that the filament 
of a vacuum tube gives off electrons 
when it is hot. Dr. Hertz's metal plates 
did the sane thing, only they did not 
have to be hot. All that was necessary 
was that. light of some kind should be 
falling on them. This discovery was the 

beginning of the photoelectric cell: 
In modern forms of the cell, the metal 

plate which is to give off the electrons 
is in a vacuum inside a sealed glass bulb. 
It looks a good deal like a glass egg with 
two short glass tubes about the size of 
lead' pencils sealed into it, one at each 
end. The light shines into this egg from 
one side. On the Other side, facing the 
light, is the plate of the sensitive metal, 
usually of the rare metal potassium or 
the still rarer one, rubidium. 

When hit by the light the metal gives 
off electrons and the number given off a 
second changes with the strength of the 
light. The, more light, the mote elec- 
trons. You see at once what the pulsat- 
ing light which shines thròugh the sound 
record on the film will do.: It will cause 
the electron emission inside .the photo- 
electric cell to pulsate also. More or 
fewer electrons will be given off in exact 
correspondence with the sound waves 
which were originally photographed on 
the film. 

This makes the first of the two con- 
versions which we saw to be necessary, 
the conversion of the light pulses into 
electric ones. The next conversion, the 
one into real sound, is made in the usual 
fashion by amplifier tubes and a special 
telephone. The electron current in the 
photoelectric cell is feeble, but even one 
tube will amplify it until it will operate 
a telephone. Four or five tubes will 
make it strong enough to operate a loud- 
speaker and fill the largest motion picture' 
theatre. 

This gives you the whole process. 
Suppose we are taking a motion picture 
in which, let us say, Buster Keaton falls 
downstairs. For each step there is a 
bump and the sound wave of each bump - 
makes a little flicker in the glow of the 
photion. This flicker records itself on 
the little ladder of lines which is being 
photographed on the film. Wherever 
that film goes, whatever is done with it, 
there is the record of Mr. Keaton's bump. 
side by side with the view showing just 
how he came to make it. 
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General Electric 

HE PRODUCES SOUND BY MEANS OF A VIBRATING MIRROR 
What is in effect a motion picture photograph of the human voice, reproduced in the 
form of a graph that records vibrations, is the invention of Dr. Charles A. Hoxie. 
His machine is called the "Pallophotophone," and it not only "photographs" sound 

but reproduces it with most amazing clarity and power. 

Then some day the film is shown in a 
theatre. The light of the projection ma- 
chine shines through one of the pictures 
and shows a visual image of Mr. Kea - 
ton's downfall. At the same instant an- 
other light shines through the sound rec- 
ord. This light sees, so to speak, the 
sound image of Mr. Keaton's bump. It 
carries this image on to the photoelectric 
cell. The cell instantly transforms it into 
an electron image of the sound of the 
bump and hands this on to the audion 
amplifier. The amplifier strengthens it 
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into a greater sound and hands it on to 
the loudspeaker which lets out, in its turn, 
a loud bang and we who sit, watching 
and listening, hear the misfortunes of 
Mr. Keaton at the sanie instant that we 
see them. 

And at exactly the same instant! For 
all these changes and conversions happen 
with almost inconceivable rapidity, with 
the speed of electric currents which come 
close, most of them, to the 186,000 miles 
a second which is the speed of light. 

From the special viewpoint of the 
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Courtesy of J. D. Williamson 

THE FIRST MAN TO TRANSMIT SOUND ON BEAMS OF LIGHT 
Back in 188o Dr. Alexander Graham Bell invented the "photo phone," by means of 
which speech was transmitted 200 yards on a ray of sunlight reflected from a curved 
mirror. In the picture above the good doctor is revealed as a diving Bell; it was 
snapped while he was emerging from the Williamson submarine tube in the West 

Indies, shortly before his death. 

radio engineer there is one particularly 
interesting aspect of these various con- 
versions of vibrations between light and 
sound and electricity. It is that they 
constitute a kind of modulation just like 
the modulation of continuous waves of 
radio telephony by sound waves. 

Light is, of course, an electromagnetic 
wave just like the radio waves except 
that its wavelength is very much shorter, 
or, in other words, its frequency is tre- 
mendously higher. Instead of the f re- 
quency of about 800,000 a second which 
characterizes the ordinary broadcasting 
wave, light has frequencies measurable 
only in quadrillions a second, wave- 
lengths defined in millionths of a milli- 
meter. 

Now in ordinary radio telephony the 
modulation consists merely in superim- 
posing the low frequency waves of sound, 
which have from 20 to about 5000 vibra- 
tions a second, onto the moderately high 
frequency waves of the continuous 
wave radio. The sound wave goes out, one 

might say, as a passenger on the radio 
wave. Similarly, in the phonofilm, the 
function of the photion is to superimpose 
these same low frequency waves of 
sound first onto the higher frequency 
waves of the radio 'telephone and 
then onto the still higher frequency 
waves of light. The passenger is the 
same but is traveling on a different 
train, a train of much shorter cars. In 
ordinary radio modulation we speak of 
"audio" frequency and "radio" fre- 
quency. In these new light conversions 
we must speak of audio frequency in 
relation to what we may call "photo" 
frequency, this being the tremendously 
high frequency of the waves of light. 

And just as there are various ways of 
producing the modulation of radio f re- 
quency by audio frequency, so there are 
various ways of superimposing sound 
waves on light. The photion is one of 
these ways. The mirror methods of Dr. 
Bell and of Dr. Rankine are others. The 
arc method of the Germans is still an- 
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other. And two other methods, two 
newer ones, have been announced within 
the past year in the United States.* 

And now what does this mean for the 
movies? Granted that a real talking 
movie can be produced about which there 
now seems little doubt, will this cause 
any serious change in the present meth- 
ods of producing motion pictures and of 
presenting motion picture plays? 

The motion picture experts do not 
agree in their answers to these questions. 
Most of them seem sceptical. They do 
not expect, they say, any immediate pub- 
lic favor for a talking movie no matter 
how perfect it is. The reason they give 
is a psychological one. 

The essence of a successful motion 
picture, they say, is their ability to create 
an illusion. The images on the screen 
do not look exactly like the actors. They 
are just a jumble of black and white 
masses and lines and dots. Our favorite 
stars look lifelike to us because we have 
become used to this. We recognize the 
lights and shadows of the screen as sym- 

"()nc of these methods is that of Professor J. T. 
Tykociner of the University of Illinois. This, too, bas 
been applied to the making of talking movies. In place 
of the moving mirror or the photion. Professor Tyko- 
ciner uses a special mercury arc lamp. The light of 
this lamp, modified in intensity by the vibrations of 
the sound, falls onto the moving film, where it is 
photographed to make a strip of shaded lines not unlike 
the record on the Phonofilm. 

The other new method has been announced by Dr. 
Charles A. Hoxie of the Research Laboratory of the 
General Electric Company. His device appears to de- 
pend on a moving mirror, which would make it an 
improved form of the method used by Bergland in 
Sweden and by Mathews in England. 

in all of these methods, the curved mirror of Dr. 
Bell, the arc of RBhmer and Thirring and'Tykociner. 
the shaking mirrors of Rankine and Bergland and 
Mathews and Hoxie, and in the photion, the result 
accomplished is the same. It is the superposition of 
an audio frequency signal on photo frequency waves 
of light.-EDITOR. 

bols, much as the multitude of little black 
lines and dots and curves on this page 
are recognized by you as symbols of let- 
ters and words and thoughts. This page 
would not be so recognized by a savage 
who did not: know the symbols of our 
alphabet. 

And without illusion of reality which 
the mind makes for itself out of the sym 
bols on the screen, motion pictures would 
have, these experts believe, much less 
interest and emotional appeal. 

Now suppose you combine these vis- 
ual screen symbols with sounds. The 
sounds are symbols also. They too must 
create their illusion. Will they reinforce 
the eye symbols or will they interfere 
with them? Most likely, say the sceptics, 
the result will be interference, not rein- 
forcement. It is easy, they think, to 
create one illusion at a time, either an 
eye illusion or an ear illusion. It is much 
less easy to create both at once and to 
have them fit into each other in the mind. 
And so, they think, the path of progress 
for the talking movie is not going to be 
altogether smooth. 

Perhaps not, but this is little likely to 
deter inventors from following it. We 
believe that we have already in the Pho- 
nofilm a device of great utility in scien- 
tific investigations and in the making of 
speech records side by side with pictorial 
ones, for instance in making records of 
important events. Whether the motion 
picture experts will adopt it for purposes 
of public entertainment we are content 
to leave to them -and to the future. 

Seeing by Radio 
By WATSON DAVIS 

IT is at present possible -as every well- informed amateur knows -to transmit 
pictures via wireless by several more -or -less successful processes. When the art of 
thus transmitting "still" pictures has been speeded up, the next step obviously will 
be to transmit motion pictures; perhaps even to transmit scenes direct from life! 
How this conception may become a reality is something more than hinted at in the remarkable invention of C. Francis Jenkins. An exclusive description of the Jenkins apparatus will shortly appear in POPULAR RADIO, illustrated with special photographs 
that show its operation together with specimens of the pictures as they are received. 



A REAL MAKER OF MODERN "MIRACLES" 
While John Hays Hammond, Ir., has been actively engaged in many lines of 
scientific experimental work nt his laboratory near Gloucester, Mass., he is prin- 
cipally known to the public through his stirring demonstrations of radio -controlled 
vessels, torpedoes and aircraft-a development of radio that promises to have 
profound effects upon. our civilisation in both war and peace. He is here shown in 
the act of directing by radio the movements of an un- manned yacht in the harbor. 

A PLAN FOR A PAY -AS- YOU -ENTER 

RADIO NET 
By JOHN HAYS HAMMOND, JR. 

The recent demonstrations, initiated by POPULAR RADIO, of the possibilities of 
broadcasting events of importance by means of the "pick -up" system, points the 
way to what appears to be a logical development in radio -so far as general broad- 
casting on the ether is concerned. Such a method of broadcasting requires the 
installation of land wires between the auditorium or field where the events are 
held and a distant radio station. In this article Mr. Hammond proposes a plan 
for restricting this broadcasting service to subscribers only, by "narrow- casting" 
(by means of wired wireless) along the telegraph, telephone or electric light wires 
or along power cables. Mr. Hammond's project is, in effect, a restriction of the 
"pick -up" system of broadcasting to that section of the public who may pay a toll 
charge to the telephone, telegraph or power companies or to other public service 
corporations that may be willing or able to develop a system for undertaking such 
a venture on a profit- making basis.- EnrroR. 
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MY idea of a complete, nation -wide 
broadcasting system is this: 

That the present copper line equipment 
of the United States, owned by such 
companies as the telephone and telegraph 
organizations, should participate in the 
general problem of broadcasting. 

Only at the termini of these lines 
should there be erected radio broadcast- 
ing stations of moderate power to cover 
the rural districts. Thus, where radio 
became necessary, it would be used, but 
the ether would not be used for any un- 
necessary transmissions. This is an im- 
portant fact in view of the increasing 
demand on the single line ether conduc- 
tor furnished to us in radio transmission. 

The distribution of news could, for 
illustration, be classified thus: 

1- General international news. 
2- Financial and market news. 
3- Congressional and legislative 

news. 
4 -News from the various scientific 

and advisory departments in 
Washington, such as the Agri - 
c u 1 t u r al Department, the 
Bureau of Standards, t h e 

Weather Bureau, and others. 
5- Transmission of music. 
6- Educational news in the form of 

lectures. 
7- Commercial and advertising 

news. 
The bulk of this news could be 

initiated from various centers such as 
New York, Chicago, San Francisco and 
other important cities. This news would 
be segregated and carried by voice on the 
lines by the present carrier multiplex tele- 
phone system, and specific frequencies 
could be allotted to each of the seven 
classes specified above. 

From Washington would originate 
information concerning the activities of 
our political representatives. The desks 
of the various members in the House 
and Senate could he equipped with 
transmitters under the control of opera- 
tors in the galleries of these cham- 
bers. The name of the speaker could be 
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Westinghouse 

"THE NEWSPAPER THAT COMES 
THROUGH YOUR WALLS" 

News items, stock quotations, weather reports 
-these are but a few of the features of our 
daily papers that are already being broadcast 
regularly by the large stations. Will "narrow- 
casting" along telephone, telegraph, electric 
light and power cables develop such a service 

for subscribers onlyr 
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'n' tit 
Intonational 

BY MEANS OF THIS HUGE AMPLIFIER AN ENTIRE TOWN 
HEARD PRESIDENT HARDING SPEAK 

The inevitable expansion of radio broadcasting will make it possible for entire com- 
munities to listen to the deliberations of Congress -to say nothing of other events of 
national or international importance. This remarkable apparatus was installed near 
Cincinnati, Ohio, in order that the President's address at the great centenary celebra- 

tion could be heard over a radius of a mile. 

announced by the operator in the gallery 
and the particular transmitter opposite 
the speaker could be switched in 
momentarily by the operator. His voice 
could then be carried back to his con- 
stituents even in the distant sections of 
the country. Thus the centers of legis- 
lative action could be constantly in per- 
sonal touch with the people of the coun- 
try-a situation that would, I believe, 
have a profound effect upon some of the 
methods of Congressional debate, and 
would lead eventually to modifications of 
congressional procedure. 

By such an installation of radio 

equipment at the Capitol it would be 
possible for the President to address an 
audience numbering millions of people on 
occasions when he gives voice to procla- 
mations of nation -wide interest. The 
political importance of such a system 
would not leave Washington, cold. 

Through the great network of the 
telephone lines news could be switched 
or concentrated upon, or disseminated 
to any part of the country. The 
millions of present telephone subscribers 
would find their telephone not merely 
a limited instrument, ai it now is 
so far as intercommunication is con- 
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cerned, but a source of educational 
interest and pleasure. They could, for 
example, by calling up their local cen- 
tral, ascertain what news was , being 
transmitted under the various headings 
referred to, and the central by switching 
to any one of these frequencies could 
obtain for the subscriber whatever news 
was desired and bill him at the prescribed 
rates. Urgent calls could be put through 
promptly; the numbers of other calls 
could be recorded by the central and 
given to the subscriber at the conclusion 
of the news transmission. 

Passing on from the telephone sub- 
scriber, the news would be transmitted 
over the lines to terminal points, where 
it could be converted into radio -telephone 
transmission. We will imagine for pur- 
poses of illustration that one of these 
points would be some outlying town that 
has certain local interests. The long 
distance news transmitted from New 
York and Washington would come 
through for broadcasting, but there 
would also be added at this point an- 
other frequency which would carry the 
local advertising and general local news. 
This, then, would be broadcast by radio 
over a range of a few hundred miles 
covering all the rural districts in this 
section: It would be possible for people 
marooned in an Iowa snowstorm to hear 
a lecture in New York City or the 
Metropolitan Opera or legislative de- 
bate on the floor of Congress, agricul- 
tural advice from Washington head- 
quarters or the status of the stock mar- 
ket. The rural subscriber who depends 
upon the reception of programs by radio- 
phone would be equipped with a fool- 
proof receiver; he would be given a stand- 
ard form of antenna, some instruction 
as to the handling of the equipment and 
the service and attention of certain com- 
pany engineers who would occasionally 
have to look over the radio equipment. 

The multiplex messages carried over 
the lines would be easily modified into 
the multiplex form of radio transmission. 

I know that from the technical point 
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A HISTORIC MOMENT IN THE 
HISTORY OF RADIO 

When President Harding appeared before the 
67th Congress at the opening of the 4th session, 
his speech was picked up by microphones, con- 
veyed by wire to the naval radio station at 
Anocostia (NOF) and broadcast for all to hear 
who would. The horns attached to the ceiling 
amplified the President's voice in the auditorium. 
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THE EAR OF A MILLION LISTENERS 
No longer is the audience at grand opera, concerts, lectures and other public gather- 
ings limited to the handful that can crowd into a hall. By means of the "pick -up" 
system of broadcasting, the people of a half dozen States may listen in. The picture 
above shows the installation of the microphone at the Century Theatre, New York, 
when the concerts of the City Symphony Orchestra were broadcast from WJZ-a 

project initiated by POPULAR RADIO. 

of view the plan that I am suggesting is 
possible of realization. I believe that the 
monetary return to be derived from this 
system would make it eminently worth 
while as a practical project. I think that 
the present telephone system can be made 
a more vital factor than it is in the af- 
fairs of the nation, and it seems to me 
that radio is the logical means of in- 
finitely extending the use of the line sys- 
tem for purposes of broadcasting. 

There is still a large part of the popu- 

lation of the United States that is severed 
from direct connection with important 
centers of industry and progress. Great 
areas of the country sparsely settled are 
now to a great extent out of touch. Such 
a scheme of broadcasting as I propose 
would, I believe, be a powerful factor in 
unifying the interest and general senti- 
ment of this great nation, and in national 
emergencies such a system would give 
the Government an unprecedented 
guidance in the trend of public opinion. 

The Influence of Radio on Warfare 
The rapidly extending use of radio during the closing 

stages of the World War, not only in establishing lines 
of communication but also for controlling engines of 
destruction, indicates a line of development that is des- 
tined to have a profound effect upon military and naval 
science. An important article on this subject is now in 
course of preparation for POPULAR RADIO by one of the 
world's foremost military authorities, who is at present 
engaged in the compilation of data that will establish his 
work as a real contribution to the literature of radio. 



THE ANCESTOR OF THE MODERN AUDION 
Here is the original "Fleming valve." It consists of a carbon filament enclosed in 

a glass vessel with a second wire or electrode inserted between the filament leads. 

HOW I PUT THE ELECTRONS TO WORK IN 

The RADIO BOTTLE 
The Evolution of the Famous "Fleming Valve" -Told by Its Inventor 

The wonders of radio are made possible by the vacuum tube - 
the modern "Aladdin lamp." This article describes how an ap- 
parent scratch on a bit of discolored glass led to a discovery from 

which the present science has grown. 

By PROF. JAMES AMBROSE FLEMING, M. A., D. Sc., F. R. S. 

AN aeroplane is speeding along at a 
hundred miles an hour, two miles up 

in the sky above the English Channel. 
A slender wire trails out behind the 
machine. From time to time the pilot 
glances at the compass on the instrument 
board. 

Suddenly a voice speaks to him, the 
voice of a man sitting many miles away 
in his office in the city of London, a voice 
that has overtaken him. 

The pilot listens, turns a switch, and 
answers. He is detached from earth, 
hurtling through space, but it is 
as though he were standing in that 

city office talking to his director. 
This is one of the miracles of today 

brought to pass by a lamp. Another aero- 
plane speeds like a blind thing in a fog. 
The pilot can see nothing. He is quite 
lost, everything is blotted out, yet he has 
no fear. A tiny lamp has the aeroplane 
on an invisible leash, and leads it safely 
to the aerodrome. 

Somewhere on the illimitable ocean is 
a battleship. An admiral in Whitehall, 
faced with a sudden emergency, desires 
to find that ship, speak with the captain, 
and send the grim ironclad steaming full 
speed to a secret destination. A few years 
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ago it would have been an impossible 
task ; now, a lamp accomplishes the 
miracle. 

A ship is going down with hundreds of 
helpless passengers. An agonized signal 
for help is flung into the heavens -by a 
lamp.. And another lamp, hundreds of 
miles away, instantly responds and sends 
a ship to the rescue. 

A world- famous prima -donna pours 
out her soul in song in a little room, and 
the magic lamp takes her song and car- 
ries it from her lips to thousands of 
homes where people sit and listen to the 
thrilling cadence of her voice. 

It seems almost incredible that these 
wonders are made possible by a lamp, yet 
it is true. 

The story of how I came to invent the 
Fleming thermionic valve, which played 
so important a part in bringing these 
things to pass, began long ago when 
Edison was devoting his genius to light- 
ing the homes of the people with elec- 
tricity. After countless experiments the 
labors of Edison in the United States and 
of the late Sir Joseph Swan, aided by 
Mr. C. H. Stearn, in England, turned a 
scientific theory into an accomplished 
fact, and produced the electric incandes- 
cent lamp which was destined to work 
such wonders in the world. 

Forty years ago, early in 1882, after 
the Edison Electric Light Company of 
London was formed, I was appointed 
electrical adviser to the company. I was 
therefore brought into close touch with 
the many problems of incandescent lamps 
and I began to study the physical phe- 
nomena with all the scientific means at 
my disposal. Like everyone else, I noticed 
that the filaments broke easily at the 
slightest shock, and when the lamps 
burned out the glass bulbs became dis- 
colored. 

This discoloration of the glass was 
generally accepted as a matter of course. 
It seemed too trifling to notice. But in 
science it is the trifles that count. The 
little things of today may develop into 
the great things of tomorrow. 

I wondered why the glass bulb grew 
dark and I started to investigate the 
matter. I discovered that in many burned - 
out lamps there was a line of glass that 
was not discolored in any way. It was 
as though someone took a smoked glass, 
drew a finger quickly down it, and left 
a perfectly clean line behind. 

I found that the lamps with these 
strange, sharply- defined clean spaces 
were covered elsewhere with a deposit of 
carbon or metal, and that the clean line 
was immediately in the plane of the car- 
bon horseshoe filament and on the side 
of the loop opposite to the burned -out 
point of the filament. 

It was obvious to me that the unbroken 
part of the filament acted as a screen to 
that particular line of clear glass, and 
that the discharge from the overheated 
point on the filament bombarded the re- 
mainder of the bulb with molecules of 
carbon or vaporized metal shot out in 
straight lines. 

My experiments at the end of 1882 
and early in 1883'proved that I was right. 

Edison was at work in his laboratory 
in 1883 when he noticed that if he fitted 
a tiny metal plate inside the bulb of an 
electric lamp and connected it outside 
the bulb with the positive end of the 
filament, he obtained a slight current. 
The phenomenon was called "the Edison 
effect "; but Edison could not 'explain it, 
nor did he use it in any way. 

In October, 1884, Sir William Preece 
obtained from Edison some of these elec- 
tric lamps with metal plates sealed inside 
them, and he turned his attention to the 
investigation of the phenomena of the 
Edison effect. He decided the Edison 
effect was connected with the projection 
of carbon molecules from the filament in 
straight lines, thus confirming my origi- 
nal discovery. There Sir William Preece 
let the matter rest, just as Edison had 
done. He did not satisfactorily explain 
the phenomenon nor did he seek to apply 
it in any way. The Edison effect re- 
mained just a peculiar property, a mys- 
tery of the incandescent lamp. 
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HE GAVE THE WORLD THE TWO -ELEMENT TUBE RECTIFIER 
While Prof. J. A. Fleming was investigating the phenomena of the disintegration of 
the filaments in the first Edison electric incandescent lamps he received the first inkling 
that the filaments in the lamps, while heated, were continuously shooting off particles, 
which he later found were tiny electric charges. He proved that this was the case by 
enclosing a plate in with the filament upon which he collected these charges, forming 

an electric current. Thus was developed the tube rectifier that bears his name. 
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TWO OF THE EARLY EXPERIMENTS WITH VACUUM TUBES 
AT LEFT: This tube had a fnloutent with a 
rectangular -shaped plate inserted inside the 
glass bulb, with leads running through the glass 

for external connections. 

Other work claimed my attention for a 
long time, but I was certain in my own 
mind that there was still a great deal to 
discover about this peculiarity of the in- 
candescent lamp, and directly the oppor- 
tunity occurred I started to investigate 
the subject once more. In 1888 I had 
some special lamps made at the Edison 
and Swan lamp works. Some were 
strangely shaped, with long glass tubes 
springing from the sides; others had 
tubes shaped like the capital "L." The 
filaments were of carbon, bent round like 
a horseshoe, and within the bulbs or in 
the side tubes metal plates were fixed. 

With these lamps, I conducted many 
tests of a highly technical nature, which 
I fully described in various scientific 
papers to the Royal Society and Physical 
Society. I was keenly interested, al- 
though the average man would have 
found little in my laboratory to appeal to 
him. I fully confirmed Sir William 
Preece's observations that the molecules 
discharged from the incandescent fila- 
ment could not pass round a right -angle 
bend, and doubly confirmed my original 
discovery that the molecules traveled in 
straight lines. 

Then I enclosed the negative leg of the 
carbon filament in a glass tube, and found 
that the bombardment of electrified 

AT RIGHT: This tube had a filament and two 
cylindrical plates, one of which entirely sur- 
rounded one leg of the filament. Both. of these 
types of plates are found in. inodcr, vacuum tnl'cs. 

particles was completely stopped. By 
altering the position of the metal plates, 
I learned that I could vary the intensity 
of the bombardment. At last I tried plac- 
ing a metal cylinder completely around 
the negative leg of the filament without 
touching it, and the mirror galvanometer 
that I was using to detect the currents 
indicated the strongest current of all. 
It was plain that the metal cylinder en- 
closing the negative filament caught all 
the electrified particles that were shot out 
from the filament. 

What I discovered led me to experi- 
ment with electric arcs in the open air, 
and I found that the sanie phenomenon 
existed. I published the result of these 
experiments in a paper in 1889. "On 
Electrical Discharge Between Electrodes 
at Different Temperatures in Air and 
High Vacua." 

Thereafter, whenever the opportunity 
occurred, I continued my experiments . 

with a view to further discoveries. I 
need not enter into technical details here, 
but all my researches indicated that the 
molecules of my original discovery were 
composed of particles charged with neg- 
ative electricity. Since the brilliant dis- 
coveries of Sir J. J. Thomson in 1897 
we have called them "electrons." By 
surrounding the negative filament with 
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a metal cylinder and bringing the fila- 
ment to a high state of incandescence, a 
current of negative electricity was in- 
duced to flow from the filament to the 
plate, but it could not be induced to flow 
in the opposite direction from the plate 
to the filament. 

I have often been asked to explain 
why the current could flow one way and 
not the other, and I think a rough anal- 
ogy is to liken the glowing filament to a 
battery of guns always firing shells at a 
certain target. The shells must travel 
away from the guns. The impulse is be- 
hind them, so they must go forward. It 
is physically impossible for them to travel 
toward the guns from which they have 
been fired. In hitting the target the 
shells burst and expend their energy, just 
as the electrons give up their energy, or 
negative electricity, when they hit the 
cylinder surrounding the filament. 

It is thus easy to understand why the 
current can flow only one way, that is, 
from the filament to the cylinder. The 
electrons are like porters, all hurrying in 
one direction with a tiny load of nega- 
tive electricity. As there are no porters 
traveling in the opposite direction, it is 
impossible to get any current carried 
back again. 

In 1899 I was asked to act as electrical 
adviser to Marconi's Wireless Telegraph 
Company and to assist in solving the 
technical problem of equipping the first 
transatlantic wireless station at Poldhu 
with electrical apparatus that would send 
a wireless impulse across the Atlantic. 
At that time a wireless signal had not 
been sent much over 100 miles, so it was 
a big jump to send a signal 2,000 miles. 

We realized that high power would 
be necessary, and that the old methods 
of supplying power would be useless. 
Accordingly, we ordered certain ma- 
chinery, which was installed in due 
course, and in November, 1901, Senatore 
Marconi, with two assistants, went to 
St. John's, Newfoundland, to see if it 
was possible to obtain messages from 
Poldhu. 

The weather was bad. High winds en- 
veloped them as they stood on Signal 
Hill trying to induce .their kites and bal- 
loons to rise in the air. They had 
barely coaxed one kite to rise when 
it broke from its moorings and fell into 
the sea. They tried again until at last 
the long- looked -for signal was detected. 
On December 12 they heard three dis- 
tinct taps signaling the letter "S" and 
wireless telegraphy across the Atlantic 
was an accomplished fact, needing only 
more perfect instruments to make it 
commercially possible. 

In those early days the coherer was 
used to detect signals. All wireless stu- 
dents know how it works. The metal 
filings in the coherer leap together at the 
touch of an electrical impulse and form 
a bridge for the current to pass over, and 
they have to be tapped apart before they 
can detect another electrical impulse. 
Senatore Marconi improved on the co- 
herer as a receiver by inventing the mag- 
netic detector. Yet there was room for 
still further improvement. 

Wireless waves from spark sets ar- 
rive as a series of impulses, or 
gushes, and they set up an alter- 
nating current in the aerial wire, 
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HOW THE FLEMING VALVE WORKS 
This diagram illustrates the passage of the 
electrons from the filament to the plate, thus 
causing a current to flow through the ureter 

deflecting its needle. 
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Gemcal Electric 

THE GIANT OFFSPRING OF THE 
MIDGET FLEMING VALVE 

Like the model shown on page 175, this latest 
product of the electrical laboratory is a two - 
element vacuum tube. It handles 1,000 kilo- 
watts of oscillating electrical energy, or more 
than 1,000,0oo times as much as its tiny fore- 
bear. This great tube, however, uses a filament 
current of thousands of amperes, whereas its 
forerunner used less titan one. It is possible 
that some time in the near future similar 
vacuum tubes will be used for extremely high 
power purposes, for converting high potential 

D.C. to A.C. and vice versa. 

that is, a current that swings backward 
and forward. I realized that if this 
alternating current could be rectified or 
converted into direct current, it would be 
possible to use the mirror galvanometer 
of Kelvin to register oscillations that 
were possibly too weak for the known 
receivers to detect. I ainied, like many 
other men, to stop the current swinging 
back and to make it always flow forward. 

It was a difficult problem. I experi- 
mented with many of the rectifiers then 
in use in my efforts to solve it. One rec- 
tifier can be made of plates of aluminum 
and graphite immersed in a solution of 
certain salts. The current was able to 
pass freely from the graphite to the 
aluminum, but when the current was re- 
versed and attempts made to make it 
flow from the aluminum to the graphite, 
a deposit formed on the aluminum, which 
effectually stopped the current from 
flowing. 

While this acted well enough for cer- 
tain purposes when the frequency of the 
currents was low, it was quite useless for 
wireless purposes. With a low frequency 
current the electric impulsés, coming . 
slowly, gave time for -the deposits ' to 
form on the aluminum plates. But wire- 
less oscillations, coining at the rate of 
hundreds of thousands or millions a sec- 
ond, were so rapid that they gave no 
time to create the deposits. 

Finding that these chemical rectifiers 
were not suitable for use with high fre- 
quency currents, I sought something that 
would operate more rapidly as a rectifier. 
I was pondering on the difficulties of the 
problem when my thoughts recurred to 
my experiments in connection with the 
Edison effect. 

"Why not try the lamps ?" I thought. 
Then and there I determined to see if 

they would serve the purpose. I went to 
a cabinet and brought out the same 
lamps that I had used in my previous in- 
vestigations. My assistant helped me to 
construct an oscillatory circuit with two 
Leyden jars, a wired wooden frame, and 
an induction coil. We then made another 

t- 
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circuit, in which was inserted one of the 
lamps and a galvanometer, lafterward 
tuning it to the saine frequency as the 
first circuit. 

I was about 5 o'clock in the evening 
when the apparatus was completed. I 
was, of course, most anxious to try the 
experiment without further loss of time. 
We set the two circuits some distance 
apart in the laboratory, and I started the 
oscillations in the primary circuit. 

To my delight I saw that the needle of 
the galvanometer indicated a steady di- 
rect current passing through, and found 
that we had in this peculiar kind of elec- 
tric lamp a solution of the problem of 
rectifying high frequency wireless cur- 
rents. The missing link in wireless was 
found -and it was an electric lamp. 

I saw at once that the metal plate 

should be replaced- by . a metal cylinder 
enclosing the whole filament, so as to col- 
lect all the electrons. projected from. it. 
I accordingly had many carbon filament: 
lamps made with metal cylinders and 
used them for rectifying the high fre -. 
quency currents of wireless telegraphy. 

This instrument I named an oscillation: 
valve. It was at once found to be - of 
value in wireless telegraphy, the mirror 
galvanometer that I used being replaced 
by an ordinary telephone, a replacement 
that could be made with advantage in 
those days when the spark system of 
wireless telegraphy was employed. In 
this form my valve was somewhat ex- 
tensively used by Marconi's Telegraph 
Company as a detector of wireless waves. 
I applied for a patent in Great Britain 
on November 16, 1904. 

A RELAY STATION WHERE TELEPHONE SIGNALS ARE AMPLIFIED 
Without these vacuum tubes, A, long -distance telephony would be impossible. B shows 
the metal shields that prevent interference; C the incoming telephone lines; D the grid 

batteries; E the amplification controls and F the filter circuits. 
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1n 1907. De Forest added the grid, con- 
sisting of a zigzag wire placed between 
the filament and the plate. Thus was 
born into the .world the valuable thermi- 
onic valve, consisting of an incandescent 
filament enclosed :in a .highly exhausted 
glass bulb, the filament being surrounded 
by a metal cylinder, with a wire grid or 
cylinder of metal. gauze placed between 
the cylinder and the filament. 

It may be_ truly said that a little thing 
like a burned -out lamp led up in the 
course of years, and after countless ex- 
periments by many scientists, to the mod- 
ern miracle of wireless telephony. 

Since the date of my experiments in 

1904 a countless multitude of eminent 
scientists have turned their. attention to 
the study of the thermionic valve. In its 
three- electrode form, that is, with the 
spiral wire grid in addition to my metal 
cylinder, it has given us the solution of a 
long- considered problem -that of making 
a perfect telephone relay. It has enabled 
us to transmit speech by ordinary wires 
thousands of miles overland, as well as 
making possible the achievement of wire- 
less telephony. It has become the master 
weapon of the telephonic engineer. 

We are even now not nearly at the end 
of the services it may render to electrical 
science and to mankind. 

A Novel Receiver 
WITHOUT BATTERIES 

The elimination of batteries from receiving sets has long been the subject of 
experiment. There have been some sets developed that use a step down 
transformer for lighting the filaments, but they have been unsatisfactory. 
Here is a set that uses 60 -cycle house- lighting current for both the filaments 
and the plates of the vacuum tubes. It is interesting to note that the crstal 

detector has been reverted to in this development. 

By LAURENCE M COCKADAY, R. E. 

ARADIO receiving set in which the 
usual batteries are eliminated and 

connection is made instead to the ordi- 
nary lamp socket is now considered 
practical by the Bureau of Standards of 
the Department of Commerce. 

The apparatus is a simple tuner. It 
may be used with any type of antenna. 
It eliminates the storage battery which is 
ordinarily required to light the filaments 
of the vacuum tubes and which is bulky 
and heavy and dangerous about the 
house because of the acid it contains. 

In this amplifier both the filament 
storage battery and the dry battery used 
m the plate circuit are replaced by a spe- 
cial transformer and an electron -tube 
rectifier and accessories, the aggregate 
bulk and weight of which is less than that 
of the batteries. It uses a small 10 -volt 
dry battery in the grid circuit which is 

required to deliver only a very small cur- 
rent and should have a life of at least 
several months. 

In order to reduce the hum of the al- 
ternating current, there are more adjust- 
ments to make .than in the ordinary am- 
plifier supplied from batteries. 

Of the parts in this amplifier 
that replace the storage battery in the 
ordinary amplifier, the special trans- 
former is the only one the cost of which 
would approach the cost of a storage bat- 
tery. The cost of the transformer would 
probably be mainly the labor of assem- 
bling it. 

This amplifier has three radio fre- 
quency stages and two audio frequency 
stages, and uses a crystal detector. 
The 60 -cycle current when used in an 
ordinary amplifier circuit introduces a 
strong 60 -cycle note in the telephone 
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THECIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR THE RECEIVER 
The antenna circuit consists of a loop shunted by a. variable condenser, and the other 
parts arc designated as follows: A, potentiometers; B, radio frequency amplifying 
transformers; C, audio frequency amplifying transformers; D,step down transformer; 
E, moving coil of the loudspeaker; F, field coil of the loudspeaker; G, rectifying 
vacuum tube; H, vacuum tube used as a high voltage rectifier; I, special 5- winding 
transformer; J, filament rheostats; K, condenser; L, grid leak; M, large capacity 

condenser; N, telephone condenser. 

receivers and makes reception impossible. 
This has been practically eliminated by 
the balancing resistances, grid conden- 
sers and special grid leaks of compara- 
tively low resistance, telephone trans- 
former in the output circuit and use of 
crystal detector instead of electron tube 
detector. 

In the final form of the amplifier, there 
is only a slight residual hum. The am- 
plification obtained is as good as that 
obtained with the same amplifier, using 
direct current. The complete outfit in- 

eluding the loop is compact and portable. 
The amplifier as constructed operates 

most satisfactorily for wavelengths from 
200 to 750 meters. This range was de- 
termined by the working range of the 
radio frequency transformers used. By 
using suitable radio frequency trans- 
formers, this range can be extended to 
receive any radio waves. The circuit dia- 
gram of the outfit, including the means 
of supplying current to a loudspeakiiig 
telephone receiver, is given in the accom- 
panying diagram. 

A New Method of Tuning on a Super- Sensitive Receiver 
Radio amateurs who have constructed the remarkable long -distance set 

developed by Laurence M. Cockaday and described in detail in the article 
"How to Build a Real DX Regenerative Receiver" published in POPULAR 
RADIO for January, 1923. will be glad to learn that Mr. Cockaday has 
developed a still more efficient apparatus that will be exclusively an- 
nounced and described -after the present series of tests are completed - 

in this magazine. 

--,.-"'.: __ . _tr., ;.`a¡:- 
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A RECEIVING SET THAT USES ELECTRIC LIGHT WIRES 
AS AN ANTENNA 

Merely by screwing the plug into the socket of an electric lamp you may now listen in 
on broadcast programs. This apparatus is designed to operate by means of wired 

wireless -or "line radio," as it is more familiarly known. 

WHAT REALLY GUIDES 

RADIO WAVES? 
"The Heaviside Layer" answers Sir Oliver Lodge. "The earth" 
answers Dr. Elihu Thomson. In this article the Chief Signal 
Officer of the Army summarizes the controversy and points out 

the bearing that line radio has upon this live problem 

BY MAJOR GENERAL GEORGE O. SQUIER, U. S. A. 

IN the recent controversy regarding the 
Heaviside layer,* no note has been 

taken of the recent results achieved by 
"wired wireless," which in my opinion 
has an important and striking bearing on 

'See "Is the Heaviside Layer Valid?" by Dr. Elihu 
Thomson in POPULAR RADIO for December, 1922, and 
"What Bends Radio Waves" by Sir Oliver Lodge in 
January, 1923, in which each of these scientists ex- 
plains his conception of the solution of this problem. 

the interesting question now in discussion. 
In "wired wireless" or "line radio" we 

are dealing with electric wave propaga- 
tion just as we are in space radio. But 
surely in "wired wireless" there is no 
question of a Heaviside layer, since the 
electric lines of force terminate on the 
wire conductors when a metallic return 

184 
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is used, or on the conductor and the earth 
when an earth return is used. In either 
case the conductors, or the conductor and 
ground, serve as the guides for the elec- 
tric waves by directing them in their 
travel. 

When electrical impulses travel along a 
wire, they stick close to it, gliding along 
it or through it and turning corners when 
it turns. Is it not logical to think of radio 
waves as using the earth like a wire and 
gliding over it? The principal difference 
is that the wire is essentially a line, one 
dimensional, while the earth can be con- 
sidered in th case as a surface, two di- 
mensional. The wire guides the impulses 
directly to their destination with little 
loss, while the space radio impulses 
spread over the surface of the earth in 
the same way that the waves created by 
the drop of a pebble spread over the sur- 
face of a pond. 

The way in which the electric -Naves 
are propagated in the two kinds of wire- 
less is strikingly similar. In the case of 
space radio the surface of the earth acts 
as the guide of the impulses, whereas in 

1 

"wired wireless," a special kind of earth, 
in the form of a copper wire, acts as the 
guide. If the two antennas, used for 
sending and receiving a space radio mes- 
sage, were connected by a wire, the line 
radio condition is obtained and the trans- 
fer of the impulses between the two 
points becomes simpler. 

That is essentially what was done when 
I invented wired wireless or line radio in 
1910. The radio waves glided along a 
wire instead of the earth. It was demon- 
strated that many simultaneous messages 
could be sent over a wire just as they 
could be made to glide over the surface 
of the earth. 

When five telephone and twenty tele- 
graphic messages can be successfully car- 
ried commercially on one long- distance 
toll line by using line radio or wired 
wireless, which is essentially a gliding 
wave phenomena, what is the necessity of 
inventing a hypothetical layer, sixty 
miles or so up in the air, that reflects the 
waves successively and sends them zig- 
zagly on their way around the earth? 
It seems to me that the gliding wave 

Reprinted from the November PoruLAI Remo 
DIAGRAM OF THE HEAVISIDE 

LAYER THEORY 
According to most scientists, radio waves are 
reflected front and transmitted around the earth 
by a laver of ionised gas that is suspended 
about si.rty miles high in the atmosphere of the 

earth. Sir Oliver Lodge is the foremost 
exponent of this theory. 

DIAGRAM OF THE GUIDING 
WAVE THEORY 

On the other hand, a number of eminent scien- 
tists (of which Dr. Ellin Thomson is one) 
maintain that radio waves are attached to and 
glide over the earth, following its contour in 
much the same way as do the radio waves in 

line radio. 
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II. S. Signal Corps 

THE "BIG THREE" IN ARMY RADIO CIRCLES 
The civilian at the left is Dr. Louis Cohen, the mathematical expert of the U. S. Signal 
Corps; in the center is Capt. Guy Hill, inventor and radio expert. At the right is 
Major General George O.Squier, Chief Signal Officer of the Army' and the discoverer 

and foremost exponent of line radio. 

theory is much simpler and more logical. 
But I fear that the theory bearing his 

name has been unjustly attributed to 
Oliver Heaviside, the great physicist and 
electrician. In looking through his 
works, I have been able to discover but 
one suggestion of an upper layer and this 
is probably the basis for giving his name 
tó the idea. But I do find that he ex- 
plains wired wireless with uncanny clear - 
ness and that he holds strongly to the 
gliding theory of radio transmission that 
wired wireless so clearly proves. Let me 

quote Heaviside himself. In the Tenth 
Edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, 
issued 1902, Vol. 33, pages 214 -215 and 
reprinted in Electromagnetic Theory, 
Vol. 3, pages 334 -335, we find an article 
by Heaviside on "Telegraphy." The fol- 
lowing is an excerpt from it: 

Comparing the case of the cylindrical 
wires with the so- called "wireless" case, 
though there is little difference in theory, 
there is great difference in practice. Using 
wires, we can send radiation anywhere we 
like in small quantities without loss. One 
wire and earth is enough, but two parallel 
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wires are preferable, to avoid certain inter- 
ferences. Were it not for the resistance of 
the wires, and a litle disturbance and loss in 
turning corners (for the wires need not be 
straight), telegraphy with wires would be 
perfect, by any path to any distance. But 
in' "wireless telegraphy," though no ex- 
pensive connecting wires are required, which 
gives a remarkable freedom in certain 
ways, there is enormous loss, and enor- 
mous power is required to send workable 
signals across the Atlantic, since they are 
being sent simultaneously everywhere., But 
for this loss by expansion and by resistance, 
and possible unsettled interferences, there is 
no reason to limit the distance. The course 
of a wave round the earth can be easily 
followed graphically. 

When a wave sent along wires comes to a 
sharp bend in the circuit, a new wave is 
generated at the bend. This, combined with 
the old wave, forms the wave after passing 
the bend. There is a rapid accommoda- 
tion of the wave round the wire to the new 
direction. But if the bending is continuous, 
instead of abrupt, the accommodation goes 
on continuously also. The reason is that 
the electrification cannot leave the wires, so 
the wave in close proximity must accom- 
modate itself to them. A part of the wave, 
however, really does go off into space with 
some loss of energy at a sharp corner by its 
own natural tendency to keep going, but the 
wire serves to guide the disturbance round 
the corner as a whole, by holding on to the 
tubes of displacement by their ends. This 
guidance is obviously a most important 
property of wires. 

There is something similar in "wireless" 
telegraphy. Sea .water, though transparent 
to light, has quite enough conductivity to 
make it behave as a conductor for Hertzian 
waves, and the same is true in a more im- 
perfect manner of the earth. Hence the 
waves accommodate themselves to the sur- 
face of the sea in the same way as waves 
follow wires. The irregularities make con- 
fusion, no doubt, but the main waves are 
pulled round by the curvature of the earth, 
and do not jump off. There is another 
consideration. There may possibly be a 
sufficiently conducting layer in the upper 
air. If so, the waves will, so to speak, catch 
on to it more or less. Then the guidance 
will be by the sea on one side and the upper 
layer on the other. But obstructions, on 
land especially, may not be conducting 
enough to make waves go round them 
fairly. The waves will go partly through 
them." 

You will note that even the suggestive 
afterthought in the last paragraph does 

not involve the idea of reflection of the 
waves that is included in recent discus- 
sions of the so- called Heaviside layer. It 
is merely the idea of the earth being one 
conducting medium and the upper layer 
being another. 

The influence of daylight on radio 
transmission, which has been one of the 
main arguments in support of the Heavi- 
side layer theory, it seems to me, is just 
what one would expect on the gliding 
wave theory. On the gliding wave 
theory the conductivity of the surface of 
the earth is a prime factor, and it is con- 
ceivable that this conductivity is pro- 
foundly affected by the influence of sun- 
light, so that this argument, it seems to 
me, is equally applicable to the two 
theories. 

I may add here that it is believed that 
many of the outstanding difficulties 
which are met with in space radio will 
become more and more understood as we 
further investigate "line radio." 

Radio will advance through the door of 
wired wireless. Radio over wires is 
simply a special kind of radio, but it is 
becoming the laboratory method through 
which ideas are tried out before they are 
allowed to clutter up space. 

Wireless, guided by wires, immediately 
and completely eliminates the discour- 
agements of the radio enthusiast- fading, 
day effects and static. It reduces radio to 
the reliability of the best D. C. wire cir- 
cuit. Experiments may thus be conducted 
day and night, under ideal conditions, 
without bothering anyone else. I confi- 
dently expect that the future advances in 
radio will be firsc worked out on wires 
and not in space. Already radio has bene- 
fited greatly by the filters which were 
originally developed for line radio tele- 
phone work. The logical order of prog- 
ress is from the simpler "conducting , 
wires" to the more complex radiating 
systems of space radio. 

ÇA new series of articles by one of the foremost authorities on radio 

Phenomena, Prof. J. H. Morecroft, of Columbia University, will start 
in the next number of POPULAR RADIO. 



 

From a phutugrgD.1 made for Port LAR Itemo 

A TYPICAL AMATEUR OF THE INNER CIRCLE 
KNOWN AS "THE GANG" 

The fad that H. L. Gooding, owner and operator of station 6ZZ, happens to live out 
in Douglas, Arizona, does not mean that he is isolated. For he belongs to that group 
of about 300 amateurs who communicate with each other nightly from coast to coast 

as casually as some of us converse with friends at our clubs. 

The Radio Amateur 
As I Have Found Him 

His peculiarities of temperament, method and charac- 
ter as understood (and shared) by the one man in the 
world who has the most intimate knowledge of him- 

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM 

IN the year 1906, there lived in a little 
town in the Mississippi Valley a cer- 

tain lad, who was at that time twelve 
years of age. Had you known him, you 
would have noticed nothing that marked 
him from other boys. Possibly he may 
have been a shade more thoughtful, or 
more interested in scientific things. 

One day his eye fell upon an item in 
the newspaper which he delivered every 
afternoon. The item described the latest 

effort of Guglielmo Marconi in wire- 
less telegraphy. This lad was tremendous- 
ly interested. He read the article again, 
more slowly. It gave him the most in- 
tense pleasure and thrill to imagine all 
the things that lay between the lines. He 
read it again, and then again, and it 
caused him to be late upon his route, 
the first time in his life. 

When he reached his home that after- 
noon he had searched out a copy of the 
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paper which he could keep for himself. 
He cut out the item about Marconi and 
his wireless, and after giving it a final 
reading he carefully secreted it with cer- 
tain other precious belongings. 

At frequent intervals thereafter this 
item was brought forth and carefully re- 
read. It became very dirty and frazzled, 
and small.parts were missing. But they 
made no difference, for he knew it all 
by heart. 

A great hunger grew within him to 
know more about wireless. He asked his 
father about Marconi and wireless teleg- 
raphy. The tired and hard- worked parent 
knew only the bare fact that a man named 
Marconi was working upon something 
which was called "wireless." The lad 
was disàppointed. He had hoped that 
his father might have at least one new 

fact to give him to think and marvel over. 
The lad asked his school teacher. He 

knew the postmaster, so he asked him. 
He asked his friend the policeman,. and a 
locomotive engineer who lived next door; 
and scraped an acquaintance with the 
telegraph operator at the railroad station. 
It was all so disappointing. The sole bit 
of additional information was that "wire- 
less was electrical." 

One afternoon, before starting out 
with his papers, he screwed up his nerve 
to the necessary pitch to ask the stern - 
looking elderly lady in the Public Li- 
brary. She had never heard of Marconi 
nor wireless, and viewed him with frank 
suspicion. 

Then a wonderful day came. In an 
ash barrel he found an old copy of The 
Scientific American. His eyes almost 

From a photograph made for POPI!LAII RADIO 

ONE OF THE OLD -TIME "SPARK HOUNDS" 
Not only did Carl E. Trube of Yonkers, New York, design his own station 2BK, but 
he built it himself. He is one of the few expert amateurs who uses the spark trans- mitter instead of the C. W., and his "stonecrushcr" became known throughout the land. 
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popped out of his head, when, looking 
through the pages, he found an illustrated 
article on a recently built Marconi sta- 
tion. He retreated with his prize to a 
quiet spot, and there he read and reread 
the article, and all but burned out his 
strong young eyes trying to pull out of 
the blurred illustration the obscure de- 
tail. The article was finally cut out and 
carefully put away. Every night for 
weeks, before he climbed into bed, he 
brought out the dirty bit of paper and 
read it over again. 

This lad was a real wireless amateur, 
running true to form. 

This boy had no notion, even the most 
remote, what "wireless telegraphy" was. 
But he was overwhelmingly impressed 
by it. He had no idea in the world that 
he was an amateur in the making. Nor 
had he the remotest thought that there 
might be others just like him, thirsting 
for information on the same subject. 
That there were hundreds of others, 
young and old, who regarded wireless 
from exactly the sane slant as he regard- 
ed it, never crossed his mind. All he 
knew was that here was the "biggest 
darned idea for having fun that ever came 
down the pike." 

The lad I am telling of is truly typical 
of the amateur. I know hundreds of 
him. I have seen dozens of him grow 
up from boyhood. 

Now for a few words about the gen- 
eral characteristics of this wonderful 
genus which this lad typifies. He is al- 
most always the son of parents of modest 
means; almost never is he the son of 
well -to -do parents. Just why this rule 
should follow so closely I leave for others 
to explain. But I can say this : that of 
all the young fellows whom I have seen 
take up radio and do something in it, I 
can recall hardly a single one who has 
stuck, who has been the son of well -to -do 
parents. If there is a single one, I hope 
he will send in his name. I would like to 
know him. 

But let us go back to our story. 
Every scrap of information regarding 

wireless was seized upon and treasured. 
In the course of events he came to have 
a fair idea of what a wireless station must 
look like. But he had never seen one. He 
dreamed of some day getting hold of 
enough information to build himself a 
little amateur station, when he would be 
able to listen to all the wonderful things 
that were passing through the air. 

Then a great event happened. One day 
while walking down one of the streets of 
his little city, what should he see above 
the top of one of the buildings but an 
antenna! He could scarcely believe his 
eyes. A wireless station right here in his 
own town! There were the wires just as 
they looked in the pictures. There was, 
of course, nothing else to do but to trace 
the lead -in wire down and find where the 
station was. He could not follow it, but 
it seemed to enter a saloon. Into the 
saloon he braved his way. He would 
have gone through hell -fire and brim- 
stone. The bartender thought he was 
crazy, as he never had heard of "wire- 
less" and thought the boy was out of his 
head. The boy saw he was wrong, so 
he withdrew and searched around behind 
the saloon. In a tinker's shop he finally 
located the lead -in wire. It was a place 
overrun with dust and dirt and old sew- 
ing machines, lawn- mowers, and general 
cast -off household equipment. The pro- 
prietor was a well -known character in the 
town, who was not given credit for being 
over- bright. The lad asked him if he had 
a wireless station, and the tinker replied 
that he had, and pointed to a cleared off 
space on a bench. Here was mounted a 
queer assortment of coils and switches, 
and the telephone receiver from the regu- 
lar telephone. The tinker person had 
thought to make use of the regular tele- 
phone, and thus save purchasing one es- 
pecially for the wireless station. A bit 
of wood held down the hook. When the 
telephone rang, it was the practice to dis- 
connect the receiver from the wireless 
station, reconnect it to the regular tele- 
phone and answer the call. 

The lad glowed as he regarded his first 
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Intematlonal 

"OLD TIMERS" WHO EMBODY THE SPIRIT OF THE RADIO AMATEUR 
No American amateur -and few foreign amateurs, for that matter -needs to be told 
about Hiram Percy Maxim (at the right), one of the most ardent and most popular 
of fans and the guiding star of the American Radio Relay League, which is of such 
inestimable value to the amateur. At his left is Kenneth B. Warner, the secretary of 

the League, and F. H. Schnell, the traffic manager, who had charge of the 
recent transatlantic tests. 

wireless station. He asked how it 
worked, and the tinker told him it worked 
fine, but you couldn't hear anything in 
it. That seemed strange to the young 
fellow. Here was a wireless station, yet 
no wireless messages were coming in on 
it. He asked questions and it ended by 
the tinker inviting the boy to try his 
hand at working the station. In telling 
me about it, the young fellow said the 
outfit consisted of a round stick of wood 
on which had been wound for about a 
foot, some hundred or so turns of bare 
copper wire. A slider was arranged to 
pass over and make contact with these 
coils and another slider provided the 
tuning for the telephone circuit. In 
other words, it was a distinctly home- 
made, two -slide tuner, such as we used 
to use in the early days. A bit of galena 
ore served as a detector; the lump of 

galena was seated in a wad of tinfoil 
from a package of chewing tobacco. The 
antenna consisted of hay -wire, twisted 
together to make sufficient length to con- 
nect between a chimney and a pole fas- 
tened to the gable end of the building. 
The hay -wire was of iron, as is custom- 
ary with hay -wire. 

The lad worked and worked over the 
little station, while the tinker attended 
to his daily business. It was vacation 
time, and so the entire day could be de- 
voted to the job in hand. In telling of it 
in later years, the boy, now grown up, 
said that he tried everything that the 
human brain could think of, but not one 
single sound could be brought from the 
outfit. He worked all day . long, and 
when he went home at night it was to 
study and think and wonder what the 
trouble might be. Just like every other 
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amateur, he could think of nothing else. 
It was the one great problem of the hour, 
that of making.this station bring in wire- 
less signals. 

The next day he tried again. After 
another long session, he said that he re- 
solved to disobey the injunctions of the 
tinker, which were to leave the piece of 
galena as it was. He resolved to turn it 
over and try the other side, in the hope 
of finding a sensitive spot. While the 
tinker was away he did this. But the re- 
sults were the same. The galena was 
reversed again, and placed in its original 
position before the tinker returned. The 
second day was unproductive, and the lad 
went home thoughtful, but not discour- 
aged. He wondered as he lay in his bed 
what might be the cause of the failure. 
Mind you, he was wondering what might 
be the reason for the non- reception of 
signals, with iron wire twisted together 
for an antenna and with a two -slide 
tuner, a piece of totally unknown galena, 
and a house telephone receiver, possibly 
of 100 ohms resistance. We now use 
3,000 ohm receivers and carefully sold- 
ered copper wire antennae, and very 
sensitive vacuum tubes with amplifiers. 

The lad made up his mind that the hay- 
wire was not strictly what a wireless 
station would use, and that it must be the 
cause of the trouble. In the morning he 
broached the subject of copper wire, but 
found that the cost was a serious matter. 
But a way was found, just as a way is 
always found, to finance the copper wire. 
It was put up, and it certainly looked 
better and as though it might work. Late 
in the afternoon all was ready and signals 
were listened for. But there was noth- 
ing. The silence of the grave still per- 
sisted. The lad again lay awake that 
night and thought. He then concluded 
that it was probably not conventional 
practice in regular wireless stations to use 
the house telephone as the receiver. It 
would be probably better to use regular 
wireless receivers. He broached this to 
the tinker in the morning, and again the 
matter of finances obstructed the path of 

science. The advertisement in a little 
magazine of electrical novelties told of a 
pair of wireless receivers, "Regular Navy 
Type," which could be obtained for $5.00. 
This was a huge sum of money and seri- 
ous thought must be taken before such an 
investment could be entered upon. But 
again the project was successfully fi- 
nanced by dint of much promising and of 
far -advanced future commitments. The 
phones were ordered. It was a terrible 
ordeal waiting their arrival. Finally the 
great day came when the parcel post 
brought them, and the lad told me that 
seldom in his life has he beheld such a 
lovely sight as the spectacle of those 
bright and shining telephone receivers, 
with their nickel -plated head -band, lying 
in their little box. 

The test with the new phones was made 
at once, and great excitement prevailed. 
But sad to relate, the results were pre- 
cisely what they had been -dead silence. 

The next day he returned to the task, 
with serious thoughts. He had nothing 
special to try. He simply returned to the 
job. He turned his galena over for the 
hundredth time, and behold -the dots and 
dashes were in the phones! He had 
never heard any before, but he recog- 
nized them at once. There the precious 
and wonderful things were, tearing along 
altogether too fast for him to do more than 
pick out an "O" and an "M" once in a 
while. He was transfixed. He dared not 
move for fear they would stop. He lis- 
tened for a minute or so, and then decid- 
ing the tinker must also hear, he roared 
for him to come. As the older man hur- 
ried over to grasp the phones, the signals 
stopped. (They always do.) An hour 
was spent in trying to get them again, but 
to no avail. The tinker doubted if the 
boy bad really heard them. They were 
gone and could not be brought back. 

The boy continued upon his self - 
appointed task, and he told me that it was 
days before he again succeeded in getting 
a sound out of the phones. But the sig- 
nals were finally brought in, just as every 
amateur finally brings them in, and it was 
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From a photograph made r, l'.,:,i i i:: Ham, 

THE MOST F \ MOUS AMATEUR STATION 
ON THE COAST 

Here is the picturesque interior of the radio shack on Catalina 
Island, which has worked urarly every section of the country. And 
here, too, is the equally picturesque operator of 6YAU, in private 

lift Lawrence Mott, soldier, gang warden, editor and radio fan. 

. possible nearly always to hear something 
going on. What he finally did to over- 
come his trouble. he says he does not 
know to this day. 

Then another great day came. He 
never had given a thought to the possi- 
bility that there might be others just like 
himself who were trying to get wireless 
signals. And so when a strange, rasping, 
scratchy signal, sent so very slowly that 
even he could read it, came in, the great 
thought came to him that it might be 
another amateur, farther advanced than 
he, who had built himself a transmitting 
station as well as a receiving station. The 
thought was staggering. Yet it must be. 
Who else but an amateur like myself 
would be stumbling through the code in 
this manner? And so he came to won- 
der as to the building of a transmitter. 

Finally, and after fully as long and 
hard an ordeal as with the receiver, he 
developed a transmitter which from his 
house, a distance of a half mile, the tinker 
could distinctly hear at his shop. The 

tinker had also 
built himself 
one, and an ex- 
change of mes- 
sages began. It 
was the most 
thrilling thing 
he had eve r 
experienced in his life. He was actually 
possessed of a wireless telegraph station 
all his own. It was hard to believe that 
such a day had actually come. He was at 
the height of his enjoyment over his pos- 
session, and the glory that accompanies 
mastering a big problem, when one night 
he heard his self -selected call letters faint- 
ly, coming from some station other than 
that of his friend, the tinker. His heart 
stopped beating. It was the stranger of 
the air whom he had heard before. And . 

here he was calling him! How had he 
learned his call letters? He must have 
heard them as he signed off when work- 
ing with the tinker. Could it possibly be 
that his own signals had reached out and 
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were being beard by somebody a long- 
way off ? Where could the stranger be? 

It was breath taking, this bearing his 
own call coming in faintly, sent by some 
unknown of the air. 

He listened carefully for the stranger's 
sign -in. He caught. it, for it was sent 
very slowly. He trembled so with excite- 
ment when he answered that he could 
scarcely send. He managed to stumble 
through the call and the signature, how- 
ever, and to his profound satisfaction, 
the stranger came back. He had reached 
him! 

The stranger asked him who and where 
he was. He told his own name and gave 
the town where he was located. To the 
astonishment of my young friend, it was 
one of the nearby towns, distant some 
ten miles. The desired information was 
returned, and each of these young fellows 

probably enjoyed one of the greatest 
thrills that will ever come to them in all 
their lives. They of course looked each 
other up and a friendship began which 
will last as long as they live. 

My lad grew up and of course took up 
radio as his life work. He is still an 
amateur, and if he lives to be eighty he 
will continue to be one. 

In the latter part of 1913 steps were 
taken to organize the amateurs all over 
the country into a relay association. It 
was named very aptly The American 
Radio Relay League. The writer was 
one of those who lent a hand in putting 
it together. It had become a well de- 
veloped idea by the end of 1914. In 
1915 it was a truly national organization, 
with representatives from all parts of the 
country and with a creditable relay sys- 
tem in working order. Messages were 

From a photograph made for Porcwa Recto 

THIS AMATEUR STATION, SZA, HAS BEEN HEARD IN 38 STATES 
Out in the wilds of New Mexico Louis Falconi has worked his C. W. transmitter with 
such persistency and ability that he has become known to "the gang" of real amateurs 

throughout the whole country. 
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From a photograph made for POPULAR ammo 

AN AMATEUR WHO BEARS THE TITLE OF "HIGH SPEED KING" 
From. down in Savannah, Georgia, F. A. Hill (owner and operator of Station 
4GL) has been puncturing the ether with the fastest signals ever transmitted by an 
amateur. He has been known to reel off twenty relay messages without even a pause. 

handed on from one station to another, 
and a fairly large area of the country 
could be reached. All the snap and vigor 
of youth was put into the thing, and 
prodigious effort was made to secure co- 
operation, better equipment and good 
operating. By 1916 these young men 
had become so welded together in a bond 
of fellowship that they began the pub- 
lication of their own magazine. They 
named it QST, the international abbre- 
viation for "Attention -All Stations." 

In the year 1917 we became involved 
in the World War. Straightway there 
came an absolute necessity for hundreds 
of radio operators. Not only was there 
a terrible shortage of trained men, but 
the machinery for training more had not 
been developed. So one morning the 
telephone rang in the writer's office, and 
when it was answered there was a voice 
which asked if the president of the 
American Radio Relay League would 

take the next train for New York and 
attend an important meeting in connec- 
tion with radio communication matters. 
The writer promised. Within the hour 
he was on his way. Arrived in New 
York, I found that officers of the Navy 
desired the assistance of the amateurs. 
Experienced radio operators must be 
procured immediately ; would the ama- 
teurs enlist? 

It was a terribly serious situation that 
faced our country. Operators were re- 
quired at once, and it would require 
months to train green men. I gave my 
word that I would use all the influence I 
possessed to induce our membership to 
enlist with the least possible delay. I be- 
lieved I knew the amateurs, and I did not 
think they would be found wanting when 
they realized that their Uncle Sam needed 
them. I was right. In a few days the 
League's magazine was sent out with a 
patriotic appeal to every amateur who 
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ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL AMATEUR STATIONS IN SERVICE 
Radio fans of the east know station 3Z0 and 3XW of Chester, Pennsylvania, owned 
by the famous Chester Radio Association. Some conception of its equipment may be 
obtained from this view of its shack. (The woman OP is Miss Bertha Hilton, one of 
the expert amateurs.) The antenna of this station is shown on page 208 of this issue. 

could handle a radio set and who was in 
good health, to communicate with the 
nearest recruiting office at once. There 
was no hesitation. In a few days ama- 
teurs began presenting themselves, and in 
a short time there gathered together hun- 
dreds of the best radio men the world 
ever saw. They were placed in the best 
positions, in all sorts of ranks from 
Lieutenant -Commander to enlisted man. 

They saved the day for Uncle Sam. 
After the war they rebuilt their Ameri- 

can Radio Relay League., and put into it 
the executive and administrative lessons 
they had learned in the military service. 

It soon became a greater organization 
than before. The country was quickly 
covered with a network of relay lines, 
and a message traffic many times larger 
than had been dreamed of began. The 
handling of these amateur messages was 
done in the most approved manner. Ex- 
amples of the most perfect operating 
that had ever been known could be heard 
every night in the 200 -meter waveband. 

Then it became desirable to demon- 
strate just how efficiently messages could 
be relayed across the continent, from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific. Messages were 
taken in Portland, Maine, addressed to 

y 
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Portland, Oregon, and from Hartford 
to Los Angeles, and from New York to 
New Orleans, and from Chicago to Gal- 
veston. The amateurs of the country 
were asked to be quiet on the nights se- 
lected, but to listen in and lend a hand 
should any of them be required. One 
of the most thrilling experiences of my 
own life was listening to the flight of 
these messages across the continent and 
hearing them reappear over the western 
radio horizon as the answers sped back. 
Repeatedly were messages from my own 
station in Hartford exchanged with San 
Francisco and Los Angeles. The quick- 
est was one to the latter city. From the 
instant the key started the first signal 
of the message to the time the answer 
was back and all written out on a tele- 
graph blank was just six and one -half 
minutes. And this included.the time the 
Los Angeles amateur took to compose 
his answer, and the Chicago and the Ros- 
well (New Mexico) stations to relay it 
out and back. 

That night the air was as quiet as if 
no radio stations existed except for those 
engaged in handling the messages. The 
organization of the tests and the co- 
operation of the amateurs of the country 
was 100 per cent. perfect. At the com- 
pletion of the tests, when the necessity 
for quiet no longer existed, it was as 
though a great swarm of bees had been 
liberated. 

When another year rolled around it 
was decided to try yet a greater test. An 
attempt was made to include European 
countries in the amateur world. Noth- 
ing less than transatlantic radio was un- 
dertaken. In order to make as certain 
of the reception on the other side as pos- 
sible, the most expert recéption specialist 
was selected, and sent to England with 
what apparatus he believed would be 

most certain to bring in amateur signals 
from America. Mr. Paul F. Godley was 
the amateur selected. After some ex- 
perimenting he established himself in a 
field in the little town of Ardrossan, 
Scotland. When the eventful night for 
the tests came, the most abominable . 

weather set in, and Mr. Godley and his 
British checker were obliged to sit all the 
night through in a wet and cold tent, with 
the wind howling and everything soaking 
wet. But he was an American amateur, 
and notwithstanding the most intense dis- 
comfort and actual suffering he actually 
copied and the checker checked the re- 
ception of no less than twenty -six Ameri- 
can amateur stations. Some sent actual 
messages, which were received correctly 
and completely. 

It awakened the British amateurs, as 
well as the French and the Dutch. The 
effect was to open transatlantic amateur 
communication, for English amateurs 
quickly equipped themselves to receive 
their American cousins, and the French 
Government liberated their own ama- 
teurs and gave them permission to trans - 
mit-a thing which was absolutely pro- 
hibited up to this time. 

At the present time amateur traffic is 
moving one way across the Atlantic. 
Bunches of six messages are transmitted 
at a time, and the English or French 
stations receipt for them by cable. It 
is only a short time before the Europeans 
will be able to work back to America, and 
then regular citizen message traffic will 
move across the Atlantic as it moves 
across the American continent. 

Certainly will this be a far cry from the 
days when our typical young amateur in 
the obscure little Mississippi Valley town 
was struggling to receive signals with a 
house telephone and some hay -wire on 
the roof ! 

How the Transatlantic Tests Were Conducted 
The inside story -told by F. H. Schnell, the able traffic manager of the 
American Radio Relay League -of how 316 Yankee amateurs transmitted 
signals to Europe will be told in a coming issue of POPULAR RADIO. 



From photograph made for POPULAR RADIO J Lay your ruler across the alignment chart, as described in this 
article -and read off at a glance the answer to your problems in 

calculations. 

MEASUREMENT CHARTS 
FOR DETERMINING THE DIMENSIONS OF YOUR COIL 

ARTICLE NO. $ 

The inventor of the famous "radio slide rule" is the author of this series 
of short articles and the originator of The accompanying charts, which are 
designed not only to save a vast amount of time in the calculations incident 
to the design of radio apparatus, but also to insure absolute accuracy. 

These charts appear exclusively in POPULAR RADIO. 

By RAOUL J. HOFFMAN, A.M.E. 

WHEN the amateur has finally de- 
cided what range of wavelengths 

he desires to cover in his proposed trans- 
mitting or receiving set, and when he lias 
determined the correct electrical con- 
stants for the coils which will cover this 
range (by means of the alignment charts 
given in the first article of this series, 
published in the February, 1923, num- 
ber), the next step is to construct the 
coils that will have these constants. 

In other words, if the amateur wants 
to tune to a wavelength of 400 meters 
and he has an antenna with a capacity 

of approximately .0002 mfd., his pri- 
mary coil should have an inductance of 
225 microhenries. The question now is: 

"What size of coil will I make that 
will give me this value of inductance ?" 

Of course the answer can be figured 
out mathematically by an engineer, but 
the average radio fan would find himself 
in water too deep for him if he should 
try to do it himself. 

However, the simple alignment charts 
that accompany this article have been 
prepared so that even the novice will 
find the answer to his problem in a 
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few seconds. These charts are based on 
mathematical formulas, but all the reader 
must know is how to draw a straight line 
and how to read figures. 

For the benefit of the more experi- 
enced amateur who understands some- 
thing of mathematics, I will show how 
the alignment charts for inductance and 
design of a coil were evolved. The 
reader may skip the following formulas 
if he desires and take my word for it 
that they will answer his problem, in the 
form of charts, whether he reads and 
understands them or not. 

The formula for inductance of a coil 
follows the equation: 

L= 41r'()2 n'1K 1 
wherein 

L = the inductance required. 
d = the diameter of the coil in centi- 

meters. 
1= the length of the coil in centimeters. 
n = the number of turns per centimeter. 
k = a constant depending on the ratio 

d /1. 

As the correction factor k depends on 
the relation of the diameter and the 
length of the coil, we cannot, by means 
of the above formula, calculate directly 
the dimensions of a coil assuming the 
other three variables. 

Therefore, in order to make the equa- 
tion No. 1 available for a simple align- 
ment chart, we will have to eliminate the 
coefficient k. We plot the correction fac- 
tor against the ratio d/1 on a sheet of 
logarithmic cross -section paper and sub- 
stitute a straight line for the curve: By 
so doing we eliminate this troublesome 
feature of the formula, with results 
which will not differ perceptibly from 
the original values, within the practical 
limits of a coil design. (See Figure 1 ) 

The equation for a straight line on 
logarithmic paper has the form: 

y =cx" 2 

where y and x are variables and c and n 

are constants. 
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.2 .3 h ..5.6.7.ß.9t0 2 3 A 5 6 7 ß9I.0 
DIAMETER DIVIDED BY LENGTH. 

A STEP IN THE PREPARATION OF THE CHART 
FIGURE 1 -In this diagram we have the correction factor k, plotted against the ratio 
d /1, which is shown in the fort: of a curve. In order to eliminate the factor k from 
the formula used in the charts, this curve has been replaced by a straight line with 
results that do not differ perceptibly from the original values in the original curve. 
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USE YOUR RULER ON THIS CHART - 
as described in the accompanying text -to learn the exact dimensions of the coil you 
need. Similar charts for determining constants of radio circuits and calculating 

capacities of condensers in series appeared is POPULAR RADIO for February, 1923. 
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Substituting for y and x the coefficient 
and the ratio of d/1 respectively, the fol- 
lowing expression is obtained : 

k= c(1 /d)p 3 

Evaluating we will have: 
k = c(1 /d)35 4 

then substituting k (in equation No. 1) 
by the equation No. 4, we will have: 

L= cn2l1.35d1.65 5 

and using the inductance values found in 
laboratory tested coils and the units in 
inches we will have: 

L =.0154n24:113511.65 

where 
L= the inductance in microhenries. 
n = the number of turns per inch. 
d = the diameter of the coil in, inches. 

and l = the length of the coil in inches. 

This formula can be used only with the 
aid of logarithms. For practical use we 
have converted it into a chart, shown on 
the page opposite. 

Knowing the inductance value we wish 
to incorporate in a single layer coil, we 
must decide two factors in the coil 
design : 

First, the diameter of the tube we in- 
tend to wind the coil upon. 

Second, the size of wire we intend to 
wind the coil with. 

To understand fully and clearly the 
use of the chart let us consider the fol- 
lowing example: 

We want to build a coil with an in- 
ductance of 480 microhenries. We have 
some insulating composition tubing 

4 inches in diameter that we want to use. 
We also have a quantity of No. 22 single - 
cotton- covered wire on hand that will be 
suitable. 

The problem is: "How much wire will 
we wind on to make a coil with an in 
ductance of 480 microhenries ?" 

On the chart on page 200, on scale 3, 
cóñnect, with a ruler, the size of wire 
(No. 22) with the inductance in micro- 
henries (480) on scale 4. A line so 
drawn will cross the reference line at a 
certain spot. Now turn to scale 1. Con- 
nect the diameter of the tube (4 inches) 
with the before mentioned spot on the 
reference line and carry the line over 
until it crosses the scale 2. At this point 
on scale 2 we find the answer ; we need a 
coil 2 inches long. 

We now proceed to wind on the tube 
(4 inches in diameter) two inches of 
winding, of No. 22 single- cotton -covered 
wire- knowing beforehand that the in- 
ductance of the completed coil will be 480 
microhenries. 

Try out these charts the next time you 
build a receiver or a transmitter and 
learn for yourself how simple the system 
is. You will then know exactly what 
size of coils to use for the wavelength 
range you want to cover. 

In radio work there is no one thing 
that is more fascinating or more satisfy- 
ing than the knowledge that you can pre- 
determine the "constants" of your set. 

From r. photograph made for POPULAR RADIO 

Regeneration 
Without Radiation . 

THIS tiarelr article by John V. L. Hogan (orig- 
inally scheduled for publication in this number 
of POPULAR RADIO) will appear in the follow- 
ing issue -April. Mr. Hogan's contribution 
will be supplemented not only with diagrams 
but wink photographs made in his laboratory 
from actual models constructed for the express 
purpose of obtaining illustrations for the text. 
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THE FIRST MAN TO PICK UP AN AMATEUR'S 
TRANSATLANTIC SIGNAL 

When the author of this article sailed. for Scotland in December of 1921 for the 
purpose of picking up radio signals from American amateurs, his mission was regarded 
about as foolish as the eventful voyage of Columbus. But he picked up over a störe 
of amateurs -some of whom used less electrical power than is used in an ordinary 

electric light bulb! 

"DEAD SPOTS" 
What They ¿Ire and How to Find Them 

By PAUL GODLEY 

ONE of the most important symbols 
which denote the remarkable prog- 

ress which has been made by the public 
toward the absorption of all that is to be 
known about radio lies in the fact that 
almost anywhere now, no matter what 
the nature of the gathering, one is apt to 
hear some two or more radio fans hold- 
ing forth earnestly concerning the proba- 
bility that they reside in a "dead spot." 

I find myself wondering each time I 
cone within earshot why someone does 
not come forward and bravely ask: 

"What in the name of Heaven is a 
dead spot ?" 

To be frank, I frequently want to ask 
the question myself, for as far as I have 
been able to find out, there is no one 
item connected with radio transmission 
phenomena which has received as little 
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attention from radio engineers or about 
which there is as little known as the so 
called "dead spot." 

Many years ago, and but a few weeks 
after I had for the first time seen a com- 
mercial radio outfit, I heard someone in 
a knowing fashion reel off a lengthy and 
mystifying yarn which had for its set- 
ting a spot in mid -Atlantic where no 
radio signals had ever been heard from 
any radio station. But this yarn 
did not startle nie half as much as the 
one offered immediately in return that 
had to do with another wonderful spot 
in mid- Atlantic where signals from sta 
tions in all parts of the globe always came 
in with great reliability and distinctness! 

Radio folks- professionals and ama- 
teurs alike -have long talked about 
"dead spots." Experience has shown 
that there are certain stretches of coastal 
territory and mountainous areas where 
it is extremely difficult to effect reliable 
communication in the conventional man- 
ner. But always the term "dead spot" 
is a relative one only; a "dead spot" 
being due to the partial absorption of the 
electromagnetic waves. 

A well -known example of this 
phenomena lies in the inability of ship 
stations in Long Island Sound to estab- 
li sh satisfactory communication with 
shore stations on the Atlantic side of the 
Island, even though the Island is, at its 
widest part, but forty miles across. 
Coastwise vessels find great difficulty in 

communicating with New York City in a 
satisfactory fashion over distances of but 
fifty or sixty miles when they are close 
to the Jersey shore. 

An example of this phenomena which 
deals with transmission on amateur wave- 
lengths may be cited as follows: 

A first class amateur transmitter in 
New York City finds it possible to com- 
municate directly with a like amateur 

. station in Philadelphia, ninety miles dis- 
tant, during daylight hours. When dark- 
ness falls, the signals of the Philadelphia 
station become unreadable until late in the 
evening, and are even then unreliable. 

Radiophone listeners, too, report "dead 
spots" in various localities. In Atlantic 
City during the summer months it is pos- 
sible to secure fairly good broadcast 
programs both from New York and 
Philadelphia during daylight. At night, 
however, programs from both points are 
unreliable. Many points on Long Island. 
forty to seventy miles distant from the 
New York City stations, frequently find 
it impossible to record satisfactory broad- 
cast programs. 

During the summer of 1920, an. effort 
was made to take advantage of this 
phenomena in the choice of sites for sta- 
tions which were to handle the commer- 
cial traffic along the Atlantic coast. Dur- 
ing the war the Navy department handled 
all ship -to -shore traffic, inasmuch as all 
land radio stations had passed into their 
hands when war was declared. Subse- 
quent to the Armistice this traffic was 
handed back to commercial companies. 
Considerable competition then existed be- 
tween the older andsome newly formed 
companies as to who should handle the 
bulk of it. There proved to be a sufficient 
amount of traffic to make its handling 
profitable. At least four companies who 
owned and operated stations within the 
vicinity of New York were each making 
frantic efforts to get the better of the 
other. The most serious difficulty en- 
countered was that of interference be- 
tween the sending stations. 

To be specific, one station at Cape May, 
New Jersey, two in New York City, one 
at Babylon, L. I., one at Southampton, 
L. I., one at New London,. Conn., and 
one on Nantucket Island, frequently tried 
to establish communication with the sane 
ship at the sanie time, particularly when 
that ship would report 200 or more mes- 
sages ready for transmission. Perhaps 
one of these stations would receive an 
acknowledgment from the ship operator 
whose efforts to get the traffic off were 
frequently rendered futile because of the 
interference from the competing stations. 
Loop aerials and receivers of various 
types were tried with but little relief. 
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HOW "DEAD SPOTS" ARE CREATED 
Usually the cause of the trouble is a wall -especially a wall in the form of a building that is largely of metal construction- between your radio receiver and the broad- casting station.. Such a structure serves as a shield that deflects the radio waves in much the same way as a ten -foot fence serves as a shield when it intervenes between two men who are conversing. An ordinary crystal or single -tube receiver is usually insufficient to detect the weakened radio waves that do penetrate the shielded areas. 

ob -4, 
., 

The idea was then hit upon of locating 
certain points on the North Atlantic coast 
which would provide comparative free- 
dom from most interfering land stations. 
The method of locating these "dead 

spots" proved to be rather ingenious and 
interesting; to the gratification of those 
in charge of operations, locations were 
found where interference from many 
stations was almost entirely eliminated. 
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In one of the illustrations which ac- 
company this article (see page 206) is 
shown a super -heterodyne type of re- 
ceiver mounted in a Ford sedan. The ré- 
ceiver consisted of a three -element 
vacuum tube detector, a frequency 
changer, and a four stage radio frequency 
amplifier. The car lighting battery was 
used for all vacuum tubes. However, 
separate plate potential batteries were 
used respectively for the detector, the 
frequency changer (oscillator) and the 
radio frequency amplier. The circuits 
of the amplifier were so arranged that the 
signals could be weakened ; that is to say, 
a certain type of audibility meter was 
provided. The antenna used consisted 
of twenty turns of wire on a wooden 
frame, four feet on a side. The antenna 
(loop) was so mounted on a rear fender 
that it could be revolved until pointing 
toward the transmitting station. Signal 
strengths obtained with this outfit were 
equivalent to those which could be ob- 
tained on a "T" type antenna, 160 feet 
high, in conjunction with a single vacuum 
tube detector and regenerative receiver. 

Upon careful study of a topographical 
map, a point was generally chosen so as 
to be shielded from the transmitting sta- 
tion by low hills, a rather dense forest, 

or by a stretch of coast line. Past ex- 
perience had shown that these usually 
acted as a shield. At a point near. East, 
Moriches, L. I., signals from New York 
City stations and from New London, 
Conn.,. were found to be almost totally in- 
audible, while signals from the station at 
Babylon, L. I., were reduced to the point 
where they would be of no serious 
trouble. At Smith's Point, some one mile 
farther toward the Sound, signals from 
the New York stations, the Babylon sta- 
tion as well as the New London station, 
were about up to standard. In both posi- 
tions, signals from out at sea were equally 
strong. At the Smith's Point location, 
however, signals from great distances 
were recorded, as it was possible to read 
the signals of ships well out at sea and 
entirely beyond the range of communica- 
tion of any of the land stations mentioned 
previously. 

As the result of observations in this 
locality, a receiving station was planned 
and finally erected. On Cape Cod a point 
was found near North Truro, Massa- 
chusetts, where signals from Boston and 
Chatham stations were materially re- 
duced. It became necessary at this point, 
however, to fall back upon large sand 
dunes for the shielding effect, and an 

ON THE TRAIL OF THE "DEAD SPOTS" 
The amiable face that peers behind the loop antenna belongs to Paul Godley. The 

antenna was fitted onto a rear fender during the experiments with radio reception. 
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THE INTERIOR OF THE RADIO SLEUTH 
This extremely sensitive receiving apparatus, which the author installed in a small 
sedan, includes: A., the vacuum tube used for detection; B, the rheostat for this tube; 
C, the tuning condenser; D, the honeycomb inductances; E, the heterodyne control; 
F, the radio frequency amplifier; G, the `B" batteries for the detector, oscillator and 

amplifier. And, of course, the telephone receivers H. 

extremely interesting phenomenon was 
discovered; a movement of the receiver 
of only a few hundred feet in either di- 
rection caused a marked difference in the 
strength of signals that came from land 
stations, while practically no change in 
signal strength was to be observed in the 
signals that originated at sea. 

Observations taken near the station at 
New London, Conn., pointed to consid- 
erable shielding of this same sort. While 
signals from New York City stations 
came in with considerable strength, sig- 
nals from Long Island and from stations 
on Cape Cod and near Boston were weak, 
whereas signals from all vessels in the 

Atlantic lines came in with what seemed 
to be doubled strength. It is certain that 
the exceptionally good work which the 
station at New London (VVLC) has al- 
ways done is thus accounted for. 

It was desirable to locate a third station 
on the coast of Maine ; for this purpose 
an extended series of observations were 
taken between Bar Harbor and Eastport. 
In addition to natural shields or barriers 
against radio signals from coastal sta- 
tions, it became necessary in Maine to 
look, first of all, for a source of power 
supply. This existed at but few points 
along the coast. Observations taken at or 
near Rockland indicated exceptionally 
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good shielding from all transmitters with 
the exception of the Naval station at Bar 
Harbor. Ocean -going vessels in the At- 
lantic lines could be received at this point 
with great clearness. The Bar Harbor 
station, however, was a serious drawback 
and after many experiments along this 
part of the coast, a point was found near 
Harrington, Maine, where shielding from 
both Bar Harbor and Rockland was ideal. 
Some weakening of signals from ocean- 
going vessels was to be noticed, however, 
due, no doubt, to the absorption taking 
place while the signals were in transit 
across Nova Scotia. 

It has long been presumed that hills 
absorbed or deflected radio signals. Fre- 
quently mountains cast decided shadows; 
so do forests in lesser degree. In the 
case of the forest, absorption plays the 
greatest part in the weakening of the sig- 
nal. Where a chairs of mountains exist, 
the shadowing effects . may ,become quite 
complex. This is also usually true in the 
larger cities, due to large steel structures, 
and is particularly noticeable where com- 
munication is being attempted upon the 
shorter wavelengths. The shorter the 
wavelength the ' more pronounced the 
shadowing effect, for the size of objects 
such as mountains and groups of trees 
and tall buildings are of the same order 
as the dimensions of the radio waves. 
Where the length of the wave is several 
thousand meters, few mountain ranges 
are to be found whose dimensions are 
sufficient to render them other than rela- 
tively small objects in the path of the 
wave. 

Large bodies also act as reflectors. 

An instance of this is on record. An 
attempt was being made to receive a sig- 
nal from a point directly away from a 
mountain. The signal from the distant 
station was considerably weakened by 
bringing the receiver within approxi- 
mately one and a half wavelengths of the 
mountain. It is to be assumed in this case 
that energy reflected by the mountain 
back into the receiver, arrived there com- 
pletely out of time with the oncoming 
wave. The reflected wave counteracted 
the incoming wave with the result that 
signal strength was weakened. 

Complete information concerning the 
effects of various objects upon the trans- 
mission of radio energy is not now avail- 
able. When it is, it should be possible to 
definitely plot the rise and fall of signal 
strengths over any particular territory. 
There is little doubt that the "fading" 
effects observed by so many broadcast 
listeners are caused by the reflection of 
the electric wave from layers of gas many 
miles above the earth. The assumption is 
that the energy travels up and through 
the earth's atmosphere to a layer of 
ionized gas -that the gas reflects the 
wave, sending it again earthward -that 
in its travel the wave has encountered 
nothing which tends to absorb its ener- 
gies. Suddenly a vapor cloud or a flaw 
in the reflecting mirror results in the 
absorption or loss of the signal. These 
irregularities occur rapidly at short wave- 
lengths in mountainous or hilly countries 
-less rapidly over level country and at 
sea, but, under given conditions, the 
frequency of the fading intervals is a 
function of the wavelength. 

"DETECTIVE BURNS" - 
otherwise known as William J. Burns, Director of Ow 
Bureau of Investigation, Department of Justice of the 
United States Government, will shortly publish in 
POPULAR RADIO an authoritative article descriptive of the 
present and impending use of radio for running dozen 
criminals, ranging from the broadcasting of warnings to 

the broadcasting of portraits and fingerprints. 
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AN AMATEUR ANTENNA THAT APPROACHES PERFECTION 
This flat -lopped, inverted L type meets the specifications given in this article to an ex- 
ceptional degree. It is owned and operated by station 3Z0, in Chester, Pennsylvania. 

HOW TO GET THE GREATEST EFFICIENCY 
OUT OF YOUR 

RADIO CIRCUITS 
NO. 1 OF A SERIES OF ARTICLES OF PRACTICAL HELPFULNESS FOR 

THE EXPERIENCED AMATEUR 

That one of the world's greatest physicists should prepare especially for 
POPULAR RAmo such a series of practical, helpful articles on such specific 
subjects is a matter of importance to radio amateurs everywhere. These 
articles constitute a real and important contribution to the literature of radio. 

By SIR OLIVER LODGE, F. R. S., D. Sc., LL. D. 

THE main essentials of a radio in- 
stallation are capacity and self - 

induction, or "inductance" as it is com- 
monly known in America, introduced (in 
the case of a receiving station) in the 
form of a collector and a detector, and 
(in the case of a transmitting station) 
in the form of a generator and a trans- 
mitter. 

The transmitter and the collector are 
one and the same thing the aerial. The 
transfer from generator to detector is 
usually effected by a switch. Capacity 

and inductance are the essential ingredi- 
ents of an aerial, and it is on them that 
the wavelength depends. But it is a ques- 
tion what value the capacity and in- 
ductance shall have and how they shall be 
arranged. 

It is obvious that the more open the 
capacity, the better will it serve as trans- 
mitter or collector ; hence, whatever 
capacity is used, it should mainly be in 
the aerial, in order to attain the highest 
efficiency. Any defect of capacity in the 
aerial can be supplemented by a closed 
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adjustable capacity, which of course is 
very convenient and will always be sub- 
ordinately required for tuning. 

If the aerial could be arranged so as 
to extend to a great vertical height, its 
capacity would be as open as possible, and 
its efficiency as a transmitter or absorber 
would be correspondingly high; for both 
the radiating and the absorbing power is 
proportional to the square of the height. 
But there are practical limitations to the 
height that is convenient, so that when 
the greatest available height is attained 
any bulk of the aerial beyond that 
naturally has to be horizontal. 

The wavelength, however, depends on 
the product of capacity and of in- 
ductance. So, for any considerable 
wavelength, if the length representing 
electric capacity is small, the length 
representing magnetic induction must be 
great. 

Hence, to get any reasonable wave- 
length, the capacity of the aerial must 

be supplemented or reinforced and made 
effective by a considerable amount of in- 
ductance. But whereas the capacity area 
may with advantage be as extensive as 
possible, there is no advantage in increas- 
ing the mechanical size of the inductance ; 

on the contrary, indeed, there is an ad- 
vantage in reducing it to a small value, so 
that quite a minute coil will serve for a 
great wavelength. 

Why should there be this advantage 
in constricting the inductance coil ? Be-. 
cause any capacity which it possesses is 
useless and to some extent deleterious. 
There is no gain in mixing up capacity 
and inductance; they should be kept 
distinct and separate. The upper part 
of the aerial, combined with the earth 
below it, should have all the capacity, and 
the inductance coil shotild hàve as little 
as possible. Then the wavelength has a 
chance of being clear and definite. 
Whatever capacity exists between the 
turns of the coil has the effect of shunt- 

'r 
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THE THREE QUALIFICATIONS OF YOUR ANTENNA SYSTEM 

The height of the antenna above ground, A, should be as great as possible. The 
upper part of the antenna, combined with the earth below it, should have all the 
capacity indicated at B. The inductance coil E should be kept as small as pos- 
sible for a given wavelength, so as to reduce the distributed capacity. D, to cc 
minimum, and the resistance of the circuit, C C, should be kept as low as possible. 
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HOW DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY CAUSES BROAD TUNING 
This diagram illustrates the effect of distributed capacity between, the windings of 
a coil. The insulation between. the adjacent turns of wire forms a dielectric and 
the wire itself forms the plates of a number of little imaginary condensers between 
the turns of wire. These little condensers have a deleterious effect upon sharp tuning. 

ing some of the oscillation and making 
it useless. The shunted portions would 
have any number of indefinite f requen- 
cies, and would not contribute to the 
main wavelength. 

This has become known to practical 
men, and, as a result, what is called 
basket winding has been often adopted, 
in order that the turns of wire may have 
some intervening space between them 
and not lie too close together. Of course 
this has some effect in diminishing in- 
ductance, since the magnetic influence of 
thé turns of wire on each other is slightly 
diminished. But the reduction in capa- 
city is found to more than compensate 
this disadvántage, and it is easy enough 
to get sufficient inductance by making the 
coil bigger. 

Only, of course, then more wire has 
to be used for the coil; and the more 
wire it contains, the more capacity it has. 
So it is evidently a question of compro- 
mise, and the best result has to be found 
by practice. Some capacity between the 
turns is inevitable; and, apart from 
basket winding, we may consider 

how best to secure a minimum of it. 
First of all, then, thin wire is indicated ; 

from the capacity point of view the 
thinner the better. The only disadvan- 
tage of thin wire is that its resistance is 
high. But resistance affects only the 
damping of the vibrations. And the 
vibrations are usually sufficiently per- 
sistent to cause damping to have no great 
importance, unless it were excessive. 
Damping by radiation of energy is in- 
evitable, and moreover it is useful. 
Other damping is of no use, but it is 
usually small in comparison: Of course 
the wire must be of the highest con- 
ductivity. But, given that, there is a 
gain in keeping its thickness very small. 

If in any case so much wire has to be 
used that its resistance does become ex- 
cessive, then instead of making the wire 
thicker it would be better to have 
'several wires in parallel. The wires 
should be very thinly insulated from 
each other, and then stranded or laid to- 
gether. A strand of this kind forms a 
perfect conductor for high frequency 
oscillations, inasmuch as every part of a 
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Sir Oliver Lodge Writes Concerning This Noteworthy 
Series of Articles - 

"I am writing a series of articles for POPULAR RADIO On points concerning which 
amateurs would probably be glad to get information.... I write not for mathema- 
ticians, nor yet for beginners, but oint at boiling down the result of mathematics into 
popular form. suitable for amateurs who want to understand the principles of what 

they are doing, and who arc constructing parts of their own apparatus." 
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thin wire helps to carry the current, 
whereas only the outside of a thick wire 
is effectively conductive for an extremely 
high frequency of oscillation; so that the 
effective resistance of a thick wire is con- 
siderably greater than it would appear 
to be when measured in the ordinary way 
with steady currents and a Wheatstone 
bridge. Such considerations do not apply 
to a strand of fine wires, however thinly 
insulated from each other they are. 

It may be asked, "Why insulate the 
parallel wires from each other at all ?" 

But it is clear that if they are in 
metallic communication, all along their 
length, they virtually constitute a thick 
wire. The ether waves cannot then 
gain access to more than the combined 
periphery. The inner wires will be 
screened by the outer ones, just as the 
interior of a thick conductor is screened ; 

whereas if there is any insulating ma- 
terial between them, however thin, the 
waves can, as it were, soak in and utilize 
the conducting surfaces of all the wires. 
(In this connection it must be remem- 
bered that it is the ether, and not the 
copper, which really transmits the energy ; 

the function of the insulating material 
is vital.) 

Given then as thin a conductor as 
:suffices for the quantity of electricity to 
be conveyed, the expression for the capac- 
ity of such a wire shows that in order 
to keep it small the turns of wire in a 
coil had better not lie close together. 
They can be separated by an air space, 
or they might be separated by a thick 

cotton covering outside the real insula- 
tion-a covering as airy and uncompact 
as it can conveniently be made. Basket 
winding is one way of getting this result, 
but a thick cotton covering would be an- 
other, and would seem to be more con- 
venient. 

However that may be, and however the 
distance between the wires is secured, it 
can be allowed for in the calculation, and 
the best method of obtaining the separa- 
tion can be left to the instrument makers 
themselves. 

I have not myself, however, found 
that much separation is really necessary 
in a receiver. I am inclined to think that 
its advantage is subordinate and that 
close winding is quite permissible, as well 
as certainly more compact, provided cer- 
tain other considerations are satisfied. 

The main consideration is to use as 
little wire as possible in the inductance 
part of an aerial; or, in other words, to 
wind the coil so as to get the maximum 
inductance out of a given length of wire. 
This will have a double advantage ; it 
will keep down the resistance, and also 
it will keep down the capacity -both of 
which must obviously depend on the 
length of wire used. 

So far as I know, insufficient atten- 
tion has hitherto been paid to this im- 
portant consideration, and I doubt if coils 
are often wound so as to obtain the 
maximum inductance. I regard this as 
important, and propose to take it fully 
into consideration in the articles. of this 
series. 

Among the Subjects to Be Covered in This Series Are - 
The predetermination of the inductance of coils; 
The design of coils for specific purposes: 
The relation between capacity and inductance in a circuit; 
The qualifications of antennae; 
The arrangements of circuits and apparatus for different wavelength ranges. 
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THE MAGIC WAND OF THE MODERN MAGICIAN 
With such marvelous accuracy may a beam. of radio be directed by means of the 
"projector" which Senator Marconi is demonstrating, that it will actuate relays, one 
at a time, ring bells and operate receiving sets located at, various points in a room 

as the beam is revolved. 

HOW I SEND SIGNALS ALONG 

INVISIBLE BEAMS 
How the New Short Wave That Can Be Aimed in a Definite 
Direction is Opening Up a New and Remarkable Assortment of 

Wave Bands 

By SENATOR GUGLIELMO MARCONI, D.Sc., LL.D. 

TWENTY years ago I got the simple 
letter "S" transmitted for the first 

time across the ocean from England to 
Newfoundland without the aid of cables 
or conductors. Those first feeble signals 
which I received proved once and for all 
that electric waves could be transmitted 
and received across the ocean and that 

long distance radio telegraphy -about 
which so many doubts were then enter- 
tained -was really going to become an 
established fact. 

Radio has already done much for the 
safety of life at sea, and for commercial 
and military communication. From now 
on it is destined to bring new (and until 
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ÇA new system of communicating along a beam of light. A light wave is di- 
rected in a narrow path from a searchlight and picked up by a reflector which 
concentrates the waves on a light -sensitive cell which records the signals. 

recently even unforeseen) opportunities 
for recreation and instruction into the 
lives of millions of human beings. New 
designs and new uses of vacuum tubes 
are likely to work quite as many new 
wonders in the future as they have in the 
past. 

Great possibilities lie in the develop- 
ment of these tubes, especially in their 
connection with short wave transmission, 
a somewhat neglected branch of the art. 
Yet radio waves only a few inches long 
have many advantages over the waves 
now used, which range in length up to 
twelve miles. Such short waves can be 
more easily moulded to carry the human 
voice, and receiving sets tuned to them 
would be less disturbed by static and 
interference. Indeed, much of my time 
is now devoted to experiments with the 
short wave, particularly for use in the 
secret transmission of messages. So free 
front interference is this short wave field 
that I am reminded of my earliest experi- 
ments, when the entire field was prac- 
tically clear and the vast territory of 
radio was unexplored. 

As early as 1899 I showed how it was 
possible, by means óf short waves and 
reflectors, to project the rays in a beam 
in one direçtion only, instead of allowing 
them to spread all around, in such a way 
that they could not affect any receiver 
which happened to be out of the angle 
of propagation of the beam. I also made 
tests in transmitting a beam of reflected 
waves across country over Salisbury 
Plain in England and pointed out the 

possible utility of such a system if ap- 
plied to lighthouses and lightships, so as 
to enable vessels in foggy weather to 
locate dangerous points around the 
coasts. At that time I also showed that 
a reflected beam of waves could be pro- 
jected across the lecture room to actuate 
a receiver and ring a bell only when the 
aperture of the sending reflector was 
directed toward the receiver. 

Again in 1916 I took up the investiga- 
tion of the subject with the idea of 
utilizing very short waves combined with 
reflectors for certain war purposes; in 
this work I was assisted by Mr. C. S. 
Franklin. We used waves only two and 
three meters long. With these waves 
disturbances caused by static are- almost 
non -existent; the only interference ex- 
perienced came from the ignition appara- 
tus of automobiles and motor boats. 
These machines apparently emit electric 
waves from 0 to about 40 meters in 
length; perhaps the day will come when 
they will be required to have their igni- 
tion system screened or to carry licenses 
for transmitting! During these experi- 
ments I observed that one of the short 
wave receivers acts is an excellent de- 
vice for testing, even from a distance, 
whether or not one's ignition system is 
wórking right. Some motorists would 
have a shock if they realized how often 
their magnetos and spark plugs are work- 
ing in a deplorably irregular manner. 

The transmitting reflector used to con- 
centrate the waves into a ray or beam, 
in these experiments, was arranged so 
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9 Another new system for projecting a beam. Both the light and the radio 
beams are dependent on the sanie phenomena of electromagnetic wave 

motion. This system uses a radio beam which is invisible. 

that it could be revolved and the effects 
were studied at a distance with receiving 
apparatus. 

Mr. Franklin has calculated the polar 
curve of radiation into space in the hori- 
zontal plane, which should be obtained 
from reflectors of various shapes, by as- 
suming that the waves leave the reflector 
as plane waves of uniform intensity, 
with a width equal to the aperture of 
the reflector. The calculated curves agree 
well with the observed results. Reflec- 
tors with apertures up to 3% meters 
wavelength were tested and the measured 
polar curves agreed with the calculated 
values. 

At first the range of the signals was 
only six miles. Later, on a 15 meter 
wave generated by an electron tube at 
the Carnavon station, we transmitted 
over a distance of seventy -eight miles 
to one of the nail boats on the Irish 
coast. The important fact noticed was 
that there was no rapid diminution of 
the strength of the signals after the ship 
had passed the horizon line from Car - 
narvon. It was easily proved later that 
clear speech could be exchanged at all 
times between Hendon (London) and 
Birmingham, a distance of ninety -seven 
miles, by using reflectors at both ends. 

For these tests, the power supplied to 
the tubes employed was usually 700 watts. 
The aerial was rather longer than half a 
wavelength and had a radiation resistance 
which was exceedingly high. The effi- 
ciency of the input to the tubes to aerial 
power was between 50 and 60 per cent 

and about 300 watts could be actually 
radiated into space. Speech heard with 
this arrangement is usually strong enough 
to be just audible with a shunt of from 

to 3/2 ohm across a 60 ohm telephone. 
When both reflectors are disconnected 

and out of. use, speech is only just audible 
with no shunt. Average measurements 
indicate that the value of the energy re- 
ceived when both reflectors are used and 
the waves concentrated in a beam, is 

about 200 times that of the energy re- 
ceived without any reflectors. It would 
seem that here is one possible solution 
to secret radio communication, the use 
of directed beams of magnetic waves. 

During the continuous wave tests at 
Carnarvon, it was found that simul- 
taneous transmission and reception was 
possible on the same aerial. This system 
is now being used successfully for 
duplexing, as it avoids all switching from 
transmitting to receiving. 

Besides giving directional working 
and economizing power, reflectors are 
showing another unexpected advantage, 
an advantage which is probably common 
to all sharply directional systems. It 
has been noted that practically no distor- 
tion of speech takes place, such as is 
often noticed with non -directional trans- 
mitters and receivers, even when using 
short waves. 

The results between Hendon and Bir- 
mingham easily constitute a record for 
radiotelephony in respect to the ratio of 
distance and wavelength, as Birmingham 
is 10,400 wavelengths from Hendon. 
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We consider that these results represent 
only what could be obtained from a first 
attempt, and not what could now be done 
by utilizing the experience gained. 

A new wireless beacon has recently 
been developed at Inchkeith Island in the 
Firth of Forth, near Edinburgh. By 
means of a revolving directive beam of 
radiated energy which it produces, ships 
at sea can ascertain the position of the 
lighthouse in thick weather. With a 4 
meter wave generated by a spark trans- 
mitter and a beam reflector, signals have 
been sent which were readily distin- 
guishable on a ship seven miles away 
fitted with a single tube receiver. The 
reflector made a complete revolution 
every two minutes, and a distinct signal 

was sent at every half point of the com- 
pass. This enabled the ship to determine 
the bearing of the lighthouse accurately 
within a quarter point of the compass, 
or within 2.8 degrees. 

With the revolving beam the exact 
periods of maximum reception are not 
easy to judge by ear, but the times of 
starting and vanishing are easy to de- 
termine, as the rate of rise and fall of 
the signals is extremely rapid. 

By means of a clockwork arrange- 
ment a distinctive letter is sent out every 
two points and short signs mark inter- 
mediate points and half points. This is 
done by contact segments arranged on the 
base of the revolving reflector. 

These short directional waves resem- 

© Underwood & IIndernood 

A WORKING MODEL OF THE MARCONI REFLECTOR 
This is the apparatus for concentrating the radio rays in one single beam. The small 
vertical object at the center of the reflector is the oscillator. The length of the waves 

bropagated by this miniature antenna system is only about one or two ìneters. 
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bling a beam of light decrease in strength 
so gradually when traveling over water 
that the distance of the transmitting sta- 
tion may readily be estimated. 

Still another help to navigation may 
he found in the reflected beam wave. 
Hertz showed that electric waves can be 
completely reflected by sounding bodies. 
In some of my tests, I have noted the 
effects of reflection and deflection of these 
waves by metallic objects miles away. 

It seems to me that it should be pos- 
sible to design apparatus by means of 
which a ship could radiate or project a 
divergent beam of these invisible rays in 
much the sanie manner as a searchlight, 
in any desired direction so that if they 
should meet another ship they would be 
reflected back to a receiver screened 
from the transmitter. This would re- 
veal the presence and bearing of nearby 
ships in fog and heavy weather, even 
though such ships were" not provided with 
radio equipment. 

"SECRET MESSAGES CAN BE SENT 
BY RADIO" 

So states Senator Marconi, whose recent experi- 
ments with short waves (some of them only a 
few inches in length) that can be focused like 
a beam of light is opening up a line of develop- 
ment in radio communications that has hereto- 
fore been regarded as closed. This picture of 
the Senator was snapped by Paul Godley dur- 
ing a visit to the Marconi yacht, " Elettra," 
which is practically a floating radio laboratory. 
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Prom photograph by Paul Godley 

"Stations I Have Heard" 
In the next number of POPULAR RADIO -April -will start a new 

department that will tell, in brief paragraphs, of some of the excep- 
tionally good results obtained by amateurs and novices from their 
receiving sets and how they get them. 

If you are getting exceptionally good results from your set -tell 
POPULAR RADIO how you do it! 
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A SKETCH THAT MADE A FORTUNE 
When young Armstrong wisely brought :it to a'notary public to he attested, he estab- 
lished a priority claim to his invention of - the feedbáck'circuit -a claim. that was 

upheld by the. courts.- 

A Hook -Up. for $500,000 
In this articleDr. Henry Smith Williams,hintseif a dis- 
tinguished scientist, tells how d radio amateur hit upon an idea 
for a "feedback" circuit and stuck to it till he proved that "litcre 

was a fortune in it -" 
EDWIN H. ARMSTRONG 

RADIO, as young America has tackled 
it, is the most wonderful game that 

the youth of any generation has ever 
played: As informative as it is fasci- 
nating, it comes near to nullifying the 
age -old edict that there can be no royal 
road to learning. For the young enthu- 
siasts who are playing this game are at 
the same time becoming trained mecha- 
nicians and thoughtful students of elec- 
trical phenomena ; in due course they will 
open up new fields. radio practice 
that are at present unknown. 

The prophecy that within ten years 
there will be a radio receiving telephone 
in every home that now has a phonograph, 
and in most homes that now have 
telephones, seems not in the least bazar- 

dous. Scarcely more so is the prophecy 
that within fifteen or twenty years it will 
be almost as customary to carry a little 
radio receiving telephone apparatus in 
your pocket as it is now to carry a watch. 
If these prophecies, and others in kind, 
become realities, it will be largely because 
many thousands of American youths 
learned to play the radio game almost in 
childhood, and in so doing were given 
the opportunity to demonstrate the pos- 
session of inventive talents that otherwise 
might never have been suspected. 

One might be disposed to say that radio 
is essentially a boy's game at which men 
who remain perennially young may play. 
It gives full opportunity for use of the 
imagination and for the manifestation of 
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inventive ingenuity, and youth is essen- 
tially the time when imagination has free 
play. Only the young- including a few 
rare mortals who never grow old -have 
the imagination and the temerity to 
attempt the impossible; to believe in mi- 
racles -and to achieve them. 

The proof of this, were proof needed, 
may be found in the history of radio 
development. Young Heinrich Rudolf 
Hertz, called the father of radio, found 
the first definite clues; young Guglielmo 

Marconi -at the age of twenty -made the 
first convincing demonstrations; young 
Lee De Forest perfected the magic tube 
that is the heart and soul of the modern 
radio apparatus; and young Edwin H. 
Armstrong performed the final feat. of 
jugglery that permitted the necromantic 
bulb to reveal its ultimate miracles. 
There appear to be np old men in the 
story. 

Everyone knows something of the 
achievements of the first three of the 

Nra.n Rro, 

"FEEDBACK" ARMSTRONG DEMONSTRATES HIS LATEST TRIUMPH 
Radio engineers and scientists have realized the limitations of the regenerative circuit, 
although still recognizing its superiority to other known single -tube circuits. But 
Armstrong has recently come forward with the super -regenerative circuit (pictured 

above)-the first circuit to overcome these limitations. 

-^t 
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pioneer workers in radio just named. 
Hert I wish to refer to the remarkable 
work of the fourth member of the 
coterie -partly because of the news in- 
terest associated with the fact that the 
long series of litigations that have grown 
out of his discovery has just been ter- 
minated ; but chiefly because it seems 
fitting that every pser of a radio receiving 
telephone should know the story of the 
youth who played the radio game so well 
as to make . possible its application for 
the foundation of the art of broadcasting. 

Only a short time ago, in the year 
1906, Armstrong was a sturdy boy of 
about fifteen, at the home of his parents, 
in Yonkers, New York, enthusiastically 
engaged in the then new radio art. 

The boy's interest had been aroused 
by reading reports of Marcóni's early 
work. He set to work to construct a 
wireless apparatus of his own. For 
about a year he worked unsuccessfully, 
but at last he began to receive messages. 
Then a neighbor, an electrical engineer, 
Mr. Charles I. Underhill, gave him a 
vacuum tube, which the donor himself 
did not know how to operate. Young 
Armstrong soon found out the secret, 
however, and presently he went on to 
experiment with the new type of elec- 
tron tube, the audion, which Lee De 
Forest had introduced in 1907. The 
earlier tube had been of the type called 
the Fleming valve. It was after he 
had gained full mastery of the use of 
the audion tube, as then understood, that 
young Armstrong, a college student at 
Columbia, was led in the course of ex- 
periments with the current from the local 
plate battery (the `B" battery as it is 
now called), to attempt to augment the 
incoming, message- bearing current from 
the aerial by "feeding- back" a portion of 
the local current into the grid -filament 
circuit. 

The thing worked out better than he 
could possibly have anticipated and pres- 
ently he was aware that he had made 
an important discovery. What he had 
done, as the sequel showed, was to in- 

vent the apparatus'afterivard called a 
"tickler coil," establishing the now 
famous "regenerative" circuit. 

The young inventor could not secure 
financial backing to have his device pa- 
tented at the moment ; but he made a 
diagram (what is technically called a 
"hook -up ") of the apparatus as he had 
modified it, and went before a notary in 
January, 1913, to have his signature on 
the sheet showing this diagram officially 
authenticated. It was a fortunate thing 
for him that he did so, because this 
simple document was the most important 
witness in the long series of litigations 
which resulted in the final verdict by the 
United States District Court of Appeals 
in which thé "Feedback Armstrong's" 
claim to rank as the discoverer, with 
ownership' of the important patent rights 
appertaining thereto, was given final 
legal recognition. 

On another occasion, we will examine 
in detail the technical aspects of this re- 
markable discovery. Let it suffice here 
to cite the comment of Professor Michael 
L' Pupin, in whóse laboratory at Colum- 
bia University young Armstrong worked, 
to the effect that the invention of the 
feedback, in itself of vast importance, 
led the young inventor also to make an- 
other most important step in radio 
telegraphy -the construction of the va- 
cuum -tube oscillator. Professor Pupin 
declared that one large electrical cor- 
poration is now engaged in experimen- 
tation with powerful vacuum -tube oscil- 
lators with an output of upward of fifty 
kilowatts. "Such tubes have practically 
unlimited possibilities in communica- 
tion," said Professor Pupin, "while their 
application in other industries will in the 
near future result in some revolutionary 
changes of vast importance." 

Note, then, this further comment, as 
pertinent to our present theme: 

"In this case, as in (practically) the 
case of every other important invention," 
said Professor Pupin, "it is the student 
who produces the original idea and not 
the research laboratories of the big cor- 
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"THE MAN WHO MADE LONG -DISTANCE TELEPHONY POSSIBLE" 
This term has been applied to Michael I. Pupin, professor of electro -mechanics at 
Columbia University, in whose laboratory Edwin H. Armstrong studied. Like his 
famous pupil, he also received a vast fortune for an invention known as "the 

Pupin coil." 

porations. The latter do some wonder- 
ful and important work, especially in 
refinement and development of inven- 
tions, but the conditions of efficiency un- 
der which they work hamper their origi- 
nality. 

"You can't get a man like Armstrong 
to punch a clock. In fact, I know he 
was fired for refusing to punch a clock - 
but I took him in at Columbia." 

The narrator who reports the conver- 
sation goes on to say that Armstrong him- 
self, who was present, laughed and de- 
cláred that he had just `one more thing 
to put over," and that then he meant to 
retire for the time being and go over to 
Europe for a rest. He would not say 

what the nature of the "one more thing" 
might be ; but perhaps an inkling as to 
its character may be gained from another 
interview with the now famous inventor. 
In this interview, Armstrong makes the 
prophecy -that the radiophone receiver 
will be as ccimmon in the not distant 
future as the victrola now is. 

"Not every home will have a radio- 
phone, of course," he said, "but I can 
predict that every home having a phono- 
graph will be equipped with radio." 

This equipment, it is further pro- 
phesied, will consist of none of the out- 
side and unsightly wires, switchboards, 
and batteries now seen at every radio 
station. The whole radiophone receiver, 
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horn and all, will be no larger than the 
now ordinary music box, and the current 
to operate it will be supplied by electric 
cords, connected with the nearest wall 
plug. Instead of the aerial wires that 
are now used the radiophone receiver 
will have a small coil of wire or a metal 
rod five or six feet long, something no 
more conspicuous than the ordinary cur- 
tain rod. Outside wires will be unneces- 
sary. 

Armstrong himself has this sort of 
equipment in his home at Yonkers even 
now. He has set up there a small re- 
ceiver that employs no outside wires and 
which picks up music and other signals 
from the broadcasting station at Newark 
with such strength that they may be 
heard half a mile away. 

There is nothing remarkable about this, 
from the standpoint of the inventor him- 
self, except the fact that this receiving 
apparatus has no outdoor aerial. As long 
ago as 1915 the young experimenter 
could describe the results with his then 
newly discovered "feedback" apparatus 
in these words, addressed to Mr. Under- 
hill, the engineer who had supplied him 
with the vacuum -tube: 

"During the past four months I have 
worked up a number of improvements 
on the audion detector and I believe that 
I have a receptor which is from two to 
three times as sensitive as any other, and 
this is a conservative estimate. With 
this receptor I can hear every navy sta- 

tion on the Atlantic Coast from Cape 
Elizabeth, Maine, to Colon, Panama, in- 
cluding Guantanamo, Cuba, with the 
telephone receiver lying on be table. 
The Florida stations are so loud that 
they can be heard all over the room, and 
on good nights, Key West can be heard 
down on the floor below." 

In writing thus, the young inventor 
was giving an account of results attained 
with a method which he has since made 
available for all the world. In the words 
of a writer in the New York Tribune, 
"no transatlantic telephone conversa- 
tion can be carried on without the Arm- 
strong principle, nor can any of the big 
radiophone broadcasting stations now 
sending music nightly through the ether 
operate without using the Armstrong 
patent. Even the modern multiplex 
forms of wire telegraphy and telephony 
(wired wireless) must use the Arm- 
strong method." 

That is what has come from the efforts 
of the boy who started out to play at 
the radio game when his companions 
were chiefly concerned about baseball 
and other outdoor sports. When the man 
who has done these things chooses to 
enter the field of prophecy the entire 
radio world must listen, and few will be 
disposed to question that his prediction as 
to a compact radio telephone receiving 
apparatus, without aerial or other cum- 
bersome accessories, will presently be 
realized. 

POPULAR RADIO'S CHANCE TO RENDER SERVICE 

POPULAR RADIO can perform an important public 
service by helping to solve the problems of radio 
broadcasting. 

It is obvious that the only power which can establish 
adequate "rules of the road" is the Federal Government. 
Eventually we should have a national system, the cost 
of which would be maintained by taxing all stations 
according to their sensitivity. Before this can be secured, 
however, it will probably be necessary for private ini- 
tiative to organize a system of high- calibre stations for 
broadcasting throughout the country, with an extensive 
system of membership and membership dues for re- 
ceiving stations. 

-J. W. MACCRACKEN, 
President, Lafayette College 
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FIGURE 1 

This is a circuit for adding one stage of audio frequency amplification to a straight 
audion defector circuit employing a tuning coil for tuning. 

How to Make a One or Two -Step 
AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER 

The Eighth of a Series of Practical "How to Make" 
Articles for the Radio Amateur 

By A. HYATT VERRILL 

WHILE many radio enthusiasts 
make their own sets, which are 

fairly successful, many seem to think that 
they must purchase amplifiers ready - 
made. In reality, however, there is noth- 
ing mysterious, complicated or difficult 
about making an amplifier of one or two 
stages. In fact, a one -step amplifier is 
just as simple and easy to make as an or- 
dinary tube set. 

In making an amplifier the instruments 
cannot, of course, be made at home -the 
rheostats, audio frequency transformers 
and tubes are not devices which an ama- 
teur can construct. But there are, in addi- 
tion, the wire binding posts, plugs and 
similar accessories, and the person who 
constructs his own amplifier has ample 
opportunity for exhibiting his skill and 
workmanship, both in the wiring work 
and in mounting the instruments on a 

panel or in a cabinet. There are, more- 
over, certain rules which must be borne 
constantly in mind when constructing an 
amplifier, or otherwise the device will not 
work efficiently. 

In the first place, all connections must 
be tight and soldered; there should be no 
loose connections, no loose binding posts 
and no careless, sloppy work. Connec- 
tions and joints which might pass unno- 
ticed in a receiving set with just one 
vacuum tube will result in howls, squeals 
and other noises in an amplifier, for it 
must be remembered that sounds due to 
any loose connection or fault are magni- 
fied just as much by an amplifier as are 
the signals that should be heard. And 
the moré steps there are the more'these 
faulty sounds are magnified ; hence the 
more carefully the instruments must be. 
made. 
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RUD /O FREQUENCY 
TRfINSFORMER 

FIGURE 2 
This is a circuit diagram for a one -stage ampli- 
fier that can be added to any receiving set. The 
tuq connections designated by arrows should be 
connécled in place of telephones in the original 
set, and the saiïte "A" battery should be used. 

In the second place,.if more than one 
stage of amplification is used, the iron 
cores of each successive transformer must 
be placed .at right angles to the one pre- 
ceding it. This is important in order to 
separate the magnetic fields. 

In the third place, all wires should be 
kept as short as possible. They should 
nit be run parallel if it can possibly be 
avoided, and where two wires cross they 
should be kept well separated. 

The simplest amplifier to build is a one - 
step such as is shown in Figure 2. Al- 
though it is best to build it as a separate 
unit with a telephone jack attached to the 
wires which are led to the detector set, 
the amplifier may, if desired, be built on a 
single panél with the set, Figure 1. By 
using a jack. as shown, the set can then 
be used either with one tube or with the 
amplifier using additional tubes. By 
merely inserting the telephone plug in the 
first jack, the contact with the amplifying. 

transformer is broken and the detector 
tube alone is used, whereas, by removing 
the plug and inserting it in the second 
jack an additional vacuum tube is used as 
an amplifier. If a second stage of ampli- 
fication is desired, it may be built exactly 
like the first and connected as shown in 
Figure 3. The amplifier may be arranged 
so that either the receiving set alone can 
be used or one or both stages of amplifi- 
cation, by merely inserting the phone 
plugs in the correct jack. When the am- 
plifier is used in connection with the de- 
tector set, either the same A battery or 
separate batteries may be used ; this is the ti 
case also with B batteries. 

In using the amplifier, bulbs or tubes 
made for the purpose must be used; am- 
plifying bulbs are practical for use as de- 
tector bulbs, but detector bulbs do not 
give-as good results for ainplifying. It 
should also be borne in mind that the only 
adjustment required in the amplifier is 

FIGURE 3 
This diagram shows two 
stages of amplification for 
connection to a receiver. 
The jacks permit the use of 
detector alone or one or two 
stages of amplification, as 

the operator desires. 
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the rheostat, and that while amplifiers 
may be constructed with a single rheostat 
control for several tubes, far better re- 
sults are obtained by having a separate 
control for each filament. Bulbs often 
vary in quality and, as a variation in the 
filament adjustment will result in a vari- 
ation in sound volume, care should be 
exercised in keeping the filaments ad- 
justed to the right degree of brilliancy. 

As a last word of advice, it should be 
remembered that each step of amplifica- 
tion magnifies greatly the received en- 
ergy; therefore it can readily be under- 
stood how important it is that no unde- 
sirable sounds or noises, due to loose con- 
nections, come in. Of course, the amateur 
builder may make his set up on a board 
or in a cabinet as it suits his taste, but 
as long as the precautions outlined in this 
article are observed and the wiring 
diagrams followed in connecting up the 
set, good results will be obtained. . 

The accompanying photograph will 
probably suggest one solution to the 
amateur who is undecided as to the form 
in which to make the set. 
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HOW TO MOUNT THE SET 
The parts are: r, amplifying vacuum tubes; z, 
tube sockets; 3, filament rheostats; 4, jacks; 5, 
amplifying transformers; 6, front panel; 7, 
shelf for mounting the instruments. The dia- 
grant for wiring this set is shown in Figure 5. 

International 

LONG -DISTXNCE RECEIVING ON A MOTOR CAR 
A Chicago radio fan, Paul D. Coats, has equipped his touring car with an Armstrong 
regenerative receiver and has placed his loop antenna out of the way on the radiator 
cap. While motoring about the streets of Chicago on his way to and front business 
he hears stations all over the country, sonic of them as far distant as Newark, N. J. 
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THIS OCTAGONAL COIL RECEIVES BOTH HIGH AND 

LOW WAVELENGTH SIGNALS 
This type of inductance is simple to crake, and snakes possible the reception of high 

wavelength signals without using the more cumbersome simple layer coils. 

A Home -Made Multi-Layer Coil 
BY FREDERICK J. RUMFORD 

AMULTI -LAYER coil which is 
much more efficient than the 

ordinary layer -wound coil and which . is 
a rival of the honeycomb coil can be 
made easily at home and with little cost. 
Such a coil serves well in a regenerative 
set and can be used to advantage in other 
hook -ups where inductance is required. 

The most practical size is wound on a 
form of cardboard or formica, preferably 
the latter, 3% inches in diameter and 1 

inches in length. 
Use No. 24. D. S. C. magnet wire and 

wind the first layer upon the form itself. 
The second layer is separated from the 

DET. 

FIGURE I 
A circuit that employs a multiple -layer toil as 

a wavemetcr inductance. 

first by a gap of % inch, made by eight 
blocks of cardboard % inch square and 
1% inches long, spaced evenly around the 
form. In winding the second layer, cross 
the wire back to where the first layer 
was started and continue the operation 
until six layers have been wound. 

When the coil is wound, emerse it in 
parrafine kept at 100 degrees Centigrade 
until it ceases to bubble, .then hang it up 
to dry. For a wavelength up to 360 
meters the coil will require between 35 
and 50 turns of wire. Coils for higher 
wavelengths require more turns. A coil is 
shown in the accompanying photograph. 

With three such coils an efficient regen- 
erative receiver can be made with but 
little cost. Place bands of fibre around 
the coils and attach them to blocks 
mounted upon hinges so that they will 
swing like honeycomb coils and make the 
coupling variable. 

When one of these coils is placed in a 
circuit with 'phones, crystal detector and 
a variable condenser, as shown in Figure 
1, it forms an efficient wavemeter. The 
coil can be calibrated with a standard 
wavemeter and a curve chart made to 
show the different wavelengths. 
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HINTS FOR AMATEURS 

-- 

Ir Is sometimes necessary for the 
amateur to bore holes in the edges of in- 
sulating panels in order to mount or at- 
tach them to another panel. The inex- 
perienced fan often finds that it is almost 
impossible to do this well, as the panel 
splits when hte drill is applied to the edge. 

The panel splits because the insulating 
materials are (most of them) built up of 
layers of impregnated sheets of paper, 
which are pressed together in a 
hydraulic press into a solid mass. If the 
amateur will put the panel in a clamp 
as shown in the diagram (Figure 1) 
so that the layers cannot separate while 
drilling, he will find that it is just as easy 
to drill into the edge as into the face of 
the panel. 

* * * 

IN DESIGNING radio apparatus, for 
either sending or receiving, do not place 
high frequency instruments within the 
field of low frequency instruments or 
parts. If you do, they will interfere with 
each other. For example : 

If an audio frequency amplifying 
transformer were to be mounted close up 
to a variocoupler or any other radio fre- 
quency tuning apparatus, it would seri- 

` ously interfere with the tuning of the set. 
This is because the iron core in the 
amplifying transformer has a much 
greater "reluctance" than the air core of 
the tuner, and the iron thus being within 
the field of the tuner produces an effect 
similar to the addition of resistance in the 
coils of the tuner. The effect of re- 
luctance in a magnetic circuit is some- 

what similar to what resistance is in an 
electric circuit. 

The radio frequency apparatus in a 
circuit should be separated from the 
audio or low frequency apparatus in the 
circuit and all wires of circuits of dif- 
ferent frequencies should be kept well 
apart to prevent inter- action and inter - 
reaction between them. 

* * * 

Do NOT let the telephone cord droop 
off the table and come into contact with 
the top of the storage battery, as there is 
always more or less strong acid on the 
top of the battery which will eat away 
the cloth covering on the telephone cords 
and allow the wires in them to short- 
circuit and thus make a lot of crashing, 
crackling sounds in the telephones. 

FIGURE 1 

Use a small clamp such, as this to prevent 
"splitting" when drilling in the edge of a panel. 
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GL 

FIGURE 2 
This diagram shows how to connect a vacuum tube 
detector and two stages of audio frequency amplifica- 
tion with lighting lacks which turn the filaments on 

and off automatically. 

AFT 

Ix BUILDING a home -made audio fre- 
quency amplifier, the amateur often ex- 
periences trouble from a phenomenon 
generally known as "howling." This is 
a peculiar effect produced by reaction be- 
tween the successive stages of amplifica- 
tion, which results in loud whistling 
noises and squawks which drown out the 
signals. It may be prevented- or 
eliminated by the observance of the fol- 
lowing precautions: 

1 -Place all the amplifying trans- 
formers in such positions that 
the iron cores upon which they 
are wound will be at right angles. 

2- Ground all the iron cores of these 
transformers. See diagram on 
this page (Figure 2). 

3-Try reversing the primary wires 
running to the transformers, 
listening in after each change 
until the correct connection is 
found and the amplifier func- 
tions without extraneous noises. 

* * * 

VACUUM tubes should always be 
mounted' vertically. This is because the 

filament wires in most American tubes 
are supported vertically in the tubes. 
Tubes mounted horizontally, sticking out 
from- the face of the panel, have 
their filaments strung horizontally, and 
they will sag and may finally lean down 
far enough to touch the grid, when the 
tube, will become inoperable. 

THE RIGHT WAY TO MOUNT A TUBE 
Tubes mounted in this position maintain the 
filament in a vertical position and eliminate the 

possibility of sagging. 

s 
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MOST experienced amateurs realize the 
advantages of using automatic- filament- 
lighting -jacks. These jacks are used to 
"cut in or out" the number of vacuum 

2 

takes care of the complicated switching 
of the plate and filament circuits in a 
single action. When the telephone plug 
is inserted into the detector jack the 

AFT 
f tt 

tubes used in a receiving set. When they 
are used with a detector and two stage 
amplifier, three jacks are necessary, 
one for the detector, the second for the 
first stage and the third for the second 
stage. The jacks for the detector and 
for the first stage are called "double - 
circuit jacks," and the one for the second 
stage is known as a "single- circuit jack." 

The automatic jack has this one great 
advantage over the ordinary jack; it 

THE WRONG WAY TO MOUNT A TUBE 
Tubes mounted in this position are liable to 
cause the filament to sag and touch the grid, in 

which case the tube will cease to function. 

filament of the detector tube auto- 
matically lights up ; when it is inserted in 
the first -stage jack the two tubes light up; 
when it is inserted in the second -stage 
jack the three tubes light up; but when 
the plug is extracted all the tubes go out. 
The automatic jack in no way interferes 
with the proper action of the filament 
control rheostats. 

Many amateurs and beginners who 
consider using this new type of jack are 
deterred by a glance at the terminals, 
which are six in number. The average 
amateur doubts that he would ever be 
able to find out where all the connections 
go. This will be easy if the diagram as 
shown (Figure 2) is followed. The 
jacks are designated as J1, J2 and J3. 

* * * 

Do NOT let your storage batteries run 
down dead, as this misuse will soon cause 
deterioration and the battery will be no 
good. When your battery shows signs 
of dropping, take it to the garage and get 
it recharged. Better yet, obtain a charg- 
ing device and keep it always charged 
yourself by turning on the charger after 
you have used the set. The charging de- 
vice will quickly pay for itself, as the 
battery lasts longer and you will save the 
money paid to the garage for charging, 



WHAT READERS ASK 

THIS department is conducted for the benefit of our readers who want expert help 
in unravelling the innumerable kinks that puzzle the amateur who installs and operates 
his own radio apparatus. If the mechanism of your equipment bothers you -if you 
believe that you are not getting the best results from it -ask THE TECHNICAL EDITOR. 

THE flood of inquiries that has poured in 
upon the Technical Editor has not only 

furnished evidence of the need of this depart- 
ment: it has also necessitated a system of 
handling the correspondence that will insure 
the selection of and answer to only those 
questions that are of the widest application and 
that are, consequently, of the greatest value to 
the greatest number of our readers. Our cor- 
respondents are, accordingly, asked to cooperate 
with us by observing the following requests: 

1. Confine each letter of inquiry to one 
specific subject. 

2. Enclose a stamped and self- addressed en- 
velope with your inquiry. 

QUESTION : Would it be possible for 
me to use a hard amplifier tube for a 
short- distanceC.WT. transmitter? If so, 
what voltage "B" battery should I use 
on the plate of the tube? If you say 
that .this will work I shall try it with the 
split- filament circuit. 

J. B. DEVLIN 

A\swER: This will work. If you use 
with this circuit any one of the 1 watt hard 
amplifier tubes now on the market with a 
plate potential of 100 to 150 volts, you 
should be able to transmit at least 5 miles 
with an average antenna. 

* * * 

QUESTION: I want to build my own 
variable condenser of 43 plates, with .a 
capacity of .001 mfd. Please give me a 
formula for calculating the sizes of the 
plates and the spacing I should use to 
get this capacity. I had in mind the idea 
of making the plates of zinc. 

C. SANDERS 

3. Do not ask how far your radio set should 
receive. To answer this inquiry properly 
involves a far more intimate knowledge 
of conditions than it is possible to incor- 
porate in your letter. 

In justice to our regular subscribers. the 
Technical Editor is compelled to restrict this 
special service to those whose names appear 
on our subscription list. A nominal fee of 
50 cents is charged to non-subscribers to cover 
the costs of this service, and this sum must 
be enclosed with the letter of inquiry. 

ANSWER: Here is the formula for calcu- 
lating the capacity of a condenser: 

C = Area in sq. Cms. X (n -1) plates X k 

4 X 3.1416 X t X 900,000 
Where C = capacity of the condenser in 
micro farads; 

k = (1) for air dielectric 
(6) for mica dielectric 

and t = thickness of insulation in centimeters. 
We suggest that you do not use zinc plates 

for the condenser, as they will bend and 
cause the condenser to short circuit. An alumi- 
num sheet of a thickness of 1/32 inch will be 
satisfactory. 

* * * 

QUESTION : I am using a single circuit 
receiver with a WD -11 1/ volt tube 
working on a dry cell. Will I have to use 
a storage battery and larger tubes for an 
amplifier to add to this set or can I use 
two more WD-11's as amplifiers? 

WILLIAM MACKENZIE 

ANSWER: You may use the same type of 
tubes for your amplifier that you are using 
for your detector. It would be advisable, 
however, to connect two more dry cells in 
shunt to the one you are now using. Do not 
connect them in series! 
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QUESTION : Will it be possible for me 
to 'tie spiderweb coils with a single cir- 
cuit regenerative hook -up? If so, will 
you please give me the best hook -up and 
the proper number of turns to wind on 
the coils for wavelengths up to 600 
meters? 

G. K. HAIST 

ANSWER: These coils will work satisfac- 
torily with the circuit shown in the diagram 
in Figure 1. The primary coil should be 
wound with 40 turns of wire, with a tap at 
every tenth turn. This coil should be mounted 
stationary. The tickler coil should be wound 
with 60 turns and should be mounted on a 
hinge so that its position in relation. to the 
primary coil may be varied by swinging, as a 
door swings on a hinge. 

The other parts you will need for this 
hook -up are: 

1 variable condenser, .001 mfd. 
1 four -point switch 
1. grid condenser, .0005 mid. 
1 grid leak, 1 or 2 megohms 
1 telephone condenser, .001 mid. 
1 vacuum tube and socket 
1 pair telephone receivers, 3000 ohms 
I filament rheostat, 6 ohms 
"A" and "B" batteries 

* * 

QUESTION : I want an authoritative 
opinion upon this puzzling question : A 
friend, who has a small crystal receiving 
set, is getting regularly the broadcasting 
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programs from \FJZ, KDKA, and also 
from Ohio stations. They come in 
clearly, as I have reason to know, as I 
have listened in with him repeatedly. 
There are a number of very sensitive, 
highly developed bulb receivers' in his 
near vicinity, and I tell him that he is 

getting his long distance signals from the 
aerials of these stations which are re- 
radiating. To me it is clear that his 
location near the bulb sets is the explana- 
tion while he claims that it is his fine 
aerial, which is 100 feet long and 40 feet 
high. We want to know if what he 
claims is possible with a crystal set. The 
set has a wooden panel, variometer, vari- 
able condenser, a crystal detector and a 
buzzer test with a dry battery. 

DR. CARL E. MEYER 

ANSWER: We believe that your friend is 
receiving long- distance telephone stations 
direct. If he were hearing them through re- 
radiation from other nearby sensitive receiv- 
ing sets, the reradiating set would have to'be 
in a state of oscillation and it is not probable 
that this would be the case because the re- 
radiating station would then not be receiving 
the music clearly but accompanied by a dis- 
torting whistle. In the early days of ama- 
teur radio when the crystal detector was 
supreme (the vacuum tube not being in exist- 
ence) distances up to 2000 miles were 
bridged by the "crystal." 

6h 

FIGURE 1 

Two spiderweb coils used in a single circuit regenerative 
kook -up that will prove sensitive and easy to fluse. 
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FIGURE 2 

A straight audio,, circuit with two stages of audio frequency 
amplification added to increase the strength of signals. 

GL 

K9,P/OCOUPL E.P 

-I I 

GC 

_z2 PLATE 
VERN /ER 7- CONDENSER 

QUESTION : I would like to obtain the 
diagram of a circuit which will give the 
best results with the following parts : 

1 -Horne variocoupler 
2- variable condensers, .00055 mfd. 
I -2 -plate vernier condenser 
2- amplifier transformers, type A -700 
1- detector tube 
2- amplifier tubes 
3- rheostats 
1 -grid condenser 
"B" batteries 

MURRAY K. KITTREDGE 

A 

ANSWER: The circuit is drawn for you in 
Figure 2. You will notice that the vernier 
condenser is shunted across the larger 
secondary condenser to help tune the secon- 
dary circuit where finer tuning is necessary. 

* * * 

QUESTION : I have the following parts 
for a radio receiving set: 

1 variocoupler 
1 variable condenser 
1 grid condenser and leak 
1 detector vacuum tube 
1 variometer 
1 rheostat 
"A" and "B" batteries 

I would like to make a regenerative 
set with these instruments. Will you 

GL VAR /OMETER 

FIGURE 3 

A circuit that employs a variocoupler, a condenser, and a variometer. 
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kindly make me a diagram that will 
enable me to use them? 

E. DEVEREAU 

AFT 

QUESTION : Please tell nie how to add 
one stage of amplification to the circuit 
on page 192 in Mr. Hogan's article in the 

AFT 

ANSWER: The hook -up shown in Figure 3 
wilt help you. It is sometimes necessary to 
put a fixed condenser across the telephones in 
order to get the set to oscillate. This con- 
denser is shown in the diagram as C. The 
primary circuit is tuned by means of the 
taps on the variocoupler. The secondary cir- 
cuit is tuned by the variable condenser, and 
the regeneration is controlled by means of 
the variometer. This circuit will tune much 
sharper than the ordinary single circuit tuner 
and will he just as simple to construct at 
home with the ordinary household tools. 

VC 

TEL 

November issue. I would like to use 
jacks in each stage. 

F. V. KRISTELLER 

ANSWER: Consult the hook -up given in 
Figure 4. This circuit will bring in the dis- 
tant signals, and will be found simple to tune. 

All tuning is done with the taps on the 
primary coil and with the variable condenser. 
The regeneration is controlled by rotating the 
secondary coil, which serves as a tickler. It 
is advisable when tuning this set not to allow 
the set to oscillate or it will reradiate and 
cause interference. 

FIGURE 4 

This diagram shows one stage of amplification 
added to the single -circuit receiver. 

VAR /OCOUPL ER 
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B222v 214SI/ 
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0 
FIGURE 5 

This hook -up shows how to connect a regenerative detector circuit to three 
stages of audio amplification. This circuit will bring in signals with terrific 

strength on a loudspeaker. 
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QUESTION : Please show me how to 
connect up the following instruments in a 
regenerative circuit with three stages of 
audio frequency amplification, with jacks 
for each stage: One variocoupler, two 
variable condensers, one grid condenser, 
one grid leak, one variometer, three 
amplifying transformers, four rheostats, 
four vacuum tubes (hard), three double- 

VAR /OCOUPL Ee 

circuit jacks, one single- circuit jack, one 
pair head -telephones. 

FRED. MILLER 

ANSWER: In Figure 5 you will find a 
diagram that employs the instruments you 
have on hand. A grid condenser of .0003 to 
.0005 mfd. capacity should be used with a 
grid leak of one or two megohms. 

* * 

QUESTION : Kindly give me a diagram 
of the simplest hook -up that can be used 
with a straight audion circuit, employing 
a variocoupler. 

GL 

LESTER ADAMS 

G 

RHEO 
+ - i 

III 11111111 

TEL, 

A "6V. B "222 
FIGURE 6 

Hook -up for a simple vacuum tube receiver for 
the beginner. 
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ANSWER: This hook -up is shown in Figure 
6. All tuning is accomplished by means of 
the tapped primary of the variocoupler and 
the variable condenser VC. The parts desig- 

f1FT. 

: 

please draw me a diagram showing how 
to connect it up? 

L. F. SELF 

RFT 

nated as GL and GC are, respectively, a grid 
leak and a grid condenser. The condenser C 
is a telephone condenser. This circuit while 
not regenerative will bring in musical pro- 
grams clearly and with no difficulty of ad- 
justment. By adding a variometer in the 
plate circuit it can be made regenerative. 

QUESTION.: I have a circuit like that 
shown in Figure 4, page 212, of the No- 
Wember issue of POPULAR RADIO, and I 
would like to add one stage of audio fre- 
quency amplification to it. Will you 

6L 

ANSWER: The diagram in Figure 7 gives 
you the hook -up you require. You will need 
the following additional apparatus: 

1 audio frequency transformer 
I vacuum tube amplifier and socket 
I filament rheostat 
2 "B" batteries, each 22!4 volts 

You will find that this addition to your set 
will greatly increase the volume of the re- 
ceived signals. 

However, if you add a second stage of 
audio frequency amplification you will obtain 
a signal of still greater volume. 

FIGURE 7 

This diagram shows a single stage amplifier 
added to the circuit shown in Figure 6. 

AFT 



ITEMS of general interest that you ought to know; bits of useful information that 
every radio fan ought to know. 

A French Amateur Is Picked Up by an 
American Amateur 

THE first American amateur to pick up a 
radio signal from a French amateur is Gene 
E. Witham, of New York. On. the night of 
December 26, 1922, he heard station 8AB, oper- 
ated by Leon Deloy of Nice, France. The 
American, who is a sixteen -year -old schoolboy 
used a single -tube detector instrument only. 

* * * 

$S000 for Broadcasting Copyrighted Songs 
THE American Society of Composers, 

Authors and Publishers has decided to charge 
fees ranging from $250 to $5,000 to radio sta- 
tions that broadcast songs and musical selec- 
tions. The fee will be fixed by the Society, 
according to the broadcasting station's location. 

* * * 
Ocean Liners Establish a Radio Letter Service 

INAUGURATION of an "ocean letter service" 
aboard Shipping Board vessels, providing facili- 
ties whereby messages from a ship bound in 
one direction can be transmitted by radio to a 
ship bound in the opposite direction, and mailed 
by the receiving ship upon arrival in port, was 
announced recently by the board officials. 

* * * 
A Plan to Standardize Radio Sets 

You will be able to buy a standardized, 
rated, and tested radio set if the conference 
called in New York by the Bureau of Stand- 
ards is successful. Representatives from tech- 
nical organizations and manufacturers inter- 
ested in radio will discuss methods of stand- 
ardizing radio receivers in a manner similar to 
fire extinguishers, automobile tires and other 
products. 

* * * 
The First American Amateur to Span the Pacific 

THE first signals from an American amateur 
radio station have crossed the Pacific. A radio 
operator on board a ship only 120 miles off the 
coast of China has reported to the American 
Radio Relay League that he picked up the sig- 
nals of a member of that organization. 

This achievement reinforces the successful 
trans -Atlantic radio test. 

A New Long -Distance Broadcast Record 
A NEW long -distance broadcasting record 

was hung up not long ago by station KDKA of 
East Pittsburgh, Pa., when one of its concerts 
was picked up by E. G. Osterhouldt, radio 
operator on the steamship J. A. Moffett, 5,000 
miles away, off the coast of Peru. 

* * * 

A Mail Plane Is Saved by Amateurs 
LOST in,a fog over Lake Michigan, and with 

his gas almost exhausted, the pilot of a gov- 
ernment mail airplane recently sent out a 
Q S T (general call) to ask any radio station 
who heard to telephone the Mayfair landing 
field and send up rockets. Shortly after, 
rockets were piercing the fog bank and the lost 
aeronaut made a safe landing. Six different 
amateurs had caught the message. 

* * * 

For the Student Who Forgets to Write Home 
FROM Princeton comes the report that the 

radio club organized among the students has 
undertaken to transmit to any part of the 
country, without charge, messages from the 
undergraduates of the university -an undertak- 
ing that is made possible by the cooperation 
of radio amateurs in relaying messages that 
they pick out of the ether nightly. 

* * * 

The Shortest Wave Ever Produced 
Radio waves only one- fiftieth inch in length, 

identical to the longest of heat waves, have 
been produced at the Nela Research Labora- 
tories in Cleveland, Ohio, by the aid of instru- 
ments more sensitive than heretofore available. 
This phenomena was created by Dr. Ernest 
Fox Nichols and Dr. J. D. Tear. 

The achievement marks the joining of the 
electric wave and heat wave spectra. In this 
latest proof of the identical character of light, 
heat and electric waves, these physicists were 
successful in using two different types of 
electric wave receivers to detect and remeasure 
the long heat waves, about one -third of a 
millimeter, that were obtained by Rubens and 
Von Baeyer in 1911 from a quartz mercury arc. 

Ordinary radio transmission is by electric 
waves from 200 meters to 15,000 meters (aboht 
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ten miles) in length. The half- millimeter (or 
one- fiftieth of an inch) wave produced by Drs. 
Nichols and Tear are the shortest ever pro- 
duced. 

* * * 

Applause Travels 3,000 Miles by Radio 
THE destiny of radio as an angel of inter- 

national peace was given a remarkable demon- 
stration a few weeks ago when the singing of 
hymns by a chorus in America was picked up 
by a schoolteacher, J. E. Samuels, in Wales; 
later in the sane (Sunday) evening he picked 
up other parts of a ¡program, including num- 
bers on the City Symphony concert at the 
Century Theatre in New York, which was 
broadcast from station WJZ in collaboration 
with POPULAR RADIO. Mr. Samuels reported 
that he clearly heard the applause that followed 
the numbers on the program. 

* * 

What Amateur Can Beat This Record? 
COMMUNICATING with thirty -one stations and 

being heard by ninety -two stations at distances 
over 100 miles away in a single night is the 
record of amateur radio station 1CCZ, owned 
by Edward C. Crossett and operated by W. A. 
Remy, located at Wianno, Mass. Stations as 
far away as the Pacific Coast, the Gulf and 
distant parts of Canada were worked, and every 
one of the nine radio districts of the country 
were reached. This is believed to be a record 
for one night's work. 

* * * 

The World's Champion Crystal Receiver 
A FEW weeks ago Joel Owen, a farmer who 

lives near Huntsville, Missouri, read the 'Bu- 
reau of Standards' specifications for building a 
small crystal receiving set -the set that was 
described in detail in the May, 1922, issue of 
POPULAR RADIO. He built the set as described 
at a cost of $14, and surprised himself as much 
as the radio experts by picking up signals 
irom.Schenectady, New York -about a thou- 
sand miles away! So far as is known, this is 
the world's record in broadcast reception for a 
crystal set, which usually has a range of fifteen 
or twenty miles only. 

* * * 

Carols from Christmas Trees 
Soxc birds in human guise figuratively 

perched among the branches of the huge 
Christmas tree erected in Madison Square 

at park, New Yolk, during the holiday week fes- 
tival. These song birds were selected from 
Among the prominent concert singers, and they 
actually did their bursting into song from sta- 
tion WJZ. Receiving sets installed in the tree 
created the impression upon the uninitiated 
that the singers were actually hidden among 
the boughs. 

* * , 
Two Amateurs Send Radio Messages 

Over 7,000 Miles 
ALL records for amateur radio long- distance 

tests are believed to have been broken when. a 
letter was received December 18, 1922. by the 
American Radio Relay League from the radio 

> 

operator of a steamship in the Pacific, . an- 
nouncing that he had received two radio mes- 
sages, both from amateurs approximately 7,000 
miles away. - 

The league stated that the two messages were 
sent by William D. Reynolds of Denver and 
A. C. Hemrick of Aberdeen, Wash. 

* * * 

Imported Yankee Accent front a Cigar Bor 
RECEIVING sets made within cigar boxes are 

of unfailing interest to amateurs. One of the 
most remarkable reports of the capacities of 
these miniature receivers comes from Paris; 
it states that J. L. Luntley, an amateur who 
lives in the suburbs of Colombes, in the De- 
partment of the Seine, picked upon the night 
of December 25th, 1922, the voice of an Ameri- 
can who was talking in Iowa. U. S. A.. and 
that the Yankee accent was distinguishable! 

* * * 

The Speed of Radio 
SOME slight conception of the speed at which 

radio waves travel (183,500 miles a second) 
may be derived from the fact that it would 
take five hours and forty -one minutes for the 
sound of a cannon to travel, say, from De- 
troit to Hawaii -assuming that such a great 
noise could be made. By radio the music of 
a concert broadcast by \V \VJ, Detroit News, 
not only could, but recently did reach A. F. 
Costa, the postmaster at Wailuku, Hawaii; in 
about one -fiftieth of a second. \Vailuku is 
approximately 4,400 miles from Detroit. 

Underwood & Underwood 

LISTENING IN ON THE 
GALENA PERFECTOS 

The education of the radio fan is not really 
completed until he has built at least one minia- 
ture receiving set- preferably in a cigar box. 
The crystal set shown above was entered in a 

contest by Ben Davis, of New York. 
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Amateurs Locate Snowbound Trains 
WHEN a tremendous snowstorm swept 

Wyoming and Colorado early this winter and 
destroyed wire communication, trains No. 29 
and No. 30 of the C. & S. Railroad got stalled 
somewhere out in the drifts. The dispatcher 
at Casper could not get Denver; in the emer- 
gency he turned to the radio amateurs for 
help. Through the good work of 7Z0 at 
Casper, 9ANG at Kansas City and AD7 at 
Fork Crook, Omaha, the dispatcher at Denver 
was finally reached; the missing trains were 
then located and help was sent to them. 

* * * 
316 American Amateurs Arc Heard in Europe 

A YEAR ago only thirty -three American 
amateur stations succeeded in getting across 
the Atlantic in the test conducted by the 
American Radio Relay League. Final reports 
of the recent test show that 316 American sta- 
tions were heard in Great Britain, France and 
Switzerland -only six less than the total num- 
ber of amateur stations that qualified for the 
final tests. 

* * * 

Radio Waves Penetrate 125 Feet of Rock 
RADIO messages were received recently 

© Kedel & Herbert 

A FIRST -AID RADIOPHONE 
This portable inductive radio set, designed 

for rescue work in mines, caissons and sub -. 
marines, requires no ground or aerial, and the 
entire electrical power is furnished by small 
dry batteries. The inventor, Berna ye Johnson, 
reports that he has taken his apparatus 208 
feet down into a coal mine and was heard 
clearly on the surface of the earth. 

through 125 feet of soil, shale, sandstone and 
slate by Bureau of Mines officials in the ex- 
perimental mine operated by the Government 
near Pittsburgh. The new use of radio is ex- 
pected to effect a revolution in the methods 
of rescuing entombed miners. 

"We are trying," said James W. Paul of the 
Bureau, "to find out if communication can be 
established with miners who are a mile or 
more under ground, through the covering of 
rock, usually at least several hundred feet 
thick. Fire and other accidents easily put a 
telephone line ottt of service, but if radio com- 
munication can be maintained we will always 
have a way of reaching men quickly." 

* * 
The First Amateur Signal to Come 

from England? 
WHAT are believed to be the first radio 

signals from English amateurs to be picked 
up by American amateurs have been re- 
ported by A. B. Tyril, of Riverhead, New 
York, and F. Kral, of Washington, D. C. 
The signal, 2 F2, was transmitted by the Man- 
chester Wireless Society of Manchester, Eng- 
land, on the night of December 22, 1922. The 
reception of the signals by the two Americans 
was promptly reported to the American Radio 
Relay League of Hartford, Conn. It is pos- 
sible that this is the first recorded instance of 
an amateur signal to reach this country from 
across the Atlantic. 

* * * 
What Radio Is Doing to the Small Church 
FROM its very earliest days POPULAR RADIO 

has been pointing out how the introduction of 
radio into the home is destined to have a pro- 
found effect upon the church organizations. 
That effect is now being felt. Authorities of 
the Episcopal, Methodist and Presbyterian 
churches are reporting that many of the 
churches in the small cities and towns are 
facing ruin, as their former parishioners are 
now staying at home and are listening to the 
better sermons and the better music that is 
being broadcast from the large centers. The 
result is that the former churchgoers are 
gradually withdrawing their financial support 
from the local church. 

One Presbyterian church in Trenton re- 
cently complained that its people preferred 
Episcopal service by radio to Presbyterian 
service in the church; thus sectarian troubles 
are added to the financial distress of the 
harassed pastors! 

* * * 

Running Down Criminals by Radio 
BROADCASTING information about fugitives, 

even to the extent of eventually broadcasting 
their portraits and fingerprints, may become 
an established feature of our police system 
if Attorney General Daugherty's plans are 
carried into effect for the creation of a Na- 
tional Bureau of Identification and Informa- 
tion. William J. Burns, Chief of the Bureau 
of Investigation, foresees the development of 
the idea on a world -wide scale. 



HELP your neighbor. If you have discovered any little Kink that helps to eliminate 
trouble in your radio apparatus, or if while experimenting with the connections of 
your set you should run across some interesting phenomenon, or if you should dis- 
cover some new hook -up that gives better results -send it to the "Listening In" page. 

The Pending Radio Legislation 
in Washington 

AS this issue of POPULAR RADIO goes 
to press, the fate of Congress- 

man White's Radio Bill (H.R. 11964) 
is still pending -with prospects for its 
passage during the present session of 
Congress. It was unanimously reported 
out by the House Committee and was 
scheduled for early action. If the bill is 
acted upon favorably in the House, Sen- 
ator Kellogg will attempt to secure the 
co- operation of his colleagues in putting 
this much -needed legislation through be- 
fore he retires on March 4th. 

The bill is of special interest to radio 
amateurs because of the proposed changes 
in the wavelengths assigned to them. It 
strikes from the existing law the words 
"200 meters," and provides that "the 
wavelengths for amateurs shall not be 
less than 150 meters nor more than 275 
meters." This change, which was de- 
sired by the amateurs, has the approval 
of the conference and of the committee. 
The amateur is the only user of radio 
to whom a definite assignment of wave- 
lengths is made in the law itself ; other 
wavelengths are allocated by the Secre- 
tary of Commerce. The committee ap- 
parently recognizes the value of the ser- 
vice which the amateur is rendering in 
the development of the radio art and in 
the training of skilful operators, and 
feels justified in continuing this special 

recognition, which is given to them. 
While little opposition to this bill is 

anticipated, nevertheless much helpful 
legislation has been lost in the past be- 
cause of lack of public interest and 
insistence. 

If the radio operators and fans want 
the White Bill passed this session, they 
must indicate their desires to their rep- 
resentatives in Congress. 

If you have not yet acted upon this 
suggestion, do so today. Send your 
Congressman and your Senator at Wash- 
ington this message: 

"I favor the radio bill H.R. 11964." 
If the bill is not passed this session, 

new measures will have to be introduced 
in the next session of Congress, which 
does not organize until this coming 
December. 

It may be gratifying to the readers of 
POPULAR RADIO to learn that their active 
support of this magazine's efforts to get 
action on this bill and their response to 
its appeal to write to their representatives 
in Washington (as urged in the January 
number) has brought gratifying results, 
and that POPULAR RADIO'S bound volume 
of letters from the foremost radio sci- 
entists, manufacturers and dealers, 
which Paul Godley brought to the Capitol, 
was a prominent and important feature 
of the hearings. 

A further report of the progress of 
this bill will be f urnished by Paul Godley 
in the next issue of this magazine. 
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Westinghouse 

A MICROPHONE BUILT ON AN ENTIRELY NEW 
SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLE 

This unique device literally "catches sound with an electric spark " A high voltage 
glow discharge takes place continuously between the upper electrode (in. the inner 
circle) and the lower shielded electrode. The bright portion of the discharge is 
covered by a cylindrical shield and only the dark portion, known as the "Faraday 
space," is exposed to the sound waves to be recorded. As these waves pass through; 
this space they control the amount of current flowing in the discharge, and thus 

modulate the current in perfect conformation with these waves. 

The Remarkable New "Glow 
Discharge" Transmitter 

\\THAT is regarded by radio experts as 
the most efficient transmitter thus far de- 
veloped is announced for the first time in 
POPULAR RADIO by courtesy of the West- 
inghouse company, in whose research 
laboratory in Pittsburgh, Dr. Phillip 
Thomas, the inventor, has been conduct- 
ing his experiments. The effect of this 
new transmitter upon broadcasting and 
the significance of its departure from the 
scientific principles on which transmitters 
have heretofore been based is described 
briefly in the following report of the 
Technical Editor; a more extended notice 
of the device will appear in a later issue: 

Even in the best microphones heretofore 
developed some of the richness and color of 
the musical tones has been lost. The trouble 
has lain in the diaphragm -a little disc of 
metal which is supposed to vibrate when 
sounds are impressed against its surface. 
It is practically impossible to construct a 

diaphragm which will respond to extremely 
low tones and high tones at the same time; 
every vibrating object has a natural period 
of vibration and responds to impulses of 
this frequency to the exclusion of vibra- 
tions which differ to any extent from it. 

Dr. Thomas has rejected the diaphragm as 
a pick -up device on account of this inherent 
incapacity to reproduce intricate sound 
values. After many months of research he 
has evolved a new device, known as "the 
glow discharge" transmitter. This new de- 
vice has no natural period and reproduces 
tones running from a frequency of 60 to 
6000 with absolute truthfulness. Any com- 
bination of these frequencies, such as em- 
ployed in musical instruments, are récorded 
with naturalness and purity. 

During continuous tests at KDKA Pitts- 
burgh. the new transmitter has demonstrated 
its worth and capacity. The principle of 
the transmitter is that of the impression of 
the sound waves on a high -potential low - 
current discharge between two electrodes, 
which changes the resistance of the arc 
column and so controls the electric modu- 
lator current. 

The development of this device is a for- 
ward step in obtaining better broadcasting. 
as the music transmitted by a station using 
the device will be true to life and colorful. 

LAURENCE M. COCKADAY 



NEW PRICES ON 

"WORKRITE" 
Prices on the WorkRite Super 180° Vario- 
coupler and the WorkRite Super Variometer 
have been reduced from $6.00 last spring to 
$3.50 now. That is a big reduction and it has 
brought us in so many orders that we are 
rushed to fill them. You want WorkRite Radio 
Parts on your set. In order to get prompt 
delivery we suggest that you send in your 
order at once. 

Remember that these instruments are of the 
high WorkRite Quality. Compare the prices 
with those on unknown inferior instruments 
and then you will not hesitate to order your 
WorkRite parts right away. 

WorkRite Super 1800 Variocoupler, each, e3 
WorkRite Super Variometer, each, 

WORKRITE SUPER 
Here is a Real Rheostat! In- 
dispensable on the detector tube 
when working long distance 
concerts. For quick adjustment 
the knob is pushed in and out, 
causing the contact arm to slide 
across the resistance wire. For 
fine adjustment the knob is 
turned around and the contact 
arm feeds along the wire. 

CONCERTOLA JR. 

WORKRITE SUPER 180' VARIOCOUPLER 

VERNIER 

Paten, .1 1,1,111.4 Fur 

RHEOSTAT 
Our special resistance wire is 
non -corrosive and does not 
change in resistance through 
change in temperature. POSI- 
TIVELY NEVER GETS 
HOT. The WorkRite Super 
Vernier Rheostat is really re- 
markable in its performance 
and no detector tube should be 
without one. To appreciate it 
you should try one 

$1 
°50 

Price 

WORKRITE CONCERTOLAS 
These Loud Speakers are becoming more popular every day. And 
no wonder when you consider that they have no metal except in 
the phone units and therefore do away with that "tin -panny" tone 
entirely. 
Both the Concertola Senior and Junior 'are mahogany finish and 
will harmonize with the furnishings of your home. 

THREE -DAY TRIAL ! If after you have tried the Con - 
certola on your set you find that 

it does not mork satisfactorily return it and we will refund your 
money. 
These instruments are intended for use on vacuum tube sets having 
two stage amplification. 

WorkRite Concertola Jr. with Cord and Phone Unit, $12.00 
WorkRite Concertola Jr. with Cord and Phone Unit, $24.00 

WORKRITE RADIO PARTS WORKRITE 

THE WORKRITE MANUFACTURING CO. 
5547 Euclid Ave. (Branch Offices, 2204 Michigan Ave., Chicago) Cleveland, Ohio 
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Crtsley Mfg. Co. 
Central Station Equipment Co. 

DeLatices., Felch & Co. 
Doron Bros: Elect. Co. 
Dryfuss Co., P. M. 
Duck Co., Wm. B. 

Echo Radio Company 
Electric Machine Corp. 
Experimenters Information Service Co. 

Fargo Radio Service Co. 
Fast Feed Drill & Tool Co. 
Federal Institute of Radio Telegraphy 
Federal Telegraph Co. 
Federal Telephone & Teig. Co. 
Freed -Eiseman Co. 

Galvin Electric Co. 
General Apparatus Co. 
Gloat Eastern Radio Corp. 

Halliwell Electric Co. 
Hartman Electric Co. 
Resler Radio Co. 
Hyman & Co., Henry 
Ingersoll Radio Shops 

Kennedy Co., Colin B. 
Klaus Radio Co. 
Kilborne & Clark 

Laurence Radio Electric Co. 

Magnavox Co, 
Marshall- Gerken Co. 
Manhattan Meet. Supply Co. 
MoCorkel Mfg. Co. 
Meteor Radin Laboratories 
Michigan Radio Co. 
Midwest Radio Co. 
Missouri Radio Co. 
Moon Radio Corp. 
Mutual Purchase Assn. (Standard Radio 

Co.) 

National Radio Institute 
Nairsand Radio Mfg. Co. 
New York Coil Co. 

Paramount Radio Corp. 
Premier Ratio Mfg. Co. 
Precision Machine Co. 
Precision Equipment Co. 

Radio Apparatus Co. 
Radio Amusement Co. 
Radio Service & Mfg. Co. 
Radio Shop of Newark 
Radio Distributing Co. (Radlsco) 
Radio Products Co. 
Radio Electric Company 
Radio Shop of California 
Radio Instrument Co. 
Radio & Scientific Apparatus Co. 
Raymond Radio Corp. 
Ray Mfg. Co.. L. A. 
R. T. Radio Corp. 
Reynolds Radio Co. 

Scientific Engineering Co. 
Signal Electric Co. 
Simplicity Mfg. Co. 
Simplex Radio Co. 
Ship Owners Radio Service Co. 
Smith & Smith 
Stanley & Patterson 
States Radio Corp. 
Stern & Co. 
Sleeper Radio Corp. 

Telephone Maintenance Ce. 
Tresro 
Tusks, C. D. 

W v lansd Radio Co. 
Western Electric Co. 
Western Radio Co. 
Winckler, Frederick 
Wireless Shop. The 
Wireless Mfg. Co. 

óRMICx 
Made from Anhydrous Redmanol Resins 
SHEETS TUBES RODS 



ManuJactureis use and like 

FaRMICn 
The radio engineers of the leading radio manufacturers all 
over the United States have approved Formica in the most 
sincere and convincing way -by adopting it and using it in 
their production of radio equipment. 

No other insulating, material for panels, tubes, and other 
parts can show a list of makers of high -grade radio equip- 
ment using their material that is comparable to that printed 
on the page opposite. It is practically a directory of inde- 
pendent radio manufacturers in the United States. 

This overwhelming preference for Formica among the men 
who, among all others, know most intimately the qualities 
and characteristics of radio insulation means only one thing. 

IT MEANS THAT FOR YEARS FORMICA HAS 
MAINTAINED A QUALITY AND UNIFORMITY 
THAT IS NOT TO BE HAD ELSEWHERE. 

These men like the handsome Formica finish. They like 
the way it works with ordinary tools. They like its high 
dielectric strength and the wonderful uniformity of the 
product. They like the fact that it improves with age 
instead of deteriorating. 
The trained engineers and purchasing agents of these manu- 
facturers can scarcely be mistaken in their judgment of ma- 
terials. The amateur is perfectly safe in following their lead. 

DEALERS: Formica advertising and sales 
support is the most aggressive and effective in 
the industry. The Formica Insulation Company 
treats you right. 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY 
4641 SPRING GROVE AVENUE, CINCINNATI, O. 

öRMICTÄ 
Made horn Anhydrous Redmanol Resins 
SHEETS TUBES RODS 
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KENT T 

Receiving Sets and Parts 

Complete Receiving Set -Coupled Circuit Tuner and Detector ratage 
A similar set includes Detector 2 -stage Unit 

Mounted Variometer 

Mounted Variocoupler 

Detector Unit 

YOU'LL buy ATWATER KENT 
Radio Equipment on appear- 

ance; but you'll keep it for the . 

quality of its performance. 

You can buy complete sets in 
several different combinations, or 
you can start, if you wish, with a 
single tube set and add to it as 
you go along. 

If you prefer to build your own 
set, the line includes sockets, trans- 

Detector ¡stage Amplifier Detector 2 -stage Amplifier 

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4933 SrENroN AVE. Radio Dept. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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TWATER 
Receiving Sets and Parts 

ENT 

Complete Receiving Set -Coupled Circuit Tuner, Detector, and 2 -stage Amplifier 
A similar set is furnished without the Amplifier Unit 

formers, rheostats, etc., every unit 
of which is made with the same 
particular care that characterizes 
all ATWATER KENT products. 

The Detector and Amplifier 
units are complete including all 
necessary grid leak condensers, 
'phone condensers, transformers 
and rheostats. 

Hear an ATWATER KENT set at 
your dealer's. 

Standard Audion Socket 11/2-Volt Tube Socket 

Type L Transformer 

Condensite Dial 

Table Rheostat 

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4933 STENTON Ave. Radio Dept. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO OUTFIT 
HIGH QUALITY GOODS AT LOW PRI-CES 

FAST SERVICE -THE PRICES QUOTED DELIVER THE GOODS TO YOUR DOOR 

BARAWIK SPECIAL PANEL 
MOUNTING VARIABLE 

CONDENSERS 
H812 -43 plate .001 
Mfd. 82.29 
11813 -21 plate .0005 
Mfd. 1.80 
11814 -11 plate .00025 
Mid. 1.32 
11815 -3 plate Vernier 1.05 

These are especially high grade 
condensers and we guarantee 

them to be mechanically and electrically 
perfect. Genuine bakelite end plater 
of high dielectric and great mechanical 
strength. Sturdy aluminum alloy plater 
perfectly spaced to insure smooth, even 
reliable capacity, Our low prices save 
you money. These condensers are of ffip 
very best make and are not to be com- 
pared with any inferior cheap condensers 
offered We guarantee therm to please 
you or your moiler hack. 

COMBINATION VERNIER VARI- 
ABLE CONDENSERS 

H824 -23 plate .0005 Mfd. 
Price $3.25 

14826 -43 plate .001 Mfd. 
Price $3.95 

The latest improvement i 
condensen consists of reg- 
ular variablecondenser con- 
trolled by large knob and 
dial. Separate small knob 
mounted above dial con- 
trols a three -plate vernier condenser. This 
arrangement permits of very fine tuning 
High -grade design and construction. Finely 
finished. Suitable for panel mounting. 
INDUCTANCE "HONEY COMB" 

COILS 
Carefully made - floe 
looking colds. Highest effi- 
ciency. Low distributed 
capacity effect. low re- 
elstance -high self ter 
ductanre. Very firm en- 

amel Impregnation. Range given is it 
meters when varied with .001 variable 
condenser. Mounted coils have standard 
plug mountings. 

This Guarantee Protects You 
Examine the goods we ship you. They 
must suit you In every respect. It 
you are not satisfied with your pur 
chase return the goods at once and 
we will refund the price you paid. 

VACUUM TUBES 
Standard Brands- Cunninghan 
Radiotron. Every one guaran- 
leed new and perfect. We oil 
ship brand In stock unless you 
specify otherwise. 
H105 Detector. Each....$4.45 
H110 Ampliler. Each.... 5.95 
14115 5 Watt Transmitter 7.70 
MYERS TUBES 

H113 High -Mu Audlon. Has 5 time 
amplification of ordinary tubes. Oscillate . 
anywhere from 2 to 300 volts on plate 
Each $5.00 
H116 Receptacle for above. Each 1.00 
11117 Adapter to adapt Myers tubes lot 
use in any standard socket. Each 11.0f 

MYERS CHOKE COIL 
H 119 Each 83.5f 

VACUUM TUBE SOCKETS 
Our Special Socket. A won- 
derful value. Moulded en- 
tirely of bakelite. Foul 
binding post connections 
Rightanglel contact springs 
H140 Each 39, 

PORCELAIN BASE 
AND TUBE 

H 144 Crosley for either ? 
mount- 

ing 
panel or table mou 

ITigh Grade combination type 
for panel or table mounting 
Metal tube. Highly Insulated 
base. 
11146 Each - 45c 

Art. Not 
Tuns Range No Mntd. 

25 120- 250 11301 $0.39 
35 175- 450 11302 .42 
80 240- 720 11303 .49 
75 390- 910 11304 .54 

100 500- 1950 11305 .58 
150 600- 2000 14306 .63 
200 900- 2500 41307 .72 
250 1200- 3500 H308 .78 
300 1500- 4500 11309 .82 
400 2000- 5000 H310 .97 
500 2800- 6100 H311 1.12 
600 4000 -10000 11312 1.27 
750 5000 -12000 11313 1.43 

1000 7900-15000 11314 1.70 
1250 9750 -19500 11315 1.92 
1500 14500 -26500 11316 2.18 

Art. Price 
No. Saud 

11320 10.97 
11322 1.00 
11323 1.07 
H324 1.12 
H325 1.16 
H326 1.21 
41327 1.30 
H328 1.36 
11329 1.40 
H330 1.55 
11331 1.70 
11332 1.85 
11333 2.0C 
11334 2.38 
H335 2.60 
14336 2.76 

COIL MOUNTINGS 
11340 Three coil 
mounting $3.59 
11341 Two coil 
mounting $2.69 
High grade fine look- 
ing mountings. Pol- 

ished black composition. Center recanted. 
stationary, two outer ones adjusted by 
knobs. Takes any standard Mounted coil 
GALENA DETECTOR 
Easy Me adjustment 
\touldednba a Knob and Kn 
Brass parts polished 
mokel finish. H732 Each 86e 

GRID CONDENSER 
14162 Mounting holes spaced 
to fit hugs of above leak 
Cap. 00025 MF' 140 
H163 Same as 162 but higher 
grade. Enclosed in metal r se 39e 

VARIABLE GRID LEAK 
©Pencil mark type. Re- 
sistance may be varied 
exactly as needed. 
H 160 Each 180 

VARIOMETER 
H410- Compietel as- 
sembled. price $2.69 
Perfect in design and 
construction. Accu- 
rate wood forms. Cor- 
rea inductive ratios. 
Solid baked 'wind- 
ings. positive contacts 
Highest efficiency. 
11411 -Not assembled but all parts com- 

plete 
except wire. including winding 

form $1.48 
VARIO- COUPLER 
With this loose coup- 
ler and two vario- 
meters, together with 
the necessary other 
parts, a highly effi- 
cient tuning set can 
be made. B a s i l ) 
mounted on panel. 
Primary winding on 

formica tube. Inductively coupled for 
180 to 600 meters. Multiple taps per- 
mit fine tuning. 
11415 Price. completely assemble] $2.45 
H416 Not assembled, but all parts coni- 
pieta Price, except wire $1.18 
11417 Rotor ball only. Erich 29e 

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFY- 
ING TRANSFORMER 

11995 Each $2.95 a 
This transformer will get 
the long distance stations 
loud and Near. Permits 
of easy sharp [toting. 
Helps cut out static and 
interference. Makes your 
net sensitive enough to use 
a loop aerial. Enclosed 
In metal case affording 
perfect shielding- Suit- 
able for panel or base mount[ lg. I rea tae 
of its special design can be noun ed in 
any V. T. socket. Works wit n any in ke 
of tube. {Wave ranges 150 to 550 meters. 
Wiring diagranns included. 

OUR SPECIAL AUDIO FRE 
QUENCY AMPLIFYING 

TRANSFORMERS 
As lhigll as three stages 
Can be used without howl- 
ing. due to proper im- 
pedance ratio, minimum 
distributed capacity. low 
core losses and proper In- 
sulation. Mounted style 
has bakelite panel with 

binding post connections. Unmounted has 
core and coils assembled with two holes 
in core for fastening to apparatus. 
14234 10 to 1 Mounted. Each $3.48 
H235 10 to 1 Unmounted. Each 2.95 
11236 3 to 1 Moaned. Each 3.40 
11237 3 to 1 Unmounted. Each 2.85 

FILAMENT CONTROL RHEO- 
STATS 

Cresley -Wound on vulcan- 
ized fiber. Adjustable to any 
Panel. Complete with knob. 
H130 Each 54e 

Best grade. High heaattresist- 
ing base. Diem, 256 in. cap. 
1% amp. Resist, 6 ohms. 
114 m. Knob with Pointer. 
11132 Each 48e 

POTENTIOMETER 
Same style as above rheostat. Gives fine 
"B" battery adjustment. Resistance 140 
ohms. 
H133 Each 98e 

VERNIER RHEO- 
STAT 

Guns exceedingly fine con- 
trol of a battery current. 
A necessity for best receiv- 
ing results. 
11135 Each 78e 

PLATE CIRCUIT "B" BATTERIES 
You can make real sav- 
ings on these batteries. 
Don't pay more We guar- 
antee them to equal any 
on the market regardless 
of price. Absolutely uni- 

form. Extra long life. 
11180 Signal Corps type. small size, 15 
cells. 22% volta. Each, 95c. 
11182 Large Navy size, 656x4:3. 15 cells. 
22% volta. Each $1.75 
H184 Variable Large Navy size, 5 taps. 
giving range from 16% to 2254 volts in 
1% volt steps. Each 11.80 
H186 Double Navy size 656x4:6. 30 cells. 
45 volts. Suitable for amplifier circuits 
and power tube use. Two or more of 
these units In series may be used In C. 
W. and radiophone circuits. Each 13.40 
11188 Combination Tapped 45 volts. 30 
cells. 656x4x6 battery. Tapped to give 45. 
22%. 21. 19%. 18, and 1656 volts. 
Handles both detector and amplifier tubes. 
Each $3.55 

225 owvorn 
MN WT. 

THE BARAWIK CO.10 STREETAL CHICAGO, ILL. 



1 USE BARAWIK STANDARD PARTS 
YOU SAVE MONEY WHEN YOU BUY FROM US 

FAST SERVICE -THE PRICES QUOTED DELIVER THE GOODS TO YOUR DOOR 

SOLID BARE COPPER WIRE 
Solid bare copper wire for aerials, leads 
or wiring instruments. 

Solid Bare Copper Wire. size 14 
H240 -100 ft. coil 450 
H242 -500 ft. coil 62.15 

Solid Bare Copper \tire. size 12 
14244 --10u ft. coil 61e 
11245 -500 ft. coil $2.75 

STRANDED ANTENNA WIRE 
Cabled of floe copper strands. Very flexi- 
ble. Bich tensile strength. Best for 
antennas. 

H248 -100 ft. coil 65e 
H249 -500 ft. coil $2.95 

ANTENNA INSULATORS 
H260 Size 1x3 %. 
Two for 17e 
H262 Sise2 44x345. 
Two for 58c 
H264 Size 1%x4. 
Ton for 80c 

H262 14269 
1266 Size 1540 
10%. Two for 81.35 H260 

OUTDOOR LIGHTNING 
ARRESTER 

H980 Price $1.68 
l'rotect your instruments 
with thin lightning ar- 
rester. You cannot af- 
ford not to. Weather- 
proof porcelain case. Air 
gain type. Permanent. 
Durable. The must practi- 
cal quality arrester ob- 
tainable. Underwriters approved. 

PORCELAIN BASE SWITCHES 
Fine while porce- 
lain hases. Copper contacts and 
blades. Can be ö l' 

_ 

es used as enema 
switches. 

H385 Single l'ole Single Throw. Each 20e 

H387 Single Pole Double Throw. Each 32e 

14384 Double Pole Double Throw. Each 50c 

SWITCH LEVERS 
Moulded composition knob. 
Exposed metal parts po- 
lished. nickel finish. Fitted 
with panel bushing. spring 
and two sat nuts. A high ' 
grade switch. 
H380 -1" Bethnal 
14381 -1%" Radius} Each 
14382 -1 %" Badiusl 190 

SWITCH LEVER STOP 
Brass, polished nickel finish. 
14386 -Dozen 18c. Hundred $1.05 

GUARANTEED QUALITY GOODS 
at money saving prices. You 
can build the parts purchased 
from us into your set and feel 
confident of the best results. If 
what you want is not shown 
here write us for prices -we 
have every part for your set 
ready for quick shipment and 
the prices are right. 

RADIO JACKS AND PLUGS 
grade lacks. 

improved design. 
B cst materials a 
Phosphor bronze 
springs. t 

points. Nickel finish. Mount on 
panels % to % ill. thick. 

H390 Open circuit. Each 43e 
H391 Closed circuit Each. 490 

lacks H392 Two circuit. Each SOe 

only H393 Single-cir. filar emtrol 690 
14394 Two cr. fila. control 85c 

H395 Plug. Large space with act screw. 
for attaching curd. Each 54c 

COMPETITOR JACK AND PLUG 
\\'ell made. durable. smooth working. In- 
terchangeable with any standard lacks and 
Plugs. Solder connections. Nickel finished 
metal parts. Fiber barrel on flog. 
H387 Open Circuit Jsck. Each 27e 
H388. Two Circuit Jack. Each 350 
14389 Standard Plug. Each 35c 

BINDING POSTS 
Brass. polished nickel 
finish. Washer and 6-3_'. 
screw extending 

size-barrel 
Y ... 

and 
knobs eb' 

doz knob ,. to 8g. 
luxes 85e 

14 Smaller size -barrel 
and knob 9 -16" long. 

8 8 14370.2 
H374 Larg 

dozen it size with composition knob. 
dozen 60e 
H376 Large size with hole for phone tip 
or wire. dozen 80e 
11378 Small size with hole for phone tip 
or wire, dozen 38e 

STORAGE BATTERY 
A very high grade 
battery made es- 
pecially for radio 
service. Guaran- 
teed. Properly 
cared for will give 
years of service for 
filament lighting. 
H 194 6.v.. 40 amp. 

Rach..$10.00 
14196 6.5.. 80 amp. sire. Each. ...$12.50 

ONE -PIECE DIAL AND KNOB 
Mudded in one piece of 
polished black composition 
with clean plain engraved 
scale and nunienls In con- 
trasting white enamel. Ribbed 
knob to fit the band. An 
attractive neat pattern. 

H900 2%" Diem. for 3 -16" shaft. Ea 19e 

11901 2%" Diam for %" shaft. Ea 19c 

H904 3" Diam for 3-16" shaft. Ea 25c 
H905 3" Diam for %" shaft. Ea 25c 
H906 4" Diam. for 3 -16" shaft. Ea 42c 
H907 4" Diam for %" shaft. Ea 42c 

CABINETS 
Fine- looking cabinets 
solidly built. Made 
of genuine solid ntn- 
hoaany in elegant 
hand rubbed finish. 
You will be proud of 
your set mounted in one of these cabinets. 
Hinged tops. Front . rabbeted to take 
panels. Panels not Included. Prices are 
transportation paid. 
Panel Inside Dimensions Art. Price 
Size High Wide Deep No. Ench 

6x 7" 5 %" 6 %" 14420 $2.48 
6x10 %" 5 %" 10" 7" H422 2.75 
6x14" 545" 13 %" 7" 14424 3.30 
7x14" 6 %" 1345" 7" 14423 3.60 
7x18" 5 %" 17 %" 7" H426 3.90 
7x'!1" 5 %" 20 %" 7" 14425 4.20 
9x14" 815" 13%" 10" H428 3.70 

12x14" 1154" 13 45" 10" H430 4.40 
12x21" 11 %" 20 %" lU" H432 5.25 

SOLID GENUINE CONDENSITE 
CELERON PANELS 

Notice our very low prices In this fine 
quality .grade 10 genuine solid sheet Con - 
deusite Celeron (a product with mechani- 
cal. chemical and electrical properties like 
formica and bakellte). Machins well with 
out chipping. Won't warp. Waterproof. 
Highest media ideal and di- electric 
strength. Attractive natural lmished. 
Black finish which can be sanded and 
oiled for extra flue work. 
Panel %" thick 3 -16" thick t/a" thick 
Site Art. Art. Art. 

Inches No. Price No. Price Nu. Price 
6x 7 H450 $0.50 14460 $0.75 11470 $0.98 
íi010 % 11451 .75 H 461 1.18 11470 1.47 
6x19 14452 1.05 14462 1.55 14472 2.05 
7x14 H458 1.20 H468 2.60 14478 2.40 
7x18 H453 1.55 14463 2.30 14473 3.10 
7x221 H457 1.78 11467 2.65 14477 3.60 
9x14 H454 1.60 14464 2.30 14474 3.10 

12x14 14455 2.10 14465 3.10 14475 4.15 
12:21 14456 3.15 H466 4.65 14476 6.20 

BATTERY CHARGING 
RECTIFIER 

Charge your battery at home over 
night for a few cents. Simply con- 
nect to any 110 volt 60 cycle light 
socket. turn on current and recti- 

fier does the rest 
automatically. Will 
work for year. 
without attention. 
SImplecoweetiotts. 
Gives a tapering 
charge which bat- 
teries should have. 
You can make it 

pay a profit charging your Mende' auto bat- 
teries Leg connecting cords with pair of 
battery clips. Prices are Transportation Paid. 
14201 For 6 volt batten 613.95 

BARAWIK QUALITY HEADSETS 
These headsets have proven on rigid tests to be one of 

the very best on the market. The tone quality Is excellent 
with all tmusua I volume. Skillet workmen make them 
from only the best selected materials. The receiver cases 
are brass in fine polished nickel finish. Polished black 
car pieces. Fabric covered head band comfortably and 
quickly fitted to the head. Supplied with 5 -foot cord. 

These sels were designed to sell for much higher prices. 
and at our price are a wonderful bargain. We guarantee 
that you will be please) with them and agree that they 
are the best value by far yet offered. If they don't. Suit 
vow we will cheerfully return your money. 
H770 -2000 ohm $4.00 

OTHER STANDARD BRAND HEADSETS 
11751 Murdock 56. 2000 ohm 84.45 
H752 Murdock 56, 3000 ohm 
H764 Frost 2000 ohm 

4.95 H754 Baldwin Type C Willi universal 

4.20 Jack plug $12.00 

H766 1.rost.3000 ohm 4.95 H7S5 Baldwin Type C wit 5.50 
H756 Red Head, 3000 ohm 5.85 H768 Brandes. 2000 ohm 7.15 
11758 Western Electric. 2200 ohm .. 9.50 14789 Holrer- Cabot. 2200 ohm 7.20 

THE BARAWIK CO. IC STRE TAL CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Kellogg Radio Equipment for Better Results 
Use, Is the Test 

HEAD SETS 
The value of extremely light and 

very small head sets in Radio re- 
ceiving is most evident when using 
Kellogg head receivers, which, how- 
ever, have proved as sensitive and 
thoroughly efficient as they are 
light in weight and small in size. 
The band, too, is especially adapt- 
able and the simple receiver hold- 
ers, which are held in place on the 
lower part of the head band by the 

No. 69A spring tension of the metal, can be 
instantly adjusted so as to place the 

receivers over the ears for the best hearing. 

DIALS 

All Bakelite. Non -warping, re- 
inforced construction. 5 -16 inch 
shaft with bushings for 1-4 and 

No. 69A Head Set, 2400 ohms, each $10.00 3-16 inch shafts included. 
No. 69C Head Set, 2000 ohms, each 8.00 No. 501 3 inch Dial $1.00 

No. 74A Head Set (single), 1000 ohms, each 5.00 No.502 4 inch Dial 1.25 

Kellogg Radio jacks, plugs, condensers, variometers, tube 
sockets, dials, insulators, coils, variocouplers, microphones, 
etc., are the best that money can buy. 

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD ES SUPPLY COMPANY, CHICAGO 

FRESHMAN PRODUCTS - ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE 

"MICON" 
Tested Mica 

CONDENSERS 

VARIABLE RESISTANCE LEAK 
With .00025 mfd. 
MICON Condenser 5 Without C 

C Combined Condenser 

Unbroken range -Zero to 5 Megohms- Clarifies 
signals, lowers filament current, increases battery life, 
eliminates hissing. 

rATirRS rHOI.. . 
CHAS. rRe.,IAH CO. 

H[Yt-,TO.C.TT. 

Assure absolute noiselessness -clarity of 
tone -accuracy- constant fixed capacity. 

ANTENELLA 
No antenna or aerial needed. Eliminates all the incon- 
veniences in radio, operates from any light socket. 
Price only $2.00. 

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., Inc. 
97 BEEKMAN STREET NEW YORK 

Size Price 
.00025 $0.35 
.0006 .35 
.001 .40 
.002 .40 
.0026 .50 
.005 .75 
.006 1.00 
.01 1.50 

.006 Micons with Variable Resistance 
Leaks, especially adapted for New 
Flewelling Super Circuit. 

Al your dealer's-otherwise und puren... 
priori end you will be *implied p,rp.ld. 

$2 
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BATTERIES 
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For uniform filament current 
To meet the requirements of radio service, the 

Exide Radio Battery was specially designed for the 
maintenance of a uniform voltage during a long 
period of discharge. You will take great satisfaction 
in a battery whose voltage does not drop quickly to 
a point where frequent adjustment of the apparatus 
is necessary. 

Plates, separators, jars, terminals, every part and 
each detail of this battery is the result of the ex- 
perience of the makers of Exide in building batteries 
for every purpose since the beginning of the storage 
battery industry. 

Exide batteries are used by governments and great 
industries all over the world. They propel mine 
locomotives and submerged submarines; they operate 
the fire alarm system and send your voice over the 
Bell telephone. Most of the government and Radio 
Corporation wireless plants are equipped with Exide 
Batteries. 

You can get Exide Radio Batteries at every place 
where radio equipment is sold and also at all Exide 
Service Stations. 

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO. 
Philadelphia 

Oldest and largest manufacturers in the world of 
storage batteries for every purpose 
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CHELSEA 
REGENERATIVE 

RECEIVER 

A Real Broadcast Receiver 

Range 150 to 800 meters 
( Perfection in design 

Ç Pleasing appearance 
(Ç Simple and accurate tuning 

A Chelsea product, embodying Chelsea equipment throughout. 
Licensed under Armstrong U. S. Pat. No. 1113149. For amateur use only. 

Write for our new No 7 Catalogue 

CHELSEA RADIO COMPANY 
179 Spruce Street Chelsea, Mass. 

INE ACOUSTICAL AMPLIFIER.. 

BEL aV CANTO 
Endorsed by PADEREWSKI 

The Magic of the Living Voice 
Clear, resodant, mellow -toned as an old violin, the BEL -CANTO 
AMPLIFIER gives in its original richness the living voice of the 
artist, or the most delicate tones of an orchestra. Designed on the 
principle of the human throat, and built of reeds and metals that 
will not vibrate, it entirely eliminates all harshness and sound 
distortion, amplifying to unparalleled perfection. 

Read what the World's Most Famous 
Pianist says of BEL- CANTO: 

It was with great pleasure that I heard your 

Wei Canto loud speaker, the other day. The clarity and 

volume of tone transmitted, and particularly the absence 

of sound distortion make it a remarkable device. 

Truly yours, 

Special extra sensitive phone unit, ample cord and plug. Price 

BEL -CANTO is adjusted for the fol- 
lowing circuits: Regenerative two stages 
of amplification for stations within 50 

miles. For long distance reception 5- 
$30.00 F. O. B. New York. At your dealer or direct from maker. tube radio and audio frequency circuit. 

BEL - CANTO CORPORATION 
417 East 34th Street New York City 
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KENNEDY 
Broadcast Receivers 

Tl -lE PUBLIC is becoming educated to the 
fact that there are various grades of radio 

sets, just as there are various grades of phono- 
graphs, automobiles and other merchandise. 

If you are a discriminating buyer; if you take "pride in 
ownership," in possessing things better than ordinary - 
having in your home things of which you can he justly 
proud, you will be interested in Kennedy Equipment. 

If you could view the Kennedy Receivers through the 
eyes of the Engineer or Scientist, you would understand 
why it is possible to eliminate interference and obtain 
long -distance reception so readily with them. 

Kennedy Equipment is made in various types, 
Tapping in price from $90.00 to $370.00. May 
we send you full particulars! 

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY COMPANY 
SAINT LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO 

KENNEDY 
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Built on Honor 
The Acid Test 

Gently tap one terminal 
of Ambassador Phones 
on a cent, or your 
tongue, and a faint 
"click" will be heard. 

(Other phones will not stand 
this test.) 

7n PON T 
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ES 
.EAD TIT sr 

r'r /ra he)lórlda / /áe ee 

$1000 
REWARD 

to anyone showing proof 
of our refusing to stand 
back of our guarantee 
on Ambassador Phones. 

Specifications 
Adjustable (navy type) head- 
bands, comfortable and strong, 
beautifully nickeled. 
Case of heavy stamped alumi- 

Type A B Prices r / num. 

2000 Ohms $5.00 Cap of finest hard rubber and 

3000 Ohms 5.50 
s ? unbreakable. 

Coils wound with highest 
4000 Ohms 7.00 grade enameled copper wire. 
5000 Ohms 8.00 Magnets of Chrome steel will 

retain their power for years. 
5 foot cords -best grade tin- 
sel. 
Weight, 12 ounces. Ship- 

ping Weight, 1 lb. 

Individuals m a y order 
by mail and we will 
gladly ship C. O. D. 

Our Guarantee 
If you are in any way dissatisfied with our product, return same within 

thirty days and your money will be refunded on request 
Sperinl Discounts to Dealers 

TOWER MANUFACTURING CO. - 114 Station St., Brookline, Mass. 

Pruden Reliable Radio Specialties 
FOR GOOD RESULTS ! 

Phono- Plaane Permanent 
Radio Detector 

The only flied radio detector requiring no 
adjustment. Used in place of crystal or 
vacuum tuba detector. Gives excellent 
quality of sound without distortion. De- 
tects telegraph signals at several thousand 
miles. Detects broadcasted musie more 
clearly than vacuum tubo detector, and re- 
quires no amplification where the incoming 
algnal has sufficient strength to actuate 
the sensitive phones. 
handsome, substantial, suitable for assem- 
bly in the finest radio equipment. Guar- 
anteed against imperfection or $3,50 
faulty operation. List, each.. 

Ajax 
Socket Itheostat 

device for which amateurs and pro- 
fessionals have long been waiting. Elimi- 
nates wiring between socket 
and rheostat. List each $2.00 

THE name "Pruden" back of standard 
Radio Equipment is a guarantee of 

mechanical excellence, perfection of work- 
manship and scientific correctness of design. 
Now, more than ever, when the market is flooded 
with inferior goods, it pays to buy standard trade 
marked products. 
You can pin your faith to "Pruden." Money -back 
unconditionally if you do not get complete satis- 
faction. 
Just a few leaders of Pruden Reliable Products shown here 
that will give you better radio results at no greater cost. 

Everything sent P. O. B. Jersey City. Send money by reg- 
istered mail, post office or express money order. 

Dealers tvrite today for our interesting proposition 

FREDERICK H. PRUDEN Inc. 
999 -P Bergen Ave. Jersey City, N. J. 
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USIC 
_ASTER1 

AMPLÌF ÉK- 

Superb 
Tone'Qjplitq 

JOBBERS 
DEALERS 

A MUSIC MASTER will 
be sent to members of 
trade with full privilege 

of return. Complete details and trade 
prices on request. 

YOU'LL get far more enjoyment 
from the Radio with a Music Master. 
And you can invite your friends to 
share that enjoyment and be sure of 
perfect results. Let your dealer dem- 
onstrate MUSIC MASTER to you 
today ! It will amaze and delight you! 
14 in. aperture (Home model) . $30 
21 in. (Concert, Dancing, etc.) . $35 

Complete ready to attach in place of 
headphones. No tubes or batteries 
required. 

GENERAL RADIO CORPORATION 
Makers and Distributors of High -Grade Radio Apparatus 

PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH 624 -628 Market St. CHICAGO 

Geraco Phonograph Attach- 
ment converts your Victrola 
or Columbia into an efficient 
loud -speaker. 

Radio apparatus and parts 
bearing the GERACO trade 
mark are thoroughly tested 
and guaranteed. Write for 
descriptive literature. 
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RHAMSTINE* 
Amplifying Transformer 

A1. 
f 

MODEL B 

Q4ó0 
Postage 10c 

.4áí- 

with W D -11 TUBES 
It is the peer of them all. 

Write for Free Catalog! 
Dealers : Send for discount sheet on 
Rhamstine* Products! 

Manufactured by 

J. THOS. RHAMSTINE* 
2152 E. Lamed St. Detroit, Mich. 

*Maker of Radio Products 

Crystal Receiving Set 
- $2.50 

The Ritter Grand 
Crystal Set is every- 
thing that the be- 
ginner could wish 
for. This set will 
tune up to 600 me- 
ters and will re- 
ceive broadcasting 
stations from 25 to 
50 miles. It is made 
of the best ma- 
terial with mahog- 
any finish, stands 
six inches high and 
has the guarantee 
of high-class re- 
ceiving qualities 
with a 100% rat- 
ing by the Tech- 
n ical Department 
of :POPULAR RADIO. 

Free circular of 
set with instruc- 
tions on how to 
direct your aerial 
sent upon request. 

To dealers: This 
is the latest crys- 
tal set placed be- 
fore the ptPolic and 

all sample orders from dealers have been followed by 
quantity orders. 

1Pr invite iu q u Liles. 

RITTER RADIO CORPORATION 
232 Canal Street New York City 

A Vernier Variable Condenser 
That Is Built Right! 

This condenser is built to get the best results and 
to give 100% satisfaction. Tension and adjusting 
accomplished by tightening end thrust plug causing 
a thrust between a hardened steel ball and the 45 
deg. tapered brass bushing. This insures smooth 
running and a contact equal to a soldered joint. 
This feature also takes up wear for years to come. 

Made in most popular sizes with aluminum plates, 
cast end brackets with 1 -in. dia. Bakelite bushing - 
a perfect insulator of high dielectric strength. 

Jobbers and Dealers, write for discounts. 

The Lombardi Radio Mfg. Co. 
73 Minerva St. Derby, Conn. 

a 

It's the contact 
that counts 
The special phosphor bronze clips 
of the Na -ald W. D. I Socket 
maintain perfect contact regardless 
of any variation in tube prongs 
and bases. 
Moulded from genuine Condensite, 
these sockets are made for use with 
the famous W. D. 1 I tubes, opera- 
ted by a single cell battery. 
The Naald De Luxe V. T. Socket 
is of highest quality throughout. 
Its laminated phosphor bronze strips 
press firmly with a side wipe action 
on the contact pins, keeping surface 
clean and insuring perfect contact. 

These sockets retail 
at 75e each 

ALDEN - NAPIER CO. 
Dept. C 52 Willow Street 

Springfield, Mass. 

NA -ADD 
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-And they're all talking at once these nights ! If you want what 
you want when you want it, you might as well stop struggling with 
single- circuit receivers. 

Under present conditions, with several hundred powerful broad- 
casting stations all operating on one narrow wave band, the single - 
circuit receiver is utterly inadequate to give you satisfactory results. 

The Paragon three - circui! receiver gives you the station you 
want when you want it -and no other. You can tune in accurately 
on any station and get a clear, complete program without interrup- 
tion or disturbance. 

Ask some experienced amateur what he knows about 

PARAGON 
g. U. S. Pat. Off. 

RADIO 
The amateur will tell you that the 

Paragon three -circuit receiver, because 
of its great superior selectivity and 
sensitivity, can pick and choose be- 
tween broadcasting stations of about 
the same signal strength with less than 
one per cent differential. 

This means that with a Paragon re- 
ceiver you get what you want when you 
want it -complete messages and clear 
music from the station you tune in on, 
without interruption and jamming. 
Until you have listened in with a 
Paragon three -circuit receiver, you 
cannot guess the real pleasure and fas- 
cination of radio. 

Also Manufacturers of PARAGON 
Radio Telephone Amplifier 

Transmitters Transformers 
V. T. ControlUnits Control Dials 
Rheostats Amplifiers 
Potentiometers Receivers 
V. T. Sockets Switches 
Detectors Variometers 

Long before broadcasting popular- 
ized radio with the general public, 
Paragon equipment was the choice of the 
experienced amateur. He will tell you 
today that if you want quality and satis- 
faction, Paragon Radio Products are 
the best and safest buy on the market. 

An illustrated Catalog of Paragon 
Radio Products Is Yours For the Asking 

DEALERS -The Adams- Morgan Company 
has an interesting proposition to make to rep 
utable radio dealers who believe in quality 
merchandise. Details on request. 

ADAMS -MORGAN COMPANY 
20 Alvin Ave., Upper Montclair, N. J. 

Type RD -s Regenerative Receiver 
and Detector-Sys co 

Type A -a Two -Stage Amplifier-W.00 
(Licensed under Armstrong Patents.) 
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PACENT AUDI OFORMERS 
Ideal for 1% 

No. 25A- PACENT 
AUDIOFORMER 

Price 
$4.00 

No. 25- PACENT 
AUDIOFORMER 

equipped with 
binding posts 

Price 
$5.00 

Volt Tubes, as 
well as others 
Compact, conve- 
nient for mounting, 
especially designed 
for radiophone re- 
ception-amplifies 
all audiofrequen- 
cies, without dis- 
tortion (not a "one 
frequency" trans- 
former). 

Don't Improvise 
"PACENTIZE" 
Send for Bulletin, P -3 

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

Executive Offices: 22 Park Place. New York, N. Y. 
BRANCH OFFICES: 

Minneapolis 
Francisco 

D. C. 
Minneapolis Q ? San Francisco 
Chicago St. Louis 

Canadian and British Licrn ces: 
Colonial Radio, Ltd., Hamilton, Canada 

RADIO tt ff RADIO - 

$OWENG 
(Paten Appiieti For) 

LATEST WONDERFUL INVENTION 
NEW INTERIOR ANTENNA 

With this device your receiving set 
will function perfectly without ground 
wires as one does in airplane service 

Why Spend Money 
For outside antennas, or have the un- 
sightly, so- called loop antenna in your 
home, 

When you can -save expense and have 
more enjoyment with this small device? 
Unsurpassed for collecting the etheric 
waves, and the sharp tuning eliminates 
interference to a wonderful extent. 

EVERY RADIO FAN IN AMERICA 
SHOULD HAVE ONE 

Postpaid with full instructions on receipt 
of money -order for only $2.50. Fully guar- 
anteed. Order one today. 

Dealers Write for Special Price List 

INTERIOR ANTENNA COMPANY 
P. O. Box 262 MALONE, N. Y. 

is told, complete with illus- 
trations and diagrams, in the 
latest addition to our FREE 
looseleaf, handbook catalog. 

Write for your copy today - 
ask for "Chi -Rad" Handbook, 
Edition RRpr. 

Amateurs find the Reinhartz 
hookup by far the simplest 
yet designed. In efficiency it 
rivals the Armstrong and 
other well -known circuits. 

Parts necessary for building 
your Reinhartz receiver are 
also listed and described in 
the "Chi -Rad" handbook - 
your order, no matter how 
small, will be dealt with the 
usual "Chi -Rad" assurance of 
satisfaction. 

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co. 
415 South Dearborn Street 

Chicago 

For Clear -Tone, Long -Distance Radio Reception 

ONLY "UNITED" 
CONDENSERS AND TRANSFORMERS 

Products of an $800,000.00 plant, equipped with the 
highest type of precision machinery, manned by 
expert mechanics. and backed by a seasoned staff 
of radio engineers. 
The guarantee of this old established Electrical 
)louse stands back of our products. 

"UNITED" VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
Cannot short- circuit, because !laid aluminum plates are held 
mechanically in true and permanent alignment. Ends are 
Bakelite; trimmings brass, nickel plated. 

Prices, without dial or knob 
45 plate 14.50 5 plate 52.75 
2' plate 4.00 3 plate 2.25 
Ii plate 3.50 postpaid 

"UNITED" AUDIO- FREQUENCY 
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS 

A One example of precision- workmanship; mpletelp 
shielded, in shell of original design. Amplifies detected 
signals, bringing them to phone or loudspeaker. clear. 
strong, pure -toned. Price. Postpaid. a4.50 
Try your dealer first, before ordering by man. Send name 

and address of dealer unit ardor. Circular free. 

UNITED MFG. & DISTRIBUTING CO. 
536 LAKE SHORE DRIVE CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Do You Want a 
Real Headset? 

The Dictograph is the Best Headset 
in the World at any Price 

This is the same supreme Dictograph Headset 
that has always sold for $12 -same in quality, 
same in guarantee, same in everything but the 
price -$8 complete. Made by the makers of the 
world standard Dictograph products -the mar- 
velous "Acousticon" for the Deaf, the famous 
Detective Dictograph, the Dictograph System of 
Interior Telephones and the Dictograph Radio 
Loud Speaker for the Home. 

Read a few of the many letters received from 
Dictograph Headset users 

U. S. Marine Hospital No. 43 Ellis Island, N. Y. 
"The undersigned has for the past tlrteen years been an 
amateur. commercial, and government operator, and has used 
every known make of radio receiver on the market today. On 
April 2lat one of your Type R -1 3000 ohm receivers was pur- 
chased and It mn be safely said without dispute that they are 
absolutely the best radio receivers on the market today, bar none." 

Havana, Cuba: C. H. Wm a, U.S.P.H.S. 

"In my long -distance receiving set have tour palr, of phones. 
a 4000 ohm French make, two pairs of - - and a pair of 
your Dietograph 3000 ohms and I assure you that none of the 

others afford me the service I get (rom the Dictograph. The 
Dietograph gives me a truer, clearer tone than all the others 
rombined. I usa them in extremely long -distance work (phone). 
I hear Chicago, Schenectady. Iowa. and Frisco." 

La Porte, Ind. E. Dfsaxsrs 

"I hure been experimenting with Radio for the past year; in 
my experience have tried out 14 different headsets, including 
the -- which I purchased for 318.550. I at last have found the 
ideal Minn where tone quality excels, and harshness is elimi- 
nated, and I cannot express myself in words as to the wonderful 
results I have obtained." 

Madison, South Dakota J. T. Bemusing 

'Me are using a Dictograph Headset, also Dictograph Loud 
Speaker. Both are O.K. In fart. I would not trade my 

headset for any other I have ever listened through." 
DAN D. Courra 

The Standard of the World 
Type R -1, 3,000 ohms, for all types of 
crystal and vacuum tube receiving sets. 
Complete with 5 -foot cord. If your 
dealer is sold out, order direct from 
us. Immediate delivery. 

Stop into your dealer's today and listen in with 
this supreme Headset. Note the difference. 
Insist on Dictograph Products. Every instru- 
ment fully guaranteed. 

THE DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
Suite 1315 220 West 42nd Street New York City 

(Branches in All Principal Cities) 

Dealer: Order through your jobber or 
write direct for names of authorized 
distributors of the best and fastest. 
selling Headset on the market today. 
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Count the cost- 
Two stages with 2 popu- 
lar $5 transformers- - 
Total amplification, 36. 
Equipment cost: 

One stage with 
1 AmerTran- 
Total amplification, 38.6. 
Equipment cost: 

2 transformers.$10.00 1 AmerTran $7.00 
2 tubes ....... 13.00 1 tube 6.50 
2 sockets 2.00 1 socket 1.00 
2 rheostats .... 3.00 1 rheostat 1.50 

Total $28.00 Total $16.00 

We AMERTRAIV' 

Price $7. 

super audio frequency 
amplifying transformer 
It is doubtful if the 
substitution of any one 
thing in a radio set 
could in a k e such a 
notable improvement 
as the installation of 
an AmerT ran. 

American Transformer Company 
Designers and builders of radio 
transformers for over 20 years 

175 Emmet St., Newark, N. J. 

Something Brand New 
in Antenna Wire 

00 

PER 
HUNDRED 

FEET 

That will at once appeal to you. 
It is different and better than any 
makeshifts to date, being hard 
drawn from the finest copper hav- 
ing a corrugated surface with 10 
collecting points on its circum- 

-ference.- This gives -a greater 
collective and gathering surface. 
The result is extreme sensitive- 
ness, and an increase in the range 
and clearness of any set from the 
simplest crystal type to the finest 
V. T. Receiver. 
Packed in neat cartons of 100 feet, 

200 feet and 500 feet. 

Dept. R Postage Paid 

DEPENDABLE LINE 
INSTRUMENT MAKERS SINCE 19r9 

PRECISION HIGH EFFICIENCY 

CRYSTAL SETS 
Guaranteed to receive local broadcasts with vol- 
ume and clarity equal to any sets manufactured 

TYPE e0A" (shown In cut) . . $1.25 
TYPE "B" De Luxe . . $5.00 

Without Phones or aerial 
Sent prepaid upon receipt of express or postal 
money orders. 
Money refunded if not absolutely satisfactory. 
Dealers and Jobbers write for discounts. 

THE EASTERN SPECIALTY CO. 
3552 N. Filth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

111HHHIIHIHHHIHHIi HIHIIHHIIIIIHIIHHHHHHH 

Somerville 
Terminal 
Tags, Sc 
fit under binding posts 

- like washers and make 
engraving unnecessary. 

Antenna Hi- Voltage+ 
Ground Hi- Voltage- 
Tnput Lo- Voltage+ 
Output Lo- Voltagc- 

Malt Ord.r Speciale 
SS Holtzer -Cabot 2200 ohm Head -Set- 
First Ouallty- Guaranteed 

FEDERAL JR. CRYSTAL RECEIVER 
ORIGINAL BOX AND GUARANTEED. 50.9.7 

ONLY A FEW AVAILABLE 

4. 

$5.50 ANIMAD BASKETBALL VARIOMETER $4.23 
0.25 AIJRAD BASETBALL VARIOCOUPLER 5.45' 
SOMERVILLE DIAL & POINTER. EXTRA. $1.00 

We offer 24 -hour mall order service on "General Radio 
co.'s" parts. See their advertisement on another pace ut 
this Issue and mall us your order. 

Radlotron WD.-II tube, 11/2 volts $6.50 
Eveready 22V volt large battery 3.00 

P.rtlno for atoms, 

SOMERVILLE RADIO STORES 
43 CORNHILL BOSTON, MASS. 
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You Do Not Have to Look Over Your 
Shoulder to See the New MOON 

Go to your nearest dealer and ask him to show you The 
Model CI Moon Receiving Set "Satterlee Antennaless." 

Showing Model C t with Compartments for "B" Batteries 

Price 
$127.50 
with solid ma- 
hogany cabinet - 

piano finish. 

The set that you will eventually buy- because of its selectivity, 
beautiful tone and long distance range, using no aerial whatsoever. 

Another MOON Product 
"The Naturaltone Loudspeaker" 

Hear this non -metallic loudspeaker 
at your dealer's. Test it alongside 
of others. 

Price, $27.50 
Mahogany finished cabinet 

Send 2 cent stamp for literature 

Dealers and Jobbers: If rou have not these in 
stock, write us at once. 

dicmERFN 
THE MOON RADIO CORPORATION 

Manufacturers of Ultra fine Receiving Sets 
Sates Office 

12 Diagonal Street 552 Seventh Avenue 
Long Island City, N.Y. New York City 
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Exceptionally powerful. Makes weak signals strong. 
A single charge will last six months, recharged (for 
less than %c) from any lamp socket or farm light. 
ing generator. Patented high ampere plates charged 
and formed before leaving the factory. 

Positively eliminates battery noises often blamed 
on static. 

Container will not leak and is made of genuine 
hard rubber. Size 2!'í" x 3" x 4'/: ". 

You assemble the battery easily and pleasurably 
in less than ten minutes. Complete illustrated 
directions with each battery. 

Large illustrated circular on request. 
Price, 22% volt, unassembled 64.25 

assembled 4.65 
Rectifier for A C .95 

Sidbenel 
Radio Equipment 
Mfg. Co., Inc. 

1667 Jerome Avenue New York City 

gtwrial 
/o0% 

6y Ilsing 

MPM 
'Million Point Mineral' 

`eWORLDS GREATEST 
RADIO CRYSTAL 

HE discovery of M. P. M. has revolutionized 
the possibilities of ordinary crystal sets. Concerts 

have been clearly heard over 600 miles. M. P. M. 
is super -sensitive- reproducing from every point on 
its surface. It increases audibilty as well as radius. 
and makes the purchase of an extensive tube set 
unnecessary. 
S -nd 25c and name of your Radio Dealer for a sample M. P. M. 
Crystal- concert -tested and guaranteed. Address Dept. PR. 

M. P. M. SALES COMPANY 
247 S. Central Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 

TRADE 

PATENT APPLIED 

The.2VLiss' ; ̀  ® ° r 

I,in'it, ' 
inatADIO 

Stops Interference! 
Get rid of the interference that is spoiling your 
evening concert. By using the "WAVE TRAP" 
you eliminate it. 
It is installed in a minute by changing only one con- 
nection, and is indispensable on any receiving set 
with any type of antenna. It is mounted on a formica 
panel in a handsome mahogany finished cabinet 
6x5x6 and is a high grade instrument throughout. 

850 
PREPAID 

f>md1iectrii . 
21 E. SOUTH WATER ST. 

CHIC2G rO 
Circular on request. 

A Radio Wonder, .98 cents 

Only .98c for This Efficient 
Little Radio Set 

\Vhy be without a radio when you can have one for 
less than a dollar? This splendid little set will get 
any station within thirty miles, and will give just 
as satisfactory results as the larger and more ex- 
pensive ones. 
Each outfit i. 

s 

equipped with an extra -sensitive piece 
of Standard Special mineral, and is complete when 
you receive it. No accessories are needed. Full 
directions sent with each set. 
The demand is increasing every day. Be sure to 
order yours at once. Include ten cents with your 
money order to cover postage. 

GERING SPECIALTIES CO. 
274 HALSEY STREET, NEWARK, N. J. 

qrs 
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AT LAST! -A Faithful Loud Speaker! 
LARGE ORIEICE AV vv. TANGENT s. VIBRATION 

GREATLY CONCENTRATED VOLIRL s. 
ea EXTENSIVE CNM1'RNV RANGE 

HIGHLY POUSHEO 

CONICAL-s+NPEO HORN 

THE ECHO TONE NATURAL 
REPROOIEBG DIAPHRAGM sr 

VERTEX 

ACOUSTICOL 
CIIAYKA 

-- SUPERPOSITION or .-4.1r: '- C/ PTIVE 1 + 

MAIN TRAIN AHG 
R í- "Aw 

CAPTIVE TRAIN 

ECHO 
ROR 

sinus M 
REVERBERATION 

HEAVY OBLONG -SHAPED 
BASE ms OIACOIST1CAL 
PURPOSES 

CH 19 ®+OT®NE4 

Our Standing Offer 
To whomsoever that will dem- 
onstrate in our laboratories a 
standard make loud speaker 
which will, in comparative 
tests, excel ECHO -TONE in 
tone quality and volume and 
which will also be more faith- 
ful in its reproduction, we 
will present an ECHO -TONE 
free of charge. 

WILLIAM, RADIO COMPANY 

Qualified Dealers Wanted 
Introducing ECHO -TONS, thrunut the 

untry. we aro sending limited num- 
ber le responsible dealers on n 10 -day 
trial with the privilege of returning 
at our expense if it does not prove to 
be entirely satisfactory. Write at once 
If you wish to be the dealer to secure 
the domonstrattng ECHO -TONS that 
bag buen allotted for your district. 

PATENT PENDING 

RETAIL PRICE $35.00 

Features Which Make 
Echo -Tone Paramount 

It is more than a horn. It is an acoustical instrument, THUS GIV- 
ING A FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION WITH VOLUME. 

It is equipped with the Echo -Tone Natural Reproducing Diaphragm 
whose natural period of vibration is such that IT WILL NOT RESO- 
NATE DURING PERFORMANCE. 

With its volume and clarity, head telephone sets are not needed to 
'tune in.' NOW THE WHOLE FAMILY CAN ENJOY RADIO. 

Being Mahogany grained -wood finish, having a 14% -inch conical 
shaped horn polished inside and being casted aluminum, for diacousti- 
cal purposes it weighs 16 lbs., IT IS A BEAUTIFUL PIECE OF 
FURNITURE. 

Demonstrated in your home 
upon your own set 

If there is no Echo -Tone dealer near you, send a check or money order for $35.00 
direct to us. Upon receipt of the money, we will immediately express an Echo-Tone 
to you. Try it out upon your own set. If it does not prove entirely satisfactory to 
yourself and family, replace it in its wooden box and give it to the express man 
consigned to us. Simply mail us the express receipt, not even necessary to write us 
your reasons for returning it. As soon as we receive the receipt, we will refund 
your money, without even waiting until we receive the instrument. Remember, we 
pay express charges both ways, making it just as convenient as though you were 
buying in your own city. 

WILLIAMS RADIO COMPANY 
1438 WASHINGTON BLVD. WEST DETROIT, MICH. 
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Warren Radio Loop. 
cut away to show 

construction 

What 
You Can Do With the- 

Warren Radio Loop 
Sa1B.ECT your stat lens- just by turning the luny in tire 

directicn of the station desired. 
MAKE any set portable. This compact aerial can be 

packed right with the set. 
TT :NE on ranges from 175 to 18.000 meters. according to 

type loop. 
MANY other advantages described In Bulletin I 102. 

If your dealer is cut of Warren Radio Loops, send us 
your order, with ills naine. 

A type for every purpose 
Sold by dealers teho sell the best 
(300 -700 meter.. 6 inches square -non -directional 810 

8, au.-A- 7986 (175 -1000 u"ten) 6 inches sq,sure- -directional... $12 
Tyne -14.9547 (300-700 meter., 18 inches ware-directional. 680 
lype-51,11620 (200. 18.000 meters/ with honeycomb coil. IA inches 

square- directional $2 

V -OE -CO RADIO MFG. CO. Dept. F. Asbury Park, N J. 

KILORadio 

Storage "B" Batteries 

for EFFICIENT Receiving 
1. RICO "B" batteries allow single cell variations 
by means of switches mounted on panels. (The 
first in the market with this feature.) 
2. Alkaline type. 
3. Rechargeable from your 110 -volt A. C. line in 
connection with the rectifier supplied. 
4. One charge lasts from three to six months in the 
detector plate circuit. 
5. Neat, efficient and cgmpact. 
6. Unlimited life. 
7. Your money back if unsatisfied within a 90-day 
trial. (Plain) t ryitb Pancia) 

16 cell 22 volt $6.50 
24 cell 31 volt 8.00 $12.00 
86 cell 48 volt 10.00 14.00 
60 cell 88 volt 12.00 17.00 
78 cell 100 volt 16.00 21.00 

108 cell 145 volt 21.00 26.00 

"A" and "B" Battery Literature gladly furnished 

KIMLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1357 FILLMORE AVENUE BUFFALO, N. Y. 

Use ACH TUNER DIALS 

YOUR CHOICE OF 
Rough tuning with dial, or one thousandth of 
an inch in either direction with the Sharp 
Tuner Knob. Both controlled by center 
Knob ST. Eliminates a Vernier condenser. 
Can be installed on any set, making difficult tuning easy. 

GUARANTEE 
If purchased direct and you find the ACH Dial does not 
warrant your own personal award of merit, return it 
and we will refund your money. What better guarantee 
can we give? 
Price of ACH 3 -inch Dial Complete $2.50 

A. C. Hayden Radio & Research Co. 
BROCKTON, MASS., U. S. A. 

Mail Orders sent prepaid in U. S. A. 

PRICES SMASHED 
Each sale has created new friends and customers, 

with the result that we now announce drastic reduc- 
tions in our quality lines. All goods prepaid. Send 
card for complete list. You'll be surprised. You'll 
tell your friends. A sample saving follows - 
Complete Regenerative Vacuum Tube Set 

(Knocked d..wn. ADprox. range 1000 tulle..) 
Our price Olherc 

Panel 7" a 12 "- Bakelite- drilled $1.75 72.10 
Cabinet of 3 ply wood to Ot above panel 1.50 2.50 
Two 3" dials @ 35e each .70 1.40 
16 switch points with not @ lc each .16 .48 
4 switch stops with nut @ le each .04 .12 
8 nickel plated binding posts @ 3c each .24 .48 
2 switch levers @ 25c each .50 .00 

filament rheostat. Highest grade .65 1.10 
arlo- coupler with 7 multiple, 7 single taps 2.25 4.00 

23 plate variable condenser. Built right 1.95 3.30 
tube socket -High grade .45 .85 
grid condenser and leak .10 
phone condenser .10 
support for tube socket .15 .25 

0 feet of spaghetti tubing @ 5e per foot .30 .84 
5 feet copper connecting wire .34 .45 
+tueprints shaving details to assemble outfit .10 .25 

011.44 $20.1.2 

Other articles taken at random from our list are: 
Detector tobcs- Cunningham -New. NOT rebuilt $4.25 $5.00 
Crystal detector- »tctosed type .60 1.00 
Transformer -Audio frequency 2.95 4.50 
I, oso coupler- Knocked down with wound coils 3.75 
Varinmeter- Hardwood stators 4%" square. 

Assembled Workrite type 2.45 4.00 
Frost Fbnes 2000 chins 3.95 5.00 
Kellam 2400 ohms 8.75 12.00 
Western Electric 2200 ohms 9.23 12.00 
Two stage amplifier -Knocked down. Cabinet 

and drilled panel 12.95 23.50 
Blueprints giving detall of two stage amplifier .10 

Rend for fall lid today or order from above. flood* said 
'object to return for abate or exchange. YOU 81211'LY 
11CR7' BE PLEASED. 
RADIO PARTS MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. "P" 2150 Montclair Detroit, Mich. 
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Heard with A MU -RAD Receiver 
And A 2 Foot Loop Aerial 

(The MA-18) 

From 
NEW YORK 

Davenport 
830 Miles 

Kansas City 
1040 Miles 

Fort Worth 
1285 Miles - 

Havana 
1567 Miles 

From 
ST. LOUIS 

Manitoba 
900 Miles 
Montreal 

1000 Miles 
San Francisco 

1820 Miles 
Honolulu 

4278 Miles 

From 
DETROIT 

Fort \V'prth 
1092 Miles 

Havana 
1680 Miles 

Calgary 
1667 Miles 
Porto Rico 
2036 Miles 
San Diego 
2070 Miles 

Los Angeles 
2070 Miles 

San Francisco 
2210 Miles 

Why MU -RAD Excels 

From 
CLEVELAND 

Fort Worth 
1050 Miles 

Denver 
1200 Miles 

Salt Lake City 
1530 Miles 

Havana 
1671 Miles 

San Francisco 
2180 Miles 

From 
CHICAGO 

Havana 
1621 Miles 

Los Angeles 
1840 Miles 

San Francisco 
1955 Miles 

1. Unequalled Sensitivity- Exceeds the sensitivity of the avenge 
set many times. The above record demonstrate, this. 

2. Fine Selectivity- Permits differentiation of stations 1% off tune. 

3. Simple Operation -All tuning can be donc with one hand. 

4. 1;000 Mile Reception- Guarantee goes with every set. 

5. Distinctive Appearance -Solid mahogany cabinet, Radion 
panel, highly polished. 

Ask for a Demonstration of 
MU -RAD Receivers 

The MU -RAD dealer fn your town will gladly let 
You listen in on either type MU -RAD receiver 

Attractive Proposition for Dealers 

MU -RAD Laboratories, Inc. 
809 Fifth Avenue Asbury Park, N. J. 

McNew- 
Star in 

theJadio 
World 

They copied all they 
could copy, 

But they could not 
copy our mind; 

¡Ve left them tear- 
ing and swearing 

A thousand miles 
behind. 

-Kipling. 

Two Types 
MU -RAD SETS 

Type MA -12 3 -Siege 
R -F and De- 

$128 teeter - f 
Type MA -13 3Stege 
R -F. Detector 
á2St A.F.$160 
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Enjoyable concerts and maximum 
receiving range are obtained only 
when your battery is fully charged. 

HDMRGEI 
charges your "A" or `B" battery over night 
for a nickel without removing it from your 
living room. No muss -no trouble -no 
dirt- requires no watching. 

After the concert, connect to any lamp 
socket, snap the clips on your battery and 
"turn in." While you sleep the HOM- 
CHARGER is silently charging your bat- 
tery, the charging rate being governed auto- 
matically. In the morning it is fully 
charged. No OTHER battery charger can 
boast of such quick and economical per- 
formance. 

The HOMCHARGER is the only battery 
charger combining all of these NECES- 
SARY HOMCHARGING features - SELF - 
POLARIZING -FIVE to EIGHT AMPERE 
charging rate-UNDERWRITERS' APPRO- 
VAL- beautifully finished in mahogany and 
old gold- UNQUALIFIEDLY GUARAN- 
TEED. OVER 60,000 NOW IN USE. 

Sold complete with ammeter, etc., by all 
good radio and electrical dealers for $18.50 
($25.00 IN CANADA). 

See the RADIO HOMCHARGER DE LUXE 
at your dealer's or write direct for our 
FREE circular, showing why the HOM- 
CHARGER is the BEST battery charger at 
any price. 

MOTORISTS 
The HOMCHARGER will also 
charge your AUTO battery. 

The Automatic Electrical 
Devices Company 

132 West Third St., Cincinnati, O. 

Largest Manufacturers of 
Vibrating Rectifiers in the World 

Compare These Prices 
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN GET 
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES FROM US 

Just glance over our list and send u your 
Money Order. Twenty -four hours after 
receiving your order f t is on its way toyou. 

List ou. 
Pates PR[CZ 

$ 6.00 Radiotrons UV -200 I 4.26 
8.60 UV -201 5.76 
16.00 Baldwin Phones type C 12.00 
7.75 Units Loud Speakers 8.00 
8.00 Federal 2200 Ohm Phones 6.00 
8.00 Brandes Superior 7.00 
6.00 Acme Transformers 4.26 
1.00 Double Jacks .00 
.70 Single " .50 

9.60 Bull -Dog Plugs 1.26 
Contact Points, per doz .16 
Switch Levers, 1H" radius .26 

46.00 Magnavox 96.66 
1.50 100 ft. Stranded Aerial Wire .60 

.60 Aerial Insulators .20 
1.00 100 ft. Solid Aerial Wire .40 

76.00 Paragon RA -10 Set 06.00 
26.00 90 ampere guaranteed Storage 

Battery 18.00 
1.00 Rheostats .75 
1.00 Fada Rheostats .75 
1.00 Vacuum Tube Sockets .05 

10.60 Homchargers 1660 
8.60 B. Batteries volt meters 0-50 V 2.75 

66.00 Western Electric New Style Loud 
Speakers 42.76 

.76 Rheostats .60 
8.00 B. Batteries 2.25 
2.60 " 9.00 
1.75 " 0 1.10 
1.60 Dials .76 
1.00 " .40 
8.76 De Forest Detectors 1.96 

.76 Sockets .80 
6.50 Westinghouse WD -11 Tubes, oper- 

ated on 1 Dry Cell 6.90 
1.00 Westinghouse WD -11 Sockets .06 
4.50 Thordarson Transformers 8.75 
2.00 Potentiometers 1.95 

d Megohm Grid Leaks .80 
154 " .65 

1.00 Grid Leak Holders .86 
1.00 Double Phone Cords .80 
.60 Single .35 

Duplex Phone Adapters, fits Edison, 
Victor or Columbia 1.76 

Genuine Bakelite Panels, per sq. in .02 
Spaghetti, per ft. .09 

12.00 Genuine Western Electric Signal 
Corps V.T. -2 -Tubes 0.00 

112.00 De Forest type Honeycomb. Set, 
special Mahogany Cabinet 65.00 

3.00 
85.00 

6.60 
4.60 
6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
6.00 
8.00 
8.00 
6.00 

14.00 

Racony Electric Light Aerial 
Audmiax Loud Speakers 
Turney 3,000 Ohm Phones 
Diamond 2,000 Ohm Phones 
Fischer Variometers 

" VarioCouplers 

Atwater-Kent Variometers 

, 

VarioCoupiers. . 

Pathe Variometers 3.76 
Atwater -Kent Mounted Vario- 

Couplers 11.75 
16.00 Atwater -Kent 2 -step amplifier 13.75 
8.60 Everet Head Phones, 3,000 Ohms 4.96 
1.50 Thordarson Rheostats 1.16 

Bus Wire for wiring sets, per ft .02 
Honeycomb coils, all sizes, 20% discount. 

Space being limited, we are obliged to omit many 
items. Write for our Quotations 

2.00 
18.50 
4.26 
8.76 
8.75 
4.76 
3.76 
4.75 
7.00 
7.00 

Cut Rate Radio Co. 
Dept. A P. 0. Box 472 Newark, N. J. 
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IMPORTANCE of AMPLIFICATION 
The simplicity of audio frequency amplification still makes it the most practical and 

popular type. It is adapted to all types of receiving sets and is free from tuning adjust- 
ments. With the proper choice of amplifying instruments, audio frequency amplification 

is accomplished with a minimum of 
distortion. 

The amplifying transformer is the 
most important of these instruments. 
The General Radio Co. was the first 
company to have available a closed core 
audio frequency amplifying transformer. 
This was before the United States'en- 
tered the war. Many of these trans- 
formers were supplied to the army and 
navy during.the war, and with the re- 
turn of amateur radio after the war 
thousands have been supplied for use TYPE 231 -A 

AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMER in this country and abroad. 
Our latest type is the 231 -A. This 

transformer is designed to give tho 
maximum of amplification possible without distortion. It is the result of careful engineer- 
ing design. It is particularly adapted to the WD -11 and UV -201 tubes. The electrical con- 
stants of the windings are as follows: 

Direct current resistance, ohms 
A. C. Resistance at 1000 cycles, ohms 
Reactance at 1000 cycles, ohms - 

Primary Secondary 
1.100 5,500 

11,000 130,000 
66,000 700,000 

PRICE, COMPLETELY MOUNTED . . $5.00 

ft Type 300 -A Amplifier Unit 
For those who desire a compact amplifier unit, 

we recommend the type 300. This unit consisting of 
our Type 231 -A Amplifying Transformer, Type 255 
Filament Rheostat, and Type 282 Tubc Socket 
mounted on a nickel finished brass plate, is all ready 
for the external connections. It may be used as a 
table unit or mounted behind a panel, in which case 
only the rheostat knob projects. Connections are 
properlj' made so as to keep the unit from howling. 

PRICE . e e . $7.50 

For those who desire to use the UV -201 tubes, this unit may he supplied with a stand- 
ard base socket -our Type 156. 

TYPE 300 -B AMPLIFIER UNIT, PRICE . . e . $8.00 

Send for NEW FREE RADIO BULLETIN 913 -U and learn about these instruments 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
CAMBRIDGE 39 

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE AND WINDSOR STREET 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Do not confuse the products of the GENERAL RADIO CO. with those of other concerns using the 
words "General Radio." The General Radio Co. has been manufacturing radio and scientific instru- 
ments for many years. It has no affiliation with any other company. 

Standardize on General Radio Equipment Throughout 
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Read Why 
You Should Use 

UNION -eRADIO 
PHONE 

TIP JACKS 
(Pat. Applied For) 

25c A PAIR 

Here's the Radio device that you have been waiting 
for. These Phone Tip Jacks assure quick comiec- 
tion and a positive contact. They replace unsatis- 
factory binding posts. Soldering lug incorporated 
but use optional. 
Accommodate any standard round phone tip and 
several sizes of bare wire. Great for W D 11 con- 
nections and coil mountings. Save buying expensive 
telephone plugs and jacks. Tbey live up to the 
Union Radio Standard of Quality. Guaranteed to 
satisfy. Only 25c a pair. 

FOR ASSURED RESULTS 
you should "try out" Union Radio Tip Jacks, 
Variable Condensers, Rheostats, Vacuum Tube 
Sockets, Condensite Dials, Complete Receiving Sets 
and two Step Amplifiers. 
Union Radio Apparatus and Accessories are sold by 
most good dealers. If you can't obtain them from 
your local store mail your order to us. Write for 
a copy.of our Catalogue A Radio Apparatus. 

Wholesalers and Retailers : 

Write for our liberal proposition. 
Dealers' Catalogue A. and Price 
List, also samples sent on request. 

UN[ON-RAD1O'CORPORATION 
200MTPLEASANT -AV EN U E,^*. N E WAR4C -NJ. 
N EW- YORK- OFFIC E -- 116WEST.32= STREET. 

12.021It 

DON'T CONFUSE 
IT WITH ORDINARY 

LOUD SPEAKERS 
THE TIMMONS TALKER is 
possessed of most unusual tonal 
qualities -it provides adjustable am- 
plification, too, which is decidedly 
advantageous when it is desired to 
soften the volume of tone for living 
room or increase the volume for 
larger audiences. 

THIS arrangement further allows you 
to get maximum efficiency from any 
set. 

THERE is no unsightly horn with or- 
dinary head -phone attachment, but 
a beautiful, solid mahogany cabinet 
which is an adornment. 

NO separate batteries required, no 
complicated mechanism. For sale by 
most worthwhile dealers. 

DEALERS 
We have a most 

attractive proposi- 
tion that will ap- 
peal to both dealer 
and jobber. 

We will be glad to ship any dealer 
or jobber (with privilege of return) an 
instrument C.O.D. for inspection. 

J. S. TIMMONS 
337 E. Tulpehocken St. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 
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re RjOrgetrPifires 
rosley Efficienc 

Sebrin8 -- 

Florida 
.-fears 

Honolulu - 
Hawaii 

NOeOW W 

Every day new evidence comes to us un- 
solicited of the remarkable results achieved 
with various models of Crosley Radio Re- 
ceiving Sets. 
Sebring, Fla., using a Model X Crosley Re- 
ceiver -price only $55 for this four tube 
set -"clearly hears three selections and two 
announcements from K. D. Y. X. at Hono- 
lulu, 4900 miles away." 
Centerburg, Ohio. receives 1920 miles from 
Los Angeles, Cal.; 950 miles from Fort 
Worth, Tex.; 1200 miles from Havana, 
Cuba; and 750 miles from South Dart- 
mouth, Mass. A Crosley Model VI, a two 
tube set that costs but $28 was used. 
With a Crosley Harko Senior -a man from Rock 
Valley, Iowa, had these very satisfactory results - 
"I have tested out the Harko Senior and am ready 
to agree that you made no overstatements. We have 
heard Winnipeg, Canada; Dallas, Tex., and many 
other points." 
These are just a few quotations from among the 
hundreds that satisfied Crosley users arc constantly 
sending us. 
No matter what Crosley Instrument you choose, you 
may be sure that it will perform everything claimed 
for it -and more besides. 
Every Crosley Model, ranging in prices from $16 
to our beautiful console Model XXV at $150, offers 
the highest at the lowest cost. 
Listen in on a Crosley and Be Convinced. 

We also manufacture a complete line of parts for 
those who wish to make their own outfit. Among 
these are Variable Condensers, Knobs and Dials, 
V -T Sockets, Variometers, Vario- Couplers, Rheo- 
stats and the well -known Crosley Radio Frequency 
Amplifying Tuner. 

cRflSl mat 
Better -Costs Less 

RADIO RECEIVERS 

CROSLEY MFG. COMPANY 
316 Alfred Street Cincinnati, Ohio 

THE THREE MOST POPULs: RECEIVERS 
ON THE MARKET 

The Crosley Harke 
Senior, a ens -tube. 
non regenerative 
receiver of which 
thousands have 
been sold. Retail 
prices $14. 315 
and $16. Similar 
Instruments but us- 
ing Armstrong Re- 
generative Cl re It 
manufactured un- 
der license under 
Armstrong Patent 
No. 1.113,149, 
doted Oct. 6, 1914, 
can be obtained 
from the menu. 
teeturers, The Pre- 
c'<lon Equipment Co., f-owel Credo,. 
Ohio. Write them direct. 

J r., Prrsldont, Cincl n nati. 



Unequalled Quality of 
Volume and Purity 

of Tone 
are assured by adding to your Radio Set the 
newly constructed 100% perfect Audio Fre- 
quency Transformer R T -A2. This Audio 
Transformer is exactly the same shape and 
size as the R T -6 Radio Transformer, but 
the color is brown, thus making a neat match 
when both Radio and Audio transformers 
are used together. Why build up beautiful 
tone quality with Radio Frequency and de- 
stroy it with inferior Audio transformers? 
For best results on both tone and distance. 
use Radio Service Laboratories Radio Fre- 
quency (R T -6 and R T -6A) in the black 
case, retail price $6.00, and Audio Frequency 
(R T -A2) in the brown case, retail price $6.50. 

Order by type number, accept no substitute 
and remember that all Radio Service Labo- 
ratories Transformers are individually triple 
tested and unconditionally guaranteed. For 
sale at all reliable electrical or Radio Stores 
or order direct from us. 

Send ten cents for new booklet on Radio 
Frequency with schematic diagrams -a most 
valuable and helpful publication for the radio 
amateur and expert. 

RASLA SALES CORPORATION 
National Distributor 

10 East 43d St. :: New York City 
Dept. P 

RT 

A2 

Thr new member of the Rasla 
Family -in the brown case. 

RT 

A2 

BRILLIANTONE 
RADIO PRODUCTS 
Dept. C -874 Columbus Ave., New York 

1 
.00 Brings any one of these 
aCombinations quickly to you 

No. I 

loo Fret No, 14 hand -drawn antenna wire. 
4 Porcelain insulators. 
1 Solid copper approved ground clamp. 
1 Single -pole. double - throw approved lighting switch. 
20 Feet No. 14 weatherproof Insulated lead -in wire. 

No. 2 
1 Wound Enameled wire coil. 8 inches long. 3%" Dlam. 
2 Brass _rods. 9 inches long, with evenly drilled holes. 
2 Brass sliders to fit the above rods. 
4 Nickel -plated brass binding posts. 

No. 3 
2 00 -cent switches (1% -inch lever). 
20 Nickel- plated brass contact points with nuts. 
4 Nickel- plated brass stops with nuts. 
4 Nickel- plated brass binding posts. 
1 Detector stand unmounted Includes: Adjustable cup. d- 

instable rat -whisker (any position), 2 extra binding 
Posts. 2 connections front cup and detector to binding 
(posts. 

I Drilled Ober base for mounting same. 
No. 4 

1 Nest of 4 radio tunes. 8 inches long by 3. 3%. 4. 4% 
inches in diameter. 

1 Spool No. 24 cotton covered wire, 375 feet. 
1 Hardwood Rotor. 
All the above merchandise guaranteed or money refunded. 

CUT HERE 
Please Cheek Before Items Desired -Ellin Coupon and Mai I 

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALS 
B. R. P. PRODUCTS 

B.R.P. Rheostats, air cooled (Tapered Type) $1.00 
B.R.P. Potentiometer (240 ohms) 1.00 
B.R.P. Moulded Sockets (unbreakable) 1.00 
1t.R.P. Audio Frequency Transformers (11 to 1) 4.00 
R.R.P. Varlometer (mahogany inlaid) 3.00 
B.R.P. Yarfocouplere (Panel and Laboratory 

Typo in one) 3.50 

B. R. P. Variable Condensers Guaranteed Capacity 
Tested by the Rubican Laboratories, Phila., Pa. 

TYPE "A"- MOULDED ENDS 
n 3 Plate. rapacity .00005 $1.50 

23 Plate. capacity .0005 a 00 
43 Plate, capacity .001 9.50 

TYPE "B "- ALUMINUM ENDS 
3 Plate, capacity .011005 $1.00 

n 23 Plate, capacity .Onos 1.75 
[) 43 Plate. capacity .001 2.25 

STANDARD MERCHANDISE AT 
REDUCED PRICES 

$4.50 Thordarson Amp. Transformers (Audio) $3.00 
$7.00 IIV712 Audio Frequency Transformers 

(Radio Corp.) 6.00 
$6.60 IIV1714 Radio Frequency Transformers 

(Radio Corp.) 5.50 
U ZETA Radio Frequency Transformer 5 50 

$5.00 W.D. 12 transformers for W.D. 11 tube 4.00 
Brandes "Superior" (2200 ohms) 0.71 
Murdock (3000 ohms) 5.00 

rl Khmer Vernier Rheostat 1.00 
Bradleystat (Beet Vernier) 1.65 
$1.00 Freshmen variable eridlcak and condenser .75 
75 Freshmen variable gridleak 0 to 5 meg .55 

rT Resist -O -Meter (A senifer (then) 1.80 
Jacks. single, open or closed (Firth) .35 
Jacks. double. closed (Firth) .50 
Flogs, bulldog grip (Firth) 

1.80 

.002 and .005 Mica- Bakelite Condensers .25 

O .0005 and .00025 Condensers with Var. Leak .25 

n .0005 and .4101 Fixed Mira- Bakelite Condense .20 

B RILLIANTONE RADIO PRODUCTS 
Dept. C, 874 Columbus Avenue, New York 

Thiclosed find mnney order for articles ordered. 1 agree 
to pay parcel post chargea when delivered. 

Name 

Address 

City 
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The Building of Radio Sets Simplified 

THE enjoyment which every Radio Fan derives in con- 
structing his own receiving set is due, in a large measure, 

to the feeling that a practical knowledge of Radio is in this 
way acquired. Naturally, a more thorough understanding of 
the subject is obtained. It does not, of necessity, follow that 
the assembly of a receiving set must involve tedious labor. 

Heretofore, little consideration has been given, in the design 
of radio parts, to their adaptability for use by the individual 
who does not possess an elaborate set of tools. The necessity 
for the use of panels of insulating material; the lack of provision 
for mounting the different units, and the possibility of improper 
wiring have all contributed to making the assembly of a receiv- 
ing set a laborious undertaking. 

In Eisemann Radio Parts and Panels a combination of excel- 
lence of electrical characteristics and provision for ready 
assembly is found. 

Aluminum panels, in four stock sizes, with uniform size 
openings permit interchangeable mounting of Eisemann Parts. 
All drilling of holes is eliminated, and the use of shielding made 
unnecessary. Proper spacing of units -a most important fac- 
tor-is assured. Binding posts, properly located on each unit, 
give positive connections and obviate the necessity for cross - 
leads. 

The concave dials and bar control, a distinguishing feature 
of Eisemann Parts, present a most attractive appearance when 
mounted on the Aluminum Panels, which have a crystal black 
enamel finish. 

The building of a finished receiving set, without turning the 
home into a work -shop, is made possible. 

Send for Descriptive Literature 

EISEMANN MAGNETO CORPORATION 
William N. Shaw, President 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
DETROIT CHICAGO 
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BURGESS 
RADIO BATTERIES 

--ARE RECOMMENDED by lead 
ing manufacturera of radio 
equipment. 

-ARE SPECIFIED by radio en- 
gineers. 

--ARE DESIGNED and built by 
radio engineers. 

---ARE A GUARANTEE of satis- 
factory service. 

-ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER. 

Burgess Radio Batteries are handled by 
all progressive jobbers and dealers. Look 
for the distinctive black and white stripes. 
If your dealer doesn't handle the Bur- 
gess line just address the nearest Bur- 
gess office below. 

BURGESS No. 6 
BATTERIES 
are highly recommended for use 
in "A" or filament circuits where 
one and one -half volt Vacuum 
Tubes are used. 

BURGESS BATTERY CO. 
Engineers -Dry Batteries - Manufacturers 
FLASHLIGHT -RADIO - IGNITION - TELEPHONE 

General Sales Office: Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago 
Laboratories and Work,: Madison, Wisconsin 

BRANCHES: 
NEW YORK BOSTON WASHINGTON 
Sr. PAUL KANSAS CITY NEW ORLEANS 

In Canada: BURGESS BATTERIES, Ltd. 
Winnipeg Toronto Montreal 

"ASK ANY RADIO ENGINEER" 

URGESS 
RADIO BATTERIES 

Increase Your Range 
This new "A" Battery 
Potentiometer by the 
engineers of Cutler -Ham 
mer, world -known special - 

ists in rheostatic control, 
will bring new sta- 
tions to your receiv- 
ing set, and give 
you increased signal 
strength for better re. 
ception. 

It is correctly designed 
for maximum service - 
with a resistance unit that 
cannot be displaced under 
constant usage. Demand 
the C -H trademark -it is 
your guarantee of satisfac- 
tion. 

Regi ....e, Juv ohms. 
Paroi nfosatina. Pointer Indicating. 
ddluetable Contact Fingers. Genaine 
Thermoplaa Knob Cnmrnirnt Bind- 
ing Poste for raal, aeirin5. Finished 
in dull solin nickel. 
Type 11602 $1.50 

THE CUTLER- HAMMER MFG. CO. 
Nnnarr Radin Sertimp A"mv,ted .Van,Itd,,rer, of Elertrind .c... pl., 

MILWAUKEE - WISCONSIN J Orrr a °. Marte. Million C -H Radio Rimeur Nor in U 

C-H ADIO "A" BAT 

POTENTIOMTERY ETER 

BLOW YOURSELF 
To one and solder the connections on 
your Radio set. Fine for close, care- Lenk Super. 75s 

ful work. Produces a 1400° needle -point flame instantly. 
Just the tool for fixing the wiring on your car, repairing 
electric fixtures, mending kitchen utensils. Used by 
electricians and mechanics everywhere. 
60. coil self -fluxing (acid or rosin core) solder 25e 
Lenk "Jumbo" (Mouth Blow) Torch . . . $1.00 
Lenk Automatic(blows itself) Torch . $1.50 
Marvel Soldering Kit -one Lenk Automatic and 

one coil each of self- fluxing acid and rosin core 
solder, in neat leatherette case . . $2.00 

If your local deafer cannot supply yon, order direct. 

LENK MFG. CO., 40 Portland St., BOSTON, MASS: 



THIS De Forest D -7 Reflex 
Radiophone* is the 

famous receiver which has 
been attracting nation - wide 
attention by receiving half the 
Continent on an indoor loop 
aerial, under most adverse 
receiving conditions. It is 
notable for the elimination 
of extraneous noises and the 
absence of distortion, and its 
single -knob control makes it 
particularly easy to operate. 
This is probably the most 
compact, beautiful, and highly 
selective receiving set in exist- 
ence. De Forest dealers carry 
both De Forest and Radio 
Craft sets. 

37 

De Forest Radio Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Jersey City, N. J. 

HERE'S the regenerative 
receiver that has 

worked a transformation 
in many a home ! Radio 
Craft's D -4 offers the long - 
distance reception of the 
regenerative circuit, and 
the D -5 2 -step amplifier 
actuates a loud speaker so 
that the whole room can 
enjoy the broadcast. When 
you add to the regener- 
ative principle the long 
tested reliability of the De 
Forest parts of which these 
sets are made, you get a 
combination which at a 
low price touches the high 
spot in present -day radio. 

The 
RadioCraft Co., Inc. 

139 Franklin St. 
Jersey City, N. J. 
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Les Angeles 1M 4/1 S. Main St. //w Seallle, 91 Con- 
necticut Ave. // ---- - . "a. aa 

Bakelite -Dilecto (xx grade) 
is 100% perfect for radio 

c panels. Insist on it! 
Better than plain fibre because it 
resists water, solvents and acids. 
Better than hard rubber because 
it resists heat, high -voltage ozone 
and fumes, and is more durable. 

akelite- dilecto 
(A Laminated Phenolic Condensation Product) 
Better than wood because it is tougher and 
harder, does not swell, warp or crack, and 
is noninflammable. 
Your electrical dealer will get it machined 
for you. 

THE CONTINENTAL FIBRE CO. 
FACTORY: NEWARK, DELAWARE 

Dealer Service from: 
New York 233 Broadway 
Pittsburgh 301 Fifth Ave. 
Chicago 939 S. Michigan Are. 
San Francisco . 75 Fremont St. 

H 
E 
A 
D 
P 
H 
O 
N 
E 
S 

RADIO S 
E 
N 
T 

O 
N 

A 

O 
V 
A 

$8 LIST PRICE $8 
2,200 OHMS LOUD AND 

LIGHT WEIGHT CLEAR 
Dealers May Send 
$3.20 for Sample 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FRENCH MFG. CO., Seymour, Conn. 

Have we received your 
order for the 1923 Ace 
Radio Broadcast Receiver? 

If not, you still have an opportunity 
to get immediate delivery if you place 
your order NOW! 

Let us send you our booklet, 
"Radio in your home." 

Address Dept. XM 

THE 
PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO. 

POWVEL CROSLEY, Jr. President 
2437 Gilbert Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio 

Licensed under 
Armstrong U. S. Patent 

No. 1,113,149 

I 

Sell 
all your spare time 
You can market the hours you are 
free and get cash for them. You will 
be well paid for the few afternoons 
or evenings each week it takes you to 
tell your friends about POPULAR 
RADIO. No experience is necessary. 
The work is pleasant and profitable. 
Let us tell you all about it. You will 
be under no obligations to us if you 
clip this coupon and mail it today 

POPULAR RADIO, Dept. C 

9 East 40th Street, New York City 

Please tell me how I can make money in my spare 
time by acting as your subscription representative. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 



In this DeForest radio 
receiving set three 
Du biller Micadmts 
are used as a shunt 
across the transformer: 
and one Dubilier 
Itile:Won as a grid - 
condenser. Dubilter 
Micadons are sim- 
ilarly used in other 
st ands rd receiving 
sets. 

by Dubilier Micadons 
are used in7eForest Sets' 

PERFORMANCE 
(and therefore the 

reputation of a radio 
manufacturer) is so de- 
pendent on good con- 
densers that in De 
Forest radio receiving 
sets and in others 
equally well known, 
Dubilier Micadons are 
the standard equipment. 

Unless a radio receiver 
is fitted with Dubilier 
Micadons the broad- 
casting station is not 
heard at its best. 
The list price of Dubilier 
Micadons varies from 35c 
to $1.50 each, depending on 
the capacity. 

Send for descriptive circular. 

DUBILIER CONDENSER AND 

RADIO CORPORATION 
48 -50 West Fourth St., New York 

BRANCH OFFICES 
San Francisco. Cal.. 709 Mission St. 
Washington. D. C.. Munsey Building 
St. Louis. Mo., Syndicate Truet Bldg. 

Chicago, III., 33 So. Clinton St. 
Atlanta. Ga., Forsyth Building 

Seattle. Wash.. 1926 L. C. Smith Bldg. 
Pittsburgh, Pa., 704 Granite Bldg. 

Loa Angeles, Cal-. 337 South Western Ave. 
Huntington, W. Va., 1028 Fourth Avenue 

Distributed in Canada by Generai 70ertric 
Company, Ltd., Toronto 

Brandes 
AT least half the interest of radio 

reception is in catching signals, 
the human voice, news and music 
from far -distant points. 
Even this is made more interesting 
when the two receivers in the headset 
are matched in tone and thus made to 
speak exactly alike. For this reason 
Brandes Matched Tone Headsets excel. 
They are more sensitive ; also more 
durable, more comfortable. Ask your 
dealer for a Brandes Matched Tone 
Headset if you want the best results. 
U Send ten cents in stamps for the "Beginner's 
71 Book of Radio." It explains radio in terms 
that anyone can understand. 

District Offices: 
76 Pearl Street, Boston, Mass. 
709 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal. 
Munsey Building, Washington, D. C. 
802 Forsyth Building, Atlanta, Ga. 
33 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Ill. 
1220 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis. Minn. 
704 Granite Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
1028 Fourth Avenue, Huntington. W. Va. 
Distributors in Australia and New Zealand : 

International Electric Co., Wellington, N. Z. 

Made in Canada and England by 
Canadian Brandes, Limited, Toronto and London 
Distributed in Canada by Perkins Electric, Limited 

Toronto -MONTREAL- Winnipeg 

CBrandes.n.c-137, iaEavena St.N.YC 

c Matched. Tone 
Radio Headsets 
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The Plunger Ends All Grid Leak 
O. 

S.44 S o.at 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Troubles 

No more shopping around for grid leaks, hoping you'll get the right one for your 
set. Here's a new patented High Resistance that does the trick for any set. For 
the movable plunger permits quick, easy adjustment and to any range, and once 
set, your grid leak problem is settled for good. 

This new invention -the Durham Variable High Resistance -is now the talk in 
radio circles. There is no other grid leak that can begin to give the same perfect 

service. Thoroughly tested and highly ap- 
proved by leading Radio experts. Ask your 
dealer for it. If he hasn't it, send 75 cents 
for each one wanted, and we will supply 
you direct. Full description on request. 

DURHAM SE COMPANY 
Radio Engineers 

1936 Market Street, Philadelphia 

Durham 
Variable 

High Resistance 
Nhi,. 

DI 1,411 

1,1 I . üarl' .,m ', . 4R < 
.I. A. 

1.31. ,; 

ELECTRICAL men with training are in 
demand. For more than a 

quarter of a century, this 
school bas been tr:lining me 

n 
of ambition and limited time, 

fur the elect riral ndu it ries. Condensed course in Electrical 
enables gradu- 

good 
to 

posi 
secure 

and promotions. Theoretical and Practical Electricity, Mathem atits, 
Steam and Gas Engines, Mechanical Drawing. Students construct 

dynamos. install wiring and IN ONE YEAR test elecnstall 
wiring 
machinery. d 

Course with diploma, complete 
Thoroughly equipped fireproof dos mitaries, 

dining hall, laboratories, shops- Over 3000 men 
t rained. 

Write for catalog. 30th year opened Sept. 
27th, 1922. 
BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 

126 TAKOMA AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ENGINEERING 

If Making Your Own Radio 
This New Handy Time Saver Disc of screw 

threads and tap drill sizes will automatically 
gire the eurrect size of drill to be used 
when using any kind of a tap. The tap drill 
sizes for I1, S. Standard screws; S. A. E. 
Standard; tap drill sizes for all pipe taps also 
tap drill and body drill sizes for machine 
screws used on radio work together with a 
complete tabie.uf decimal equivalents by slaty- 
fourths of an inch. 

Printed on the very best pressed fibre size 3y inches with 
printed instructions. Two for 25 roots postpaid. Stump. incepted. 

HAN- DISC COMPANY -3101 Lyndale S., Minneapolis, Minn. 

DUCK Pioneer Announces Startling Reductions 
Leading Line Since 1909 At Prices to You Less Than Dealers' Cost 

FREEIllustrated pamphlet comprising sixty -two Duck radio instruments and sets 
with reductions averaging 30% mailed on request. Send postal today. 
Any old -time radio amateur will tell you who we are and our reputation. 

Only a few years ago almost one -third of the radio instruments sold at retail, exclusive of sales 
in only a half dozen large cities, were sold by Duck. 

A Few of the Many Duck Products at Sensational Prices: 
Rheostat, 70e; Bakelite moulded positive contact, 70c; Bakelite Moulded Dial, 55c; superselective moulded 
variometer, $4.65, worth $8.00; radio frequency potentiometer, $1.15; solid mahogany form variometer, $3.60; 
43 -plate panel -type variable condenser, pigtail connection, $3.15; detector panel, $5.25; receiving set, mahogany 
cabinet, detector and two stages of audio frequency, $59.50; radio frequency receiving set with one -step radio 
and detector, $29.75. 

in cairn or money order for our big 256 -page combined radio catalog and text book. For SEND 25C radio information and hook -ups it is worth many times the retainer asked. 

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY, 227 -229 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio 

t 



The Ideal Battery 
for Low Voltage Tubes 

The Storage Battery Magno is 

ideal for low voltage tubes. It 
is the most economical battery 
made- costing much less than dry 
cells to operate. 

The Magno is recharged by un- 
screwing cover in inserting "spare" 
electrode. "Spares" are exchange- 
able at your dealers or direct from 
our factory. Each spare will give 
many times more hours of service 
than will a dry cell. Keep a spare 
charge on hand and your concert 
will never be interrupted. Learn 
more about this remarkable stor- 
age battery. 

(('rite today for descriptive 
folder. Dealers rri/e for lists. 

Magno Storage Battery Corp. 
Aeolian Bldg., New York City 

STORAGE BATTERY 

MAGNO 

Vario- Coupler 
The fastest selling vario- 
coupler on the market. Tech- 
nically O. K. and the price k 
right. 

Inductance Switch 
A mighty fine switch. The 
knob matches Fada Rheostat 
knob. 

Series -Parallel 
Switch 

Changes quickly from circuit 
to circuit. The handiest switch 
for experimenters. 

Power Rheostat 
Will control three or four ra- 
dio frequency amplifier tubes. 

Send 1Oc for Fada Handbook. 
Plumb full of radio facts. 

F. A. D. ANDREA 
1581 D Jerome Ave. N. Y. C. 

I 
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DELICATE SOLDERING 
Both the manufacturers' and amateurs' problem on all fine work is readily solved by the instru- 

ment constructed for this particular purpose. 
THE POST SOLDERING IRON 

Platinum Heating Unit - Interchangeable Tips - Universal Current 
(/ argr and Small) 

ONE -HALF ACTCAL SIZE 

B6.00 
Awarded Certificate of Excellency, N. Y. Evening Mail Radio Institute 

From your Dealer, or write 
POST ELECTRIC COMPANY (Instruments Division), 30 E. 42nd St., New York - DELFELCO 

RADIO B 
À : BATTERIES 

ARE GUARANTEED 
Small 223,V . . . . $2. 

Small 45V 4 

Large 22%V . . . . 3. 

Large 45V 5 

DELFELCO BATTERY CORP. 
Il MEETING STREET PAWTUCKET, R. I. 

SELF -FILLING INK PENCIL 
" INDEPENDENT" 

Guaranteed Improved Fountain Pen. Elim- 
inates fatigue. Promotes efficiency. 

Writes uniform. A Duanesa 
necessity. Meets 

all require. 
meets. Sell-fill- 
ing. non- leakable. safety 
cap. Attached clip. Smooth 
writing gold Stylo point. Your name 
In Gold -25 cents Extra. Agents Wanted. 
J. X. ULLRICH & CO.. 161 Washington St., New York 

MULTIPOINT 
I l'ateut Pending) 

A Synthetic CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
sensitive over its entire surface 

Eliminates all detector troubles. Extraordinary clearness 
and volume. Endorsed by radio experts and press. Sold in 
sealed packages only. Join the ever -increasing Rusotdte fans. 

Price. postpaid, mounted 50c Sensitiveness guaranteed a7 
RUSONITE CATWHISKER 

ne 14 -Karat Gold Multiple contact hae 
Supersensitive 
Order from your dealer or direct from us. 

Rusooite Products Corp., Dept. "P," 15 Park Row, N .Y. 

GIVE YOUR EARS A TREAT! -USE 
9 

Now 
$6 50 

At your 
dealers 
or direct 
on re- 
ceipt of 
price. 

3000 
Ohms 

With 
Military 

Head - 
Band 
and 

Cord 

A Triumph in Radio Receiver Design 
Q Newman - 

w wy,11- Nnit lrt Stern Building ^ Cleveland. O. 

WESTERN HOME BATTERY CHARGER 
CHARGES your radio Storage Batteries from 110 volt alternating or 

direct current ligbting socket, of any cycle. 
Keep your Battery fully charged and receive the maximum -range from 

your receiving set. Charges Battery over night for a few cents. Has no 
delicate bulbs to break or burn out; no moving parts of any kind to get out 
of order; no adjustments to make, and will charge as many as six 6 volt 
batteries at one time if necessary. 
Will also charge Automobile starting and lighting batteries. Shipped any- 
where in the United States and Canada for $6.86. Send 25% with order; 
balance C. O. D. or 2% may be deducted if full cash accompanies order. 

Note We have a large quantity of high-grade Radio Storage Bat- 
teries of all sizes, which we are selling at bargain prices. 

Radio Dealers should send at once for our distributors' proposition. Dc.srription of our lint 
of Chargers and Badio Storage Batteries sou upon request. 

WESTERN RUBBER MOLD & BATTERY 
321 -323 North Crawford Avenue 

NOW 
$6.85 
COMPANY 
Chicago, Illinois 
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Get This First Class Radio license 
ou Can Earn Big Money Willi It 

THE best paid positions in radio go to the men 
who hold the Government's First -Class Com- 
mercial License. The radio men on every ship, 

in every land commercial station, in every broad- 
casting station, must have one of these licenses. 
Every radio inspector must pass the first -class 
license examinations. Engineers, mechanics, instal- 
lation and maintenance experts must all of them 
own a Government First -Class Commercial License. 
It is every radio man's ambition to get a license, 
not only because it is the highest mark of honor he 
can get, but because it also opens to him all the 
wonderful opportunities in this great profession. 

Emmett Welch of Peculiar, Mo., is Radio Sales- 
man making $300 per month and expenses, Merle 

M. Wetzel is inspec- 
Pick Out the Job You Want and tor in the Engineer- 

We Will Help You Get It ing Dept. of a Public 
We have trained hundreds and Service Co., Edwin 

helped them to splendid paying Forsyth is on his way in Radio. You will be y 
interested in knowing erectly what to Scotland as first - 
these graduates are doing and in er- lass licensed o reading the actual lettera written class p ' by them. Our new Free Book ator on board ship. contains scores of these letters, 
each one a story of success in it. Read in the panel of 
self. Send for this book, the fin, salaries paid 

Here 
Radio iandbthef ealarleteethey pay. in all tie wonderful 

Radio Mechanics, $1.500 to positions open to you 
$2.000 

y1 nn specter. $1,800 to as soon as you get the 
$3.000 a year. Government First - Radio Auditor, $1,200 to $1.800 

year. Class License. 
Radio Salesman, $2.000 to 

$5.000 a year- Win Your Govern - Radio Engineer. $3300 a year 
and 

Rpo Executive. MI to $10,000 ingot License This Radio 
year. 

New, Easy Way Radio 
Draftsman, 

$6 to S 
$7 

a day. 
Radio Drsftaman, 57 to $10 a 

day. The National Ra- 
First Clan Ship Operator, $105 
month. all expenses paid. dio Institute, Ameri- 
Commerciai Land Station Oper- Cû'5 first and largest ator, 5150 a month and up. 
Broadcasting Station Operator. Radio School. has 

3125 to 3250 a month, devised a remarkable 

new method that makes 
it easy for you to win 
your license. No previous 
experience in electricity or radio is necessary. 
Spare time study at home prepares you in an 
amazingly short time to pass the Government ex- 
aminations, so you can get one of the fine jobs 
waiting in this great field. The diploma we give 
you upon completion of the course, counts for 5 to 
10 credits on all government license examinations. 

Four Radio instruments Free 
An extraordinary feature of this course is the use of 

four patented instruments, owned exclusively by us, which 
give practical training in radio operation, installation and 
maintenance and repair -all of which you must have to 
become an expert. 

Among these instruments is the wonderful Xatrometer, 
said by experts to he the perfect device for teaching the 
Radio Code. All of these Instruments are given frec dur- 
ing the course. 

Send for Free Radio Book 
Thousands of positions are open to Radio Experts. Find 

out what your opportunities are in this fascinating profes- 
sion. Send for interesting free hook, "How to Learn Radio 
at Home." which gives complete details of plan by which 
the National Radio Institute quickly qualifies you for a 
Government Commercial License. If you are sincerely am. 
bitious, send the coupon or a postcard for free book NOW. 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. 32 -C, 1345 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Dept. 32 -C, 1345 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W. 

Washington, D. C. 
Send me stur free honk. "Row to Learn Radio at Henna' with 

full particulars about the opportunities ht radio, and how you will 
quickly trait me In my spare time at hone to win a Government 
First -Class Commercial License. Also tell me how your free.Da- 
ployment Service will help me to a position. 

Nam o Age 

Street 

City State 
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THE EDISON RADIO PRIMARY BATTERY 

Price 
Complete $ 8 

Renewals $3 

FOR WD11 TUBES 

This battery, a product of the Edison Laboratories, 
is designed for the operation of from one to three of 
these tubes. When used to operate one tube, it will last 

1000 HOURS WITHOUT CHARGING 
or any other attention. It may then be restored by re- 
newing the elements and solution and will repeat this 
performance with each renewal. 

Inquiries solicited from dealers and jobbers 
THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc. 

PRIMARY BATTERY DIVISION 
BLOOMFIELD, N. J. 

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO 
752 Peoples' Cas Bldg. 2044 Exch. Bldg. 1205 Hobart Bldg. 

NOVO 
"B' B T ERIES 

NOTE THE INSULATED BINDING 
POSTS AND The. WIRE CONNECTOR 

NOVO M'F'G CO. 
e424 W.33ó 5r. . 53I SO.OEARBORN ST 

NEW YORK CHICAGO 

FREE Radio Catalog 
Our big stock of standard 

makes of radio sets, parts and 
supplies, fully illustrated. Play 
safe -buy standard equipment 
from a reliable house. We ship 
from stock. 

Send $6.50 for genuine West 
inghouse WD.1I "peanut" tube - 

no storage battery needed. 60 cents extra for signal 
socket. $1.00 for Bradley Adapter. Wonderful results. 

JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO. 
In ¿win'" liner 1560 

127 Michigan Street, Milwaukee, Wie. 

SPECIAL BARGAIN 
WONDERFUL TUBE SET 1 Q -00 
1000 MILE RANGE Q 

Newark Can Get Davenport, Iowa 
Descriptive Circular on Rcques7 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
Bakelite End Plates Standard Construction 

Performance Guaranteed 
3 Plate $1.25 21 Plate $1.75 

11 " 1.50 143 " 2.25 
Enclose Money Order and Goods will be Shipped 
Immediately by Parcel Post, Postage C.O.D. 
Write for special prices ou. our ronrplctc line of 

Radio Parts, Sets and Accessories 
AERO MFG. C0.,142 Market St., Newark, N. J. 

Wanted -Railway Mail Clerks 
$133 to $192 'Franklin Inet., Dep. P306 Rochester, N.Y A MONTH / Sirs: Scud me sllhout drame: III Sample 
Send Coupon k Ranier lrau Clerk Examination questions: 
Tod8 Sure (2) List of Cocernnent jobs sitatnable; 

Y 
Àa 

(3) Tell me how I an get a position, 
MEN -BOYS p nome 

18 to 35 I Addreee 
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DEALERS SAY THE S -P-2 
RECEIVER IS SELLING FAST! 
With a list price of $85.00 the S -P -2 RECEIVER is fast becoming the favorite of 
dealer and user alike. Demonstrated superior to regenerative receivers. 
The S -P -2 RECEIVER has already been tested to the most severe 
tests and dealers all over the country are delighted with the results. 
The S -P -2 is truly the SUPERIOR RECEIVING SET on the 
market today and has been proven far and away in a class by 
itself excelling any regenerative receiver now offered costing 
$125.00 to $180.00. 

THE LIST PRICE IS BUT $85.00 WITH AN ADDITIONAL 
CHARGE OF $15.00 FOR THE ADAPTER. 

The S -P -2 is a complete Receiver of radio -telephone and radio- 
telegraph signals over a wavelength range of from 180 to 650 
meters, using three tubes, viz.: detector, one stage of radio fre- 
quency amplification and one stage of audio frequency amplification. 

An Adapter representing an additiona!stage of audio frequency amplification. 
added to the S -P -2 Receiver AS SIMPLY AS INSERTING A TUBE INTO 
A SOCKET. Without necessitating the change of a single binding post. wire 
or batteries or headphones! The S -P -2 Adapter is a basic patent and is 
thoroughly covered. 

Distributors for 
Lyradion Sales & Eng. Co. 
Sleeper Radio Corp. 
Jewett Mfg. Corp. 
A. R. C. 
Pacent Elec. Co. 
Schieber & Jensen 
Elec. Prod. Mfg. 
Penn Radio 
Atwater Kent 
Homecharg er 
Radisco 
Electra se 
Mitchell -Rand 
Callophone 
Amer. Radio & Research Corp. 
Baldwin Radio 
Dubilier 

WHOLESALE ONLY 

_+( èr±i.=r.,....... 
s,4(9 

{7+1rritt : 

DEALERS: 
Write for Catalogue IOTA 

5-P-2 
fDMPL6TE wish 

AOAPTE0. 

PITTSBURGH RADIO SUPPLY NOOSE 
963 Liberty Ave. Pittsbur: ,Pa. GLRA44P3631. 
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SUPERIOR AUDIO TRANSFORMER 
Electrical efficiency plus handsome appearance. Ratio 4y 
to 1. Primary reactance 30,000 ohms. Secondary, random 
wound and untuned, gives a flat top amplifying character- 
istic from 150 to 2,000 cycles. Exceptionally tight coupling. 
Moisture proof. Uniform operation under all conditions. 
Will not burn out. A quality product used and recom- 
mended by successful manufacturers of radio sets. Another 

Superior Product" which reflects credit upon the radio 
industry. 

Price $6.00. At your Dealer's or write us 

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS MFG. CORP. 
1078 -80 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE, IRVINGTON, N. J. 

N\\IN 
. .s -=.o World Radio 

Batteries 
SAVE YOU 

50% 
WRITTEN 2 TR. GUARANTEE 

Direct factory to user sales methods save you 60 %. 
Highest quality material insures you 100% e 

t Every battery backed by our written two -year guaran- 
tee. You take no risk. Batteries shipped express C. O. D. for your inspection. Mail your order today -at once. 

COMPARE THESE PRICES 
RADIO PRICES: No other manufacturer of- 

ters such a high quality bat- 
6 Volt. 40 Amps. $ 5.50 tery at such low price. Save 
6 Volt. 60 Amps. 10.00 60 per cent on your next battery 
6 Volt. 80 Amps. 12.50 and get better and longer service 
6 Volt. I00 Amps. 14.50 

-buyry. World 
n today. 

Radio 

World Battery Co., 1219 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 3, Chicago 

Ss,,,7125Sel/ir Shirts 
Large shirt manufacturer wants agents 
to sell Complete lino of shirts, pajamas, 
and nightsblrte direct to wearer. Ad- 
vertised brand-exclusive patterns --easy 
to sell. No experience or capital re- 
quired. Entire] 

te for free samples. 
Madison Shirt Co.. 503 Broadway, N.Y.C. 

Army Auction Bargains 
20 ga. Hand and Shoulder Gun . $ 14.85 
Luger pistol $21.50 Haversacks .15 up 
}Crag rifle $12.30 I TENTS $1.95 up 
Full set Armysteel letters andflgores,11.00 
15 acres army goods. Illustrated catalog 
for 1922 - --372 page a-- 

information (specially 
and 'cuInteresting 

of all World War smallarms, mailed 60 cents. N l's W circular, 16 page, 
10 canta. E tabllshod 1865. 

Francis Bannerman Sons, 501 Broadway, N.Y. 

GALENA CRYSTAL 
Mounted In special prepared metal 30c. Unmounted 25c. All 
guaranteed. Manufacturers, dealers and Jobbers write for 
quantity prices. 

We also manufacture Radio parts to order. 
PRECISION TOOL & MFG. CO.. 102 Lewis St.. New York City 

Here'syouropportunity. Radio needs 
you. Win success in this fascinating field. 

Trained men in demand at highest salaries. 
',earn at home, in your spare time. 

Be a Radio Expert 
I will train you quickly and easily, todesign, 
construct, install, operate, repair, maintain. and 
sell all forms of Radio apparatus. My new method. 
are the most successful in existence. Learn to earn 

$1,800 to $10,000 a Year 
FREEWonderful, home -construction, tube receiving set, of latest design. 

Write for "Radio Facts" free. Engineer Mohaupt. 
American Electrical Association 

Dept. 63 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chioego 

Agents: 90c an Hour 
Introduce "Sederete." A new wonder. A 

pure solderiapaate form. Workalikemagio. 
Stop. all leak.. For mending water buckets, 
cooking 

ufeta sile, 
milk pail., water tanks, tin 

roofs-everything hing including granite ware, 
agate ware, tin. iron. copper, tint, etn. 

Quick Sales -Nice Profit 
,p i s, Everybody buys. Houaewive, me. f'° _` chantce,eleetrieiana,iewelers,plumb- .,\ re tourists, automobilista, etc. No 

®1_ leak too bad to repair. Just apply a 
- little " Soderete," light a match and 

that's all. Put up in handy metal tubes. Carry quantity right 
with you. Write for money -making proposition. 
AMERICAN PRODUCTS CO. 76pv Amnion Bldg.. Gstinati, Ohio 

Do You Want To Make 
MORE MONEY? 

Suppose you were given the opportunity to make an 
extra five or even ten dollars per week. Would you 
accept the offer? POPULAR RADIO, a radio monthly 
with a national reputation for genuine merit, will pay 
you generously for the little time it takes you to tell 
radio enthusiasts in your own community of the maga- 
zine that will help and entertain them. It costs you 
only the price of the postage stamp to get full infor- 
mation regarding our money making plan. Address 

Department S 

POPULAR RADIO, 9 East 40th St., N. Y. City 
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Catalogue 
FREE 

Large 
Selection of 

Outfits 

Write to the house nearest you. 
ADDRESS DEPARTMENT 

One copy of this complete Catalogue 
of Radio Outfits, parts, Dictionary 
of Radio Terms, Instruction Book, 
and Guide to Successful Radio 
Work -one copy is yours Free. 

Simply write us a post card and 
we will mail the complete book to 
you Free, by return mail. 

It quotes the lowest prices, amaz- 
ingly low prices on everything for 
the expert and the amateur. Every 
improved part, the most up -to -date 
outfits, everything that is needed of 
the most modern type -at the low- 
est possible prices. 

It gives a list of broadcasting sta- 
tions, and gives much information 
about radio construction and opera- 
tion. Every one interested in Radio 
needs this complete catalogue and 
book of instruction. 

Why Pay Higher Prices? 
Montgomery Ward & Co. has for fifty years dealt on a 
Money -Back basis, absolutely guaranteeing everything 
they sell. With quality absolutely assured, why pay 
higher prices elsewhere? Write today for this Free Radio 
Book and see for yourself the Saving it will bring you. 

One copy is yours Free. You need only write us a 
post card. 

Chicago Kansas City St. Paul 
38 -R Fort Worth Portland, Ore. 

Co, MontgomeiyWard 
The Oldest Mail Order House is Today theMostProgressivem 
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MELCO SUPREME 
"Graces Any Home" 

$125 
The "Melco Supreme" Radio Frequency 
Amplifying Receiver can be used with indoor 
or outdoor aerial, loop or lighting plug. Oper- 
ation is simplicity itself. Covers all broad- 
casting ranges from 175 to 500 meters wave 
length. A new departure in radio -non- reflex, 
non -regenerative, tuned radio -frequency. 

Amplification is extremely high per stage with- 
out the slightest loss of tone quality. Neither 

distorts the wave nor interferes with other 
members of the radio audience. Single tuning 
adjustments assure greatest degree of pro- 
gram selectivity and most satisfactory long dis- 
tance receiving is permitted by this new system. 

At your dealer's- otherwise write for par- 
ticulars about "Melco Supreme" and our com- 
plete line of parts to any of our offices listed 
below. 

MORTIMER RADIO CORP., 114 -116 Fulton Street, New York 
Huntington, W. Va.. 1028 Fourth Ave.; Philadelphia, Pa., 636 Victory Bldg.; Pittsburgh. PL. 704 Granite Bldg.: 

Atlanta. 6L. Flatiron Bldg.: San Francisco. Cal., 709 Mission Street; St. Louis. Mo., 13 Routh 4th St. 
Exclusive Canadian Representative, Scott Bros, Ltd., 332 St. Catherine St. West. Montreal, Que. 

PATENTS PROCURED AND 
TRADE -MARKS REGISTERED 

Advice and Terms upon Request 
ROBB, ROBB, & HILL 

1405 Hanna Bldg. 944 McLachlen Bldg. 
Cleveland, Ohio Washington, D. C. 

CME 
for amplification 

LAST CHANCE 
to Subscribe to 

POPULAR RADIO 
at the Old Price! 

TWO NEW 
SUBS 

$250 
Get only one NEW yearly subscription for POPULAR RADIO at the old 

$1.50 rate. Add one dollar for your own subscription and we will mail 
POPULAR RADIO for a whole year to both addresses provided they are 
NEW subscribers. This is your Last Chance to have a bigger, better maga- 
zine at a cost less than the old price. Save money by cutting out the double 
coupon and MAIL IT TODAY. 

(COUPON GOOD UNTIL APRIL 1, 1923) 

POPULAR RADIO, Dept. E 
$ East 40th Street, New York City 

Please send POPULAR RADIO for one year to: 

And also to this other new subscriber. Here's my 
cash remittance -(or a check for two -fifty). 

NAME NAME 

ADDRESS ADDRESS. 

CITY ..... STATE CITY STATE 
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The Vital Organs of a Radio Receiver 
are 

Transformers, Condensers, and the Vario Coupler. 

In the 

JEWETT SUPER -TWELVE 
These and all other parts are of: 

SCIENTIFIC DESIGN 
FIRST QUALITY MATERIAL 
EXPERT WORKMANSHIP 

resulting in a Super Non- Regenerative Receiver, Superior in 

TONE, SELECTIVITY, CLEARNESS, EFFICIENCY. 

Without Distortion, Howling, Screeching or Whistling. 

Price $75.00 in Mahogany Jewett Mfg. Corp. 
Walnut or Kodak Cabinets Newark, N. J. 
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A Bigger, Better "Popular Radio" 
for Our Friends and Subscribers 

-yet it will come to you without extra 
cost if you act at once ! 

TO our big family of POPULAR RADIO readers 
the addition of 22 more pages of reading mat- 

ter in the February issue was mighty welcome 
news. 

For several months past, a great store of timely 
and interesting articles had been piling up on the 
Editor's desk. There wasn't sufficient space to 
run them all- practical hints for the radio amateur; 
helpful suggestions on how to get the most out of 
all types of sets; understandable articles by dis- 
tinguished scientists written exclusively for POP- 
ULAR RADIO; questions answered; hook -ups that 
work; thrilling stories and personal experiences 
filled with romance and adventure -just the kind 
of "live stuff" that has made this magazine so 
popular with our half a million enthusiastic 
readers. 
So there was only one thing to do. We increased 
the thickness of the magazine! Now there will be 
no space limitations to prevent getting these articles 
quickly to our readers. "Month by month 
POPULAR RADIO is growing bigger and bigger." 

The Same POPULAR RADIO 
-only more of it ! 

You'll be tickled with POPULAR RADIO these 
coming months. The same helpful, practical, in- 
teresting articles will continue. There will be 
more of them. New departments will be added. 
Don't take a chance on missing any of these bigger, 
better issues. Become a regular subscriber and 
get the magazine each month at your home. 

Although the price of POPULAR RADIO has al- 

ready been advanced to 20 cents on the news- 
stands, you can get a full year's subscription, 12 
issues, for only $1.50. But this offer is open for 
a short time only. Act at once! 

Save from 90c to $9.00 
Mail the coupon today. 

Effective March 20th, the subscription price of 
POPULAR RADIO becomes $2.00 a year. But 
if you act at once you may subscribe for as long 
a term as you wish (up to 10 years) at the old 
rate of only $1.50 a year. In this way you save 
from 90 cents, on a one -year subscription, to $9.00 
on a ten -year subscription! 
To present subscribers this same liberal offer is 
made. You may extend your present subscription 
to a period up to 10 years at the old price, thus 
saving from 90 cents to $9.00 and insuring that 
you receive, every month, the best, radio maga- 
zine value there is! 
Do not delay filling out the attached coupon and 
mailing it today. Only those subscriptions which 
come to us postmarked prior to midnight, March 
20th, can be accepted at this low rate. A sub- 
scription to POPULAR RADIO, besides keeping 
you in touch with all the rapid developments in 
this fascinating field, will save you many times 
its cost in the construction and improvement of 
a set of your own, and will safeguard you against 
many an hour wasted in costly experiment. 
Get only the best results by becoming a regular 
subscriber to POPULAR RADIO. Fill out and 
mail the coupon now. 

This Coupon Saves You 90c to $9.00 
POPULAR RADIO, INC. 
Dept. 3, 9 East 40th Street, New York City 
Please enter (renew, or extend) my subscription to POPULAR 
RADIO at the old rate of only $1.60 per year for the term of 
years checked in the square below. I enclose my remittance 
(check, money order or registered mail), and do not want to miss 
a single issue. 

NAME 

STREET & NO. 

CITY & STATE 
(No extra for Canada. Foreign countries $2 a year) 

IMNIM 

Check here to indicate the 
number of years you wish to 
subscribe. The top square 
saves you the most money. 

10 years for only $15 -eaves 
newsstand price 

$9.00 over the 

5 years for only $7.50 -saves 
newsstand price 

$4.60 over the 

U 3 years for only $4.50 -saves 
newsstand price 

$2.70 over the 

2 years for only $3.00 -saves $1.80 over the 
newsstand price 

I year for only $1.50 -saves 90 cents over the 
newsstand price 

MEMO 



THE Radio Specialty Company. "RAS- 
CO" for short, is probably the most 
unique radio parts supply house In the 

United States, if not in the world today. 
'Phis Company makes a specialty of 
SMALL ORDERS. No order can be too 
mall to get Immediate and prompt atten- 
tion, for the simple reason that most of 
our orders are small. 
The reputation of this Company Was built 
solely on service. Ask any of your ac- 
quaintances what they think of " RASCO" 
goods, " RASCO" service. "RASCO'I 
promptness) Thousands of unsolicited 
testimonials on file prove that we sere 
the public best! 
Many houses claim that their orders 
are shipped within twenty -four hours. A 
year's record in our Order Department 
actually shows that over 99% of our 
orders leave within twelve hours after 
receipt. We invite you to try "RASCO" 
service on a 50c order. MAKE US 
PROVE WHAT WE SAY. 
Sixty -eight per cent of an of our cus- 
tomers come back for more goods after 
they have tried our service once. The 
reason is very simple, as we specialize 
in very small orders. We could not 
stay in business if we had to look for 
new customers continually. 
" RASCO" SERVICE IS WHAT 
COUNTS! 

"Rasco" Catalog No. 8 
The new "RASCO" catalog. No. S. 
will provo a revelation to the man 
who "builds his own." In this cata- 
log are Usted more parts asid more 
items than you have previously 
thought possible to obtain. 
The new "RASCO" catalog contains 
over 500 different radio items. and 
has been greatly enlarged over the 
preceding eme. IT NOW CONTAINS 
60 PAGES INSTEAD OF 40. 

Price Reductions 
Many items have been reduced to 
give our customers the benefit of 
the lower prices that enlarged 
production makes possible. 

Factories in BrooRlyn, 
N.Y., and Elltridge, Md. 
These two factories, where our 
screw machine work, our stamp- 
ing and our composition work Is 
turned out, make it possible for 
us to offer the very lowest prices 
in the country. 

300 Illustrations 
Tais Catalog contains oar Three boning 
ilia .lrations. On soma Cal al ils my t 
cul, il la distributed Ire. d 
MAILED ONLY ON RECEIPT OF 

16o, IN STAMPS OR COIN 

75 Vacuum Tube 
HooR -Ups! 
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"Rasco Has It" "Build Your Own!" 
Partial List of Goods Listed In 
"Rasco" Catalog 
No. 8 
Detectors 
Navy Knobs 
Switch Handle. 
Pointer 
Lock Nuts 
Cord Tips 
Copper Ribbon 
Switches 
Crystal Cups 
Sliders 
Litz Win 
Rotors 
Panel Scales 
Switch Leven 
Condenser Plata 
Carbon Balle 
Audio-Frequency 

Transformers 
Radio Frequency 

Transformers 
Radio Panel. 
Name Plates 
Crystals 
Semite 
Silicon 
Jtadloelts 
Condensers 
Ground Clamps 
Plugs 
Contact Arms 
Aerial Connectors 
Bus Bar Wire 
Enameled Wire 
Transformer Coil, 
Cooper Strip 
Flexible Cord 
Knobs 
Panel Knobs 
Key Knobs 
Binding Posts 
Lock Poste 
Machine Screws 
Switch Stops 
Telegraph Key Knobs 
Hard Rubber 

Binding Posts 
Nickel- plated Switch 

Points 
Zinc Spark Gap Ends 
Panel Switches 
Mounted Crystal. 
Tin Foil 
Rheostat Windings 
Spring Clips 
Antenna Connectors 
Spacing Washers 
Carbon Grains 
Blow Torches 
Minerals 
Copper Pyrites 
Soft Metal (Bugnnium) 
Threaded Brass Rod 
Cord Tip Jacks 
Vacuum Tube Sockets 
Mica Diaphragms 
Radio Cement 
Choke Coils 
Magnet Wire 
Braes Rod 
Grid Leak Condenser. 
Phone Cords 
Metal Dials 
Universal Panel Bearing 
Binding Post Name Plates 
Spaghetti -Insulating Tubing 
Handle. 
Switch Knobs 
Potentiometer Windings 
Instrument Posts 
Hexagon Nuts 
Spring Binding Posts 
Switch Studs 
Cap Nuts 
Lubricated Switches 
Panel Switch Levers 
Mies 

Dials 
'hones 

Brass Lugs 
Copper Lugs 
lottery Switches 

Aerial Insulators 
Composition Dials 
Separable Cord Tips 
Phone Condensers 
Honeycomb Coils 
Silk Wire 
Resistan 

Galena 
Zincite 
Plugs 
Dial Verniers 
Lock Washers 
Jacks 
Copper Braid 
Brass Washer 
Mineral Sots 
Solderall 
Carbon Buttons 
Diaphragms 

Vat is- Coupler Rotors Vacuum Tube Fuses Selenium 
Transformer Stampings Rheostat Windings Switch Blades 
This holiness was originated with the tole purpose to eater to the 
amateur who has small orders. ALL OF OUR ORDERS ARE 

SMALL and that Is why your small order will never be side- 
tracked by us. A trial order will make you a life 

customer. "We can only stick you once." Try in 
with a 500 order. ALL GOODS PREPAID. 

DEALERS 
Get Our See- 
alai Proposition 

SSA PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY aro.DyoFrT-t.0 la.,Ml 

These hook -ups of ALL important vacuum tube cnnnectlnns are given 
in clear diagrams with complete explanations. This is the one and 
only catalog containing such a wealth of information on all Vacuum 
Tube sets, giving all the correct values of all the elements, so that 
any amateur can readily hook up a set with the instructions furnished. 
All Armstrong Circuits: These Important circuits are explained 
clearly. all values having been given, leaving out nothing that could 
Purls you. Just to name a few of the Vacuum Tube circuits: The 
V.T. as a detector and one -step amplifier; regenerative circuit; 
DeForest ultraudlon; V.T. to receive undamped and spark signals; 
Armstrong circuits ; one -step radio frequency amplifier and detec- 
tor: three -stage audio-frequency amplifier; short wave regenerative 
circuits; V.T. radio telephone; 4 -stage radio frequency amplifiers: 
radio and audio -frequency amplifier, inductively coupled amplifier: 
Armstrong superautooyne; radio frequency amplifier and crystal 
detector; combination V.T. detector one -stage amplifier: taro -stage 
radio frequency amplifier and detector with feedback coupling (re- 
generative) ; regenerative receiver, using single snider web cell; 
Armstrong super -regenerative circuit; two -singe radio frequency 
amplifier coupled to a two -circuit tuner, using .W -slide tuner rern- 
entive receiver; two-stage audio-frequency atwitter, using crystal 
M V.T. one -stage radio frequency detector, two ata.es audio -frequency 
with feed -back coupling to first tube; power amplifier with loud 
speaker; regenerative receiver and one -stage amplifier for DX work: 
one -Stage radio frequency detector with feed -back couplln: very 
sensitive circuit with two stages of radio frequency and regenerative 
detector: ono to ten mile radiophone transmitter: three stages nib 
frequency. two stages audio -frequency, loop reception: crystal detector 
with rectification : one tube, super-regenerative receiver: short wave 
regenerative receiver with two variocouplen. capacity -coupled tuner: 
trap circuit to eliminate interference; selective circuit to eliminate 
mtereference. 
If you were to buy a hook containing all of these 75 Hook -ups you 
would have to spend from $3 to $7.00 to secure the same information. 
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Why Do Teleradio Phones 
Stay Sold? 

Enter This Contest! 
There are thousands of Teleradio Supersensitive Headsets in use; the number returned is a 

fraction of one per cent. In other words, they STAY SOLD. 
We want the users of Teleradio Headsets to write us a letter giving the reasons why 

Teleradio Headsets STAY SOLD. For the best three letters we offer the prizes listed below. 
Give the Dealer's name who sold you the Teleradio Headset you are using. The contest is 

open to users of Teleradio Headsets only. 
Prize- winning letters will be published in a later issue of Popular Radio. 

FIRST PRIZE: 
One Type A 3000 -ohm Headset Value $9.00 
One Type U 43 -plate Variable Air Condenser " 4.00 
One Lightning Arrester " 1.00 
One Reversible Filament Rheostat 46 1.00 
One Vacuum Tube Socket .60 
One Filament Protector, single pole " .60 
One Phone Condenser .001 MFD Capacity .35 

Total $16.55 

SECOND PRIZE: 
One Type B 2200 -ohm Headset Value $7.50 
One Type U 23 -plate Variable Air Condenser " 3.00 
One Filament Protector, double pole .80 
One Grid Condenser .0005 MFD Capacity 44 .35 

Total $11.65 
THIRD PRIZE: 

One Type C 2000 -ohm' Headset Value $6.50 
One Type U 11 -plate Variable Air Condenser " 2.50 
One Combination Grid Leak and Condenser " .50 

Total $9.50 
Letters should be addressed Contest Department: 

TELERADIO ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
484 -490 BROOME STREET. NEW YORK 
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Filament potential 5 volts 
Filament current .25 amp. 
Plate potential 20 to 100 volts 
Plate Impedence 16,000 ohms 
Amplification constant ` 6.5 

Announcing the 

New 

Amplifier 
Tube 

Type C-301-A. List Price, $9.00 

The most efficient vacuum tube ever placed 
on the market for amateur and experimental 
use. The engineers of the General Electric 
research laboratories have at last succeeded 
in perfecting a tube that every owner of a 
radio set has been waiting for. 

Greater 
Power Amplification 

Only Amp. Filament Current 

THIS new and improved Cunningham C- 301 -A Amplifier is a high vacuum tube designed for 
use as an amplifier and detector, containing a new Tungsten Filament,,_thß, characteristics 

of which are long life, low power consumption, low operating temperature itid greater power 
amplification than any previous amplifier tube. The tube has a standard four prong base, and 
the glass bulb has the same dimensions as the C -300 and the C -301. 

The greatly reduced filament current permits the use of four of these tubes without exhausting 
the A battery any faster than when using one of the previous type of amplifier tubes. 

Complete instructions for the care and efficient operation of this new Amplifier Tube are 
packed with every tube. 

Insert a C -301 -A in your amplifier set to -day. Note the improved quality and increased audibility. 

The Cunningham Technical Bureau is at your service. Address your problems fo Dept. B. 

248 First Street, San Francisco, California 154 W. Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois 

jolt 

CHARLES FRANCIS PRESS. NEW YORK 

_ 
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BUILD YOUR OWN 
SINGLE CIRCUIT 

TUNER 

Ihl 

Catalogue No. 165 $13.09 
(Mounted) 

No. 1 o Radiometer CR.00 
No. 150 B W. Ind $4.50 

(Not mounted) 
Wave length range 180 -3100 
Wave length range 300 -3280 

R. MITCHELL 8 CO.. 
255 Atlan tie Ave. Boston, Mass. 

For 47 years Manufacturers of Scientific and other equipment 
Look for trade mark on esery piece 

Jobbers and Dealers write for discour. 


